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PART oF THE PLEASURE oF owNING
BEAUTIFUL THINGS

IS FEELING AT HOME WITH THEM.

INSoFAR AS WE SEE THINGS IN oURSELVES REFLECTED IN oUR

SURROUNDINGS, THERE'S A LOT TO BE SAID FOR LIVING WITH

WHAT,S BEAUTIFUL. O AND LEARNING ABOUT SUCH THINGS

WHEN WE,RE VERY YOUNG THEREAFTER, wE CAN FEEL

COMFORTABLE IN THE MIDST OF THE MOST REMARKABLE

THINGS, OBJECTS WHOSE BRILLIANCE AND BALANCE AND

GRACE AND CHARM ARE SO PLEASING TO HAVE WITHIN REACH.

@ I-IxE WATERFoRD cRYSTAL. PEoPLE HAVE BEEN FEELING AT

HOME WITH ITS CHARACTERISTIC BEAUTY, FROM GENERATION

TO GENERATION AND DAY IN AND DAY OUT, FOR A LONG, LONG

TIME

WerrnroRD'
WORTHY OF TH E MOM ENT

FOR OVER TWO CENTU R I ES

2 HG O(]TOBE,R 1992
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Mario Buatta Designs

FURNITUREs
for JohnWiddicomb

BED LINENS
for Reuman Industries, Inc.

WALLPAPER
f or Irnp er ial - S terlin g

LAMPS
for Frederick Cooper

HOME FRAGRANCE
for Aromatique

CARPETSX
for Shyam Ahuja €l Tianjin-
P hilnlelphia C arp e t C o .

NEEDLEPOINT
for Thimbelina

TABLE LINENS
f or S unw e au e I V er a D iq,)ision

PICTURES
for Framed Picture Enterprise

EABRIC
for FabriyaT

* Aqailnble through interior desigters
For Further Information: lGE 212,988.6811

fl ztz.B6t-e321 (FAx)
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Siluer rings true.

Silt,'. lets rour intlivirlual strle rtsorrnrl. Strilie the liglrt nolt
rith the Continental Sterlirrg Collt.r.tion from ltalr'. Tht.sc
tinttless nrasterpieces comhine tht' rlrralitl' of fine craftsuranship
rvith sr.ulpted simplicitr ol'rlr,sign. ,\vailalile in r\mer.ir.a
t'rclusivcly at Fortunoff. tht ht'avvwcight sterling pieces are in
thr, largr.r.ontinental size. mahing tlrcm lururiou-s to holrl,.,\nrl.
l"ortrrnrtf'l"s 70 l ear contntitntenl to ('ltstonl.l' service gualantees
\ottr ltlonev back if \ou al'e not cornpletrlr satisfied with rour
ltttrt'hase. For inquiries a|out thest anrl huntln,rls of other stt'rling

l)att{'rns. ot'fol a complinrcnlat'r lrlothrrre, r'all our custoul(,t'
serricc rlepartrnent at 8OO -g3Z -437 G ext. 66SS
I'ilth \renur anrl $estburr'. \\l |tararrrrrs. \\arne anrl \\oorlLrirlgr. \.1

Sterlin Silver fortunoff
'l'lrr. Flternal Elt'rrrent ol' Stvlr the source'
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AVAI LABLE AT BLOOMINGDALE'S

INTRODUCING

ELLtrN TRACY

€] I9q2 }AS}IION & DESIGNT]R FUCUNCE CROUI] INC, F]ASHIONED FOR THE SENSES
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COVER
Spaciotu dining

area of the
W h,iu l.c.( h.i, tc h,e n,

desigted by

Peter Marino.
Photograph

by Oberto Gili.
Page 101.

FEATURES

Prime Time for the Whittles fu Wendy Goodman 1O4
Architect Peter Marino tunes into the Edwardian era for
the family's new apartment in the Dakota

History and Attitude
by Joan Didion and J ohn Gregory Dunne 114
In their New York apartment, two writers "California it up"

Julian Schnabel's Velvet Touch by Zod Lund 12O
Amid bones, paintings, and Napoleonic furniture,
the artist makes himself comfortable

Frank and Alex b1 Frank Rich and AlexWitchel 128
'fwo characters in search ofenough closet space and
bookshelves set the scene for a drawing room comedy

HOUSE & GARDEN October 1992 Volume 164, Number l0

The View from Wave Hill fu Patti Hagan 13O
After twenty-five years at the Bronx estate, master
gardener Marco Polo Stufano continues to survey
the landscape with a fresh eye

Tribeca's Country Air by Wendy Goodman 136
Fashion designer Christian Francis Roth finds room
for a house and yard in a downtown loft

Fine Tuning Tradition by Andrew Solomon 14O
Exquisite dissonance is an essential part of the harmony
in decorator Genevidve Faure's East Side maisonette

New York's Young Designers by Christine Pittel 148
Whether living in basement hovels or high rises, five
decorating experts discover there's no place like home

The Houses That Louise Built fu Paul Gardner 154
A lifetime of symbolism dwells in artist Louise
Bourgeois's domestic imagery

Deborah Norville's Own Show by Michelle Green 1GO
On or off the air, the talk show host finds the perfect
backdrop for farnily lif'e

The Rap on Monica by William Norutich 166-
For music mogul Monica Lynch, the sound is 1990s
but the look is definitelv 1950s

Downtown Looking Up by Charles Gandee 17O
Advertising wunderkind Peter Arnell and wrirer
Sara Nolan reinvent the loft

10

d,owntown
lnft. Page 170.

Peter

An uptoutn
uiew of tlw
cig from
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GRACIOUS IN DETAIL,

METICULOUS

IN CRAFTSMANSHIP.

aker Upholstered Furniture. Time is the fullest measure of our work.

The patient application of traditional skills creates an inner strength

that allows fine fabrics, like this striklng chintz, to express their own rich

potential. We invite you to write for the name of a Baker dealer near your home

or visit a showroom with your interior designer. Please send $7.50 for the

Upholstered Fumiture catalogue to Baker

Fumiture, Dept.834, 1661 Monroe Avenue,

N.W., Grand Rapids, Michigan 49505.
KNAPP & TUBBS
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CELEB ES
THIMY YEARS

I
ARETROSPECTIVE
E HIBITIO
SEPTTMBER 23RD
PIAZZA IMLIA

TI
AT THT NEW YORK SEVENTH RECIMENT ARMORY

WITH THE COMPLIMENTS OF UTARNACO INC



DEPARTMENTS

Gontributors Notes 26

Notes The New and the Noteworthy 33

Shopping by Bob Felner 40
Calling ahead opens the door to some of the
city's best decorative arts sources

Gardening by Linda Yang 46
Urban nurseries stock the necessities for
Gotham's green thumb

Travel b Phillip Lopate 52
The city beyond Manhattan offers lesser-
known sights to see

Food by Regina Schrambling 66
Some of New York's hottest chefs have become
permanent residents in hotel dining rooms

Glassics b1 Mitchell Owens 72
A society decorator gathered a charmed circle
around him at Amster Yard

People by Margot GuralnickTS
No design role is out of character for the
four Kalmans

Art by Jowph Giouannini 82
New facets of the Russian avant-garde emerge
at the Guggenheim Museum

Architecture b1 Eae M. Kahn86
A man of many firsts, AlexanderJackson Davis
finally comes into his own

Writer in Residence $ TamaJanowitzgO
A novelist unlocks the hidden past inside
her curio cabinet

Books by Martin Filler94
From the Ziegfeld Follies to the New School,
architect Joseph Urban transformed the
image of metropolitan glamour

Style by Wendy Goodman 1OQ
Fanny Brennan captures an enchanted
universe in her tiny paintings

Editor's Page D1 Nancy Nouogrod 1O3

Great ldeas'178
Three spaces in one New York apartment
provide locations for a movable feast

Resources Where to Find It 18;6

Gandee at Large by Charles Candee 188
Little round tables are the secret
to Alice Mason's success

OCTOBER
Farm U
Garden
Nursery in
Tribeca,
aboue.
Page 45.
Left: A
surreal
miniature
painting by

Fannl
Brennan.
Page 100.

Les Cildbritds chef Christian
Delouurier, right. Page t55. Belou:

Danish, 1950s pottery
at Lath.am-Kearns. Page 40.
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A FABRICATION OF YOUR IIVIAGINATION

EDEHP
DURABLE, WASHABLE, STAIN RESISTANT
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THINK OF THEM AS VERY THIN
HRISTMAS PRESENTS

rival the greeting invariably well-received It',s hand-craftedis

rich with coats of lacquer, then
Crane Christmas card. very thin present. Or

For an even more substantial

C
N, printed card can ever

vivid color, bold relief and
and finished

texture of a

Because

the new Crane pen.

sevenWhether it's considered a

stantial card.

gift,

seasonal vignettes are copper-

Crane & Co., inc.,
at authorized Crane dealers.
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The sparkling muscat wine with the strawberries and zobogllone is an Asti Spumante from Piedmont. We could

have chosen a still Vin Santo dessert wine from Tuscany or a sweet Marsala from Sicily After all, the 20 regions

of ltaly produce more varieties of fine wine than any other country And they go with any foods in America.

VINO

w
ItalianWines. The Quality of Life.

@ t99z /F rrnlrnN tNSTtrurE FoR FoRETGN T&ADE/rcE, rrALrAN TRADE corlllrssloN, wrNE cENTER 499 eARK AVENUE, NEw yoRK, Ny too22
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For information on where tqj id Waverly
For our new ldeatook send a $2.00 to:

E o
Farmingdale, NY 1 1 736-5086;
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THE RALPH LAUREN HOME
COLLECTION IS AVAILABLE AT:

POLO/RALPH LAUREN STORES
MADISON AVE., NEW YORK, NY

PHOENIX, ARIZONA
BEVERLY HILTS, CALIFORNIA

CARMEL. CALIFORNIA
COSTAMESA, CALIFORNIA

LAJOLLA, CALIFORNIA
PALO ALIO, CALIFORNIA

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA

SANIA CLARA, CALIFORNIA
SOT]TH BAY, CALIFORNIA

ASPEN, COLORADO
DENVER, COLORADO

VAIL, COLORADO
STAMFORD, CONNECNCLTT

BOCA RATON, FLORIDA
COCONI'IT GROVE, FLORIDA

MIAMI, FLORIDA
PALM BEACH, FLORIDA

PALM BEACH GARDENS, FLORIDA
HONOLULU, HAWAII
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

CHESTNT]T HILL, MASSACHUSTTTS
BIRMINGHAM, MICHIGAN

MINNEAPOLIS. MINNESOTA
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

HACKENSACK, NEWJERSEY
SHORT HILIS, NEWJERSEY

MANHASSTf, NEWYORK
TULSA, OKLAHOMA

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
CHARLESTON, SOT]TH CAROLINA

AUSTIN, TEXAS
DALLAS, TEXAS

FORTWORTH,TEXAS
HOUSTON, TEXAS

CONNECTICL"T AVE,, WASHINGTON, D.C.
GEORGMOWN PARK, WASHINGTON, D.C.

INTERNATIONAL
BRI,XELLES, BELGILA,{

PARIS. FRANCE
HAMBURG, GERMANY
MUNICH, GERMANY

ATHENS, GREEEE
KOW LOON, HONG KONG

REPUTSE BAY, HONG KONG
HARVEY NICHOLS, LONDON

SINGAPORE
TAIPEI,TAIWAN

GRIEDER, ZURICH

CANADA
MONTREAL. OTTAWA

SHERWAYGARDENS
TORONTO

VANCOI-IVER

BAKER, KNAPP & TUBBS SHO\I'ROOMS

POLO COUNTRY STORES
COSTA MESA, CALIFORNIA

EASTHAMP|ON, NEWYORK

FINE DEPARTMENT STORES:
BLOOMINGDALES

BELK STORES, BON MARCHE
BULLOCKS, BURDINES
DAYTONS, DILLARD'S

DONECKERS
FAMOUS BARR, FILENES

FOLEYS
G. FOX, HECHTCO.
HIGBEES, HUDSONS

I. MAGNIN,JORDAN MARSH
KAUFMANS, LAZARUS

LEEJAY BED AND BATH, LIBERTY HOUSE
MACYS, MARSHALL FIELDS

MAY CO., MEIER & FRANK
MTTTLERS

NEIMANMARCUS
RICHS, ROBINSONS

SAKS FIMH AVENUE, CHICAGO
STRATT1tsRIDGE & CLOTHIER

JOHNWANAMAKER
WOODWARD & LOTHROP

ALSO AT SELECT SPECIALIY STORES

HG
NANCY NOVOGROD

Editor in Chief

Creatiue Director CHARLES GANDEE
Managing Editor DANA COWIN Design Director DANIA MARTINEZ DAVEY
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DECORATING
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Enter the stress-f ree world of Honsgrohe

Muscles reloxed. Spirit refreshed. Renewed, you foce the world ogoin.

Soothed, you sleep. Your woter'soving Clubmo$er" showerheod p0mpers

with pulsoting mossoge ond two heovenly sproys. And, it won't disrupt

your rituol by clogging. Cleoning pins cleot the sproy thonnels os you

rhonge streom modes, o potented process thot ossures perfect flow simply

by enioying your shower.

hon.grohe
PRODUCTS FULL OF IDEAS

For both & kitchen cotolog, pleose contoct: Honsgrohe, 1nc.,2840 Reseorch Pork Drive, Soquel, CA 95073. Phone:408-479-0515, Fox: 408'479'8302

24 HG OC'TOBER 1992
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CANOvAS
Des Gorits et des Couleurs.

D & D BUILDING: 979 THIRD AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022. TEL.: (212) 752 95 SB
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P.D.C. 8687 MELROSE AVENLIE, WEST HOLLY\4rOOD, CA. 90069. TEL.: (310) 657 05 87



WORTHINGTON-
COLUIVINS . BALUSTRADINC

STAIRS T MOULDING
I\4UCH MORE

I -800-872- 1608
44 Page Color Catalog 53.00

WORTHINCTON GROUP, LTD.T['l

P.O. Box 53101 o Atlanta, Georgia 30355

404-87 2- | 608 o FAX 404-872-850 I

;rlfl*t\t.
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Michelle Green, a senior writer at
People, has reported on everything
from "news, crime, and normal citi-
zens to the travails of England's
royals," one of her current beats. For
HG, Green visits ABC radio host Deb-
orah Norville in her East Side duplex,
where she broadcasts her nightly in-
terview show while her husband, Karl
Wellner, gives their baby his bath. Iie
Dream at the End of the W orLd, published
in July by Harper Collins, is Green's
account of Paul Bowles and the 1940s
literary scene in'I'angiers.
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ZoE Lund is an actress and the author of
several screenplays, including Bad Lieu-
tenant, a movie she also appeared in,
which was shown this year at Cannes. lt
was at a Cannes screening party that
Lund was introduced to artist Julian
Schnabel, whose "aristocratically di-
lapidated" quarters she describes in this is-
sue. Lund lives on New York's Lower East
Side and hasjust finished writing a novel.

7William Norwich explores the
"hip-hop madcap" aparrmenr
oIrap music impresario Monica
Lynch. A columnist of the Nezr,
Yorh Post and an editor at large
of Vogue, Norwich says thar he
and Lynch first met on adjoin-
ing Stairmasters ar rhe Pump-
ing Iron Gym: "We share the
same trainer. We even like the
same music." Norwich grew up
ir-r Connecticut, rvhere, he
claims, he kept a brown paper
bag "packed and ready under
the bed in the event of an emer-
gency move to New York City."
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Joan Didion and
John Gregory
Dunne returned to
New York after twen-
ty-four years in L.A.
and settled with rheir
thousands of books in
an E,ast Side apartrnent
which they write abour
in this issue. Didion's
latest collection oI es-
says is After Henry and
Dunne's is Crooning,
both published by Si-
mon & Schuster.
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ESCA!A BQUTIQUES: NEW YORK'BEVERLY HILLS'SAN
FRANCISCO .PALM BEACH BOSTON .COSTA MESA.
SCOTTSDALE . CHESTNUT HILL . GREAT NECK . HONOLULU
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Th" *o.lJ', [n"rt hot"l,

ore now even more ottroctive

Before you depart on your next trip, find out why The Leading Hotels are the

only hotels worth checking into. Check out our 1992 Directory and make sure you

ask about all our added value programs, including the Great Affordables and

Corporate Rate brochures. Contact your travel agent or call today for your

complimentary copies. Tel: (800) 225-6800 or (212) 838-5110. Fax: (212) 758-7567.

WofthtWorld'
HG oCIfOBER 1992

Gontributors Notes

Phillip Lopate, a New Yorker
who "grew up spending every Sat-
urday at the Brooklyn Museum,"
explores some of the lesser-known
but notable museums, gardens,
and historic houses outside Man-
hattan. Lopate is the author of two
novels and three collections of es-
says, including Bachelorhood and
Against J oie d.e Viare . He is at work
on a book about walking in New
York City. "Cities are good for peo-
ple," he says. "My writing defends
the urban perspective."

Tama Janowitz is the author of
four novels, including The Male
Cross-Dresser Support Group, pub-
lished last month by Crown. As this
issue's writer in residence, she
muses on the secret lives of inani-
mate objects, observing that "keep-
ing a curio cabinet is like having
your own natural history muse-
um."Janowitz adapted her second
book, Siaues of New York, for rhe
screen. She lives on the Upper
West Side with her husband, -fim
Hunt, and dog, Beep-beep.
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The difference between cooking and

Wtisthof.
The Knife:

j
AT MACY'S, BULLOCK'S
AND FINE STORES EVERYWHERE.

NEW YORK 800-289-9878

wiisrHoF
TRIDENT

SOLINCEN, CERM,ANY. SINCE 1A14
sAN FRANCTSCO 80G726-7302
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Val Saint Lambert

The lngo Candlestick: distinctive beauty.

The lngo Candlestick portrays both the beauty and creativity
that are so expressive of its creator. lts grand posture stands proudly

to reveal every aspect of its artistic craftsmanship,

Val Saint Lambert: making the finest crystal in the world since 1826.

Val Saint^Ymfl
LambertM

Scully 6c Scully
New York, NY

Byron Cade
St. Louis, MO

The Carlton House
Houston, TX
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GIDDING JENNY
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ON KIAWAH, SUNSET IS OUR SIGNAT TO GATHER

ON THE BACK PORCH, CLOWINC FROM HOT SHOWERS

AND THE FAINT BLUSH OF FRESH TANS. ANY MINUTE,

WE'LL BE NOISILY COINC ABOUT THE BUSINESS OF

STARTINC DINNER AND DOORS WILL SLAM AND DOGS

WILL BARK AND SOMEONE WILL PUT ON MUSIC. BUT FOR

THOSE BRIEF MOMENTS, AS THE SUN DROPS BEHIND THE

LlvE oAKS, WE ARE TOCETHER AND WE ARE QUIET. I

LOOK AROUND AT OUR KIDS WHO ARE CROWINC UP SO

FAST AND MY HUSBAND WHO WORKS TOO HARD AND

I HAVE THE FEELINC I OFTEN HAVE ON KIAWAH, THAT

EVERY MINUTE OF LIVINC IS SO IMPORTANT AND WE LET

rT GO BY TOO FASI WTTHOUT STOPPTNC TO NOTTCE

HOW PRICELESS EVERY ORDINARY HOUR CAN BE.

THE BEACH /S ONtT THE BECINN/NG

MAKE YOUR HOME ON KIAWAH ISLAND HOST OF THE 1991 RYDER CUB WITH FOUR CHAMPIONSHIP

COURSES BY NICKLAUS, PLAYER, FAZIO AND DYE. CALL 'I-8OO-277.7OO8 OR WRITE TO PO. BOX 12OO'I,

CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA, 29 422.

Obtain the Property Repon required by tederal law and read it belore signing anything. No Federal agency has iudged the merits or value, if any, of
this property. Void where prohibited by law. A Statement and Oftering Statement has ben filed with the Department of State of the State of New
York. The filing does not constitute approval of the sale or lease or offer for sle or lease by the Department of State or any offi.er thereof or that the
Department of State has in any way passed upon the merits oI such olfering. A copy of the Offering Statement i5 available, upon request, Irom the
subdivider (NYA92-41 ). This proiect is registered with the New le6ey Real Estate Commission. Registration does not constitute an endo6ement of
the merits or value oI the proiect. Obtain and read the N.l. Public Offering Statement and read it before signing anything. (Nl Reg #89/l 5l 7511 )
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tnFusing sPace 8$€, earthly, and aquatic themes" is what she likes best, says New York artist Monica Missio (aDoue)

with Richard Cleves, her husband and business partner in CX Design. After years ofcollecting quirky pieces of 1950s
and'60s glass and ceramics, Missio found their odd shapes and brilliant colors turning up in her paintings. Now she's
taking things a step [urther, translating her painted images into three-dimensional objects. Among them: the bejeweled
Sata-Lite table lamp with its sapphire Indian raw silk shade, the cobalt Neptune urn, the large distressed brass Apollo
wall mirror, and an array of smaller resin frames in gold, silver, or copper leaf. (For stores call212-431-4242)
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At Mercedes-Benz we've found that

word "can't" from

neering can be

esi N CATS

at can be dri en

Mercedes owners. Manl' proudly dis

play grill badges signalling 250,000,

500,000 or 1,000,000 kilometers.

And while there's n0 guarantrle

that your NIerr;edes will last this

long, at least two diesels that we

tt'

know of,'that were ..,,*;

You lrt build
high p_qdarrnruff
sedans that also

II

he*d and,:qX[qqlJ&m
to last a Iong time.

ln designing cars to meet the great

strains of high-speed Autol;ahn

driving, Mercedes-Benz has also

managed to achieve the best lon-

gevitl record of any Iuxurv car sold

throughout the past 15 .vears.r

I.n all aspects of car-making,

tends to take a long-term

hings. Even the odometer

e the lowest cost

and safety engi neeri ng.

well-maintained and

repaired over the years, have logged more conservatively-desi gnerl ca

more than a million miles But Mercedes couples performar

ypu Sd uuitc
elegant cars that also

According to Automobile lvlr
hav

miles

to just 5 digits on many cars)

Mileage is a point of pride amon

of ownershi P.

You'd expect a finely-tuned car like a

Mercedes to be temperamental. Yet

Irtellichoice Inci forecasts that the

Mercedes 190E 2.3 and 300D 2.5 will

have, on average, the lowest cost of

ownership, over a 5-year period, of

any car in their respective classT o5

a

refuses to acce

lead the way_l!_!_AIQI

technology.

High performance cars genera

don't provide the safety features

\

azine:3 "The 500E's handling chr

acteristics are 'best in the worldj" y

its safety features are among t

most advanced.

Every Mercedes incorporates

comprehens iye safety system.

In the event of a frontal collisir

the forked structural members of t



en a car cOm an
-

the word can
((

t
t,, ?

o

dy help to channel impact energ)

ray from the passenger cabin. The

until the "bugs" are worked out. But

Mercedes is so rigorous in its testing

that new inventions tend to be de-

pendable from the start. Like the 5-

point multilink suspension-the most 
I

cnt crumple zone deforms. The

ner steering column collapses. The

r bag is deployed (in the case of

rtain frontal impacts) to cushion

e head and upper body, r,r,hile the

nergency Tensioning Retractors

move seat belt slack. Et,en the

ake pedal is designed to swing

uay from tire driver's foot. All in a

action of a second. While the

issengers are cocooned in a rigid

:el cabin, pioneered by Mercedes.

You build

advanced way of keeping the rear 
I

wheels pointed straight. 
I

And roatlsler seats so I

strong they anchor the seat belts and

shoulder belts (Autoweek called them 
I

"The world's mt.rst innovative seats").+ 
|

Yo!- desi

The

eVO'

lrody design of the Mercedes is 
I

lutionarl , ntrt re\ olutionarl . I

A Mercedes looks the *r, ,, 0.., 
I

I

ause uf funclion, no[ vanity. 
I

That's rrht l\lercedes Benz auto- 

|

riles grow old gracefu lly, some 
I

cars that are
both innovative and

dep pldallq

novation often causes aggravation.

q92 \1til r16.8?n: of \ntth lnwritil, 1ilt. \lotlttotr, \.1., .\lenh?r ol th( l)uinler.Utn: (,rtup.

'.'

becr

mol

E

lot Mrs

of them even becoming classics.

You

lu,ide raUge of models
and exp_e_ellh!_U

to have hig[
resale value.

Nlercedes, on average, have retai

the highest percentage of

resale vaiue of an,v car linei So no

other car helps you an

build a

I

The current 300SL is

five vears from now2

pan gto

,call

Sacrifi

q

r

cars that will look
new today_A!_d

classic tomorrow.
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xtra! Xtra!
Faux bamboo
folding chair
(right) from
Slatkin & Co.,
l3l East 70th
St., NYC (212)

794- 166 r.

Tea Leaves Teapots sheathed in bay leaves or pussy
wrllows (below\ are available by special order from
Castle & Pierpont, 1441 York Ave., NYC (212) b70-1284.

OPEN HOUSE o Royal Oal
Showhouse, Oct. l5-Nov. t

(212) 966-6565. o rDCNY',r
Designer's Saturday. to the
public, Oct. l5-17, (718) 9:

7474.. New York Botanici
Garden's Festival and Craf
Fair, Oct. 17-18, (212) 220
8700. . Fifth Avenue Art :

Antiques Show, Oct. 23-29
(2r2) 249-4865. All NYC.

Urban
Setting

New York is
one of six

cities depicted
on porcelain
(rigil) for the

Metropole
series by

Bernardaud.
For stores
(2r2) 737-

7775.

sir

\

NOI
ft

Tray Magnifique
Hand-painted faux bois
tole table (aboae) from

Jonal, 25 East 73rd St.,

NYC (212) 879-9200.

Potted Print In his Tea Time cotton, Patrick Frey
(aboue) takes a whimsical approach to a favored vessel.

To the trade at Fonthill; for showrooms (212) 755-6700.

World Views A Gainsborough (aboue) from Spink
& Son, London, at the International Fine Art and Antique
Dealers Show, Oct.24-29, NYC (212) 382-0969.

Posted Ribbons hold notes to screen (aboae)by New York's
Charlotte Moss for Century Furniture. For dealers (800) 852-5552
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cilt-Edged American and
English frames (aDoue) from

c. 1850 to 19l2 at Eli Wilner & Co
1525 York Ave., NYC (212) 744-652

Palmer
inside

, 97 Greene

Nile Style Egyptian wall paintings
of winemakers inspired one of many
hand-painted tile designs (abot-te\ b',,

Lynda Curtis, (2 I 2) 966- I 720 bv appt.

Dognapper Rustic Chinese
Chippendale dog bed (rigit)

by Nancy McCabe for
Treillage,4lS East 75th St.,

NYC (212) 535-2288.

well Trimmed
Cypress

Garden china
and topiary

salt and
pepper (belou)

byJustin
Terzi for Swid

Powell. For
stores (2 I 2)

753-0606. ffi
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6
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French Twist Manuel Canovas (left)

shows olf his new vivid toiles, including
La Musardidre, at top, and Mandarin.
For showrooms (212) 752-9588.

Page Turners Venture into
Gotham City with The New
Y ork S chool : P hotographs,
1936-1 963 (Stewart, Tabori
& Chang, $75): Landmarks,
by Barbaralee Diamonstein
(Abrams, $35): New York
Style, by Suzanne Slesin,
Stafford Cliff, and Daniel
Rozensztroch, with photos
by Gilles de Chabaneix
(Clarkson Potter, $45); and
Legend.ary Decorators of the

Twmtieth Century, by Mark
Hampton (Doubleday, $35).
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A D Lamond Isn't
Th. Only Tlrirs

Tlrat's Forever.

FINE, aA5HION JEwELRY FROM t7t TO tlO0l NECKLACE 5HOVN, !210 l-BOo.2B9.49CO

It might surprise you to learn that it's _ ,.Jh. finest Austrian crystals. \flhat separares

equally ti.r. of ..,.rynecklace, bracelet, O4 tfrese Swarovski stones from others L their
pin or pair of earrings in the Swarovski l$l inherent brilliance. Attaining a narural bright-

Jeweler's Collection. SW6nOVST ness and clarity rivaling that of precious
Because of the extraordinary quality I , ,n* , , - , gemstones, Swarovski crystals are regularly

andhandcraftsmanshiplavishedonthese c o t t e c t i o n rated"fF"-internallyflawless.
pieces, each one is guaranteed for a lifetime. at Vhat price such perfection? A lot

Andunlike ordinaryfashion jewelry 
sAKs FrFTH AVENUE less than the only other sparkling object

the SwarovskiJeweler's Colleaion uses only known to last as long.



SHOPPING

By Appointment Only
Calling ahead opens the door to some of the c'ity's

best decoratiue arts sources Bv Bos FnrunR

ven hardened shoppers
cherish a few illusions. One
is that a recession will help
us attain the objects of our
obsession at a discount. An-
other is that dealers who
sell from their houses or
other private spaces in-
stead of maintaining shops
will pass along their savings
on commercial rents. Not
so. Or not necessarily so.

That said, these by-ap-
pointment-only Manhattan
dealers-many of whom
live contentedly in the

midst of their merchandise-offer
would-be collectors the benefits of
their own erudition and taste, as well
as glimpses into a private world that
is usually off-limits to auction goers
and flea market pickers.

Nicholas Bailly A Frenchman
who immigrated here in 1984, Bailly
sells fine lithographs, prints, and
posters from 1880 to the 1940s in a

restored row house in central Har-
lem. His primary focus is on Henri
de Toulouse-Lautrec, Pierre Bon-
nard, tdouard Vuillard, and the Vil-
Ion brothers, along with posters by
Cassandre and Colin and other won-
derful advertising posters from the
1920s for food, wine, theater, and
opera. (212-749-5049)

Von Wilnberg, top, favors not-quite-antiques,
from a copy of a Cycladic head made for the
museum shop at the Louvre and a cone{ike
sculpture by Ellen Driscoll, above left, to a
maquette for a I 940s airport figure, above.
At Kelter-Malc6, a pine hutih, c. 1850, far left,
holds items ranging from a Clarice Cliff tea set
to a folk art band, and a I 9th-century American
quilt, left, covers a Cottage Gothic bed.
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IINE C TOM CABINTTRY

You've been waiting to own llre fir.rr:st. ,\ncl
nolv it's time. Frlr Wtxrd-Mork..

Wood-Mode creates kitchens trrrilt t<r

order. In a wide range of conternlx)rary

warranty. Wood-Motlt:. Still
's best

still
ls over.

h free broclrrrre arrtl the of
Wood-Mode CAII

7500, err write:
147. Kreaurer. PA 1

50 Yeurs af Fine

in Canada
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in-stock collection of

decorative fabricg orpert

consultantstohelp you

and quality worlananship

to make your projects

happen

that,plusBG60%

smart moneydecorates

with CalicoC-orners
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ALSO AVAILABLE AT: ABC LINENS BLOOMINGDALE'S

dt'
I

@

720 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

bed



James Hepner A cluttered Upper
East Side apartment holds Hepner's
inventory of eighteenth- and nine-
teenth-century European furniture,
Biedermeier pieces, Russian lamps,
bronzes, and many period frames
and mirrors. After two years at
Christie's East, Hepner went off to
France to work at Drouot, Paris's
largest auction house. It's there he
discovered the key to success: ship to
the United States market things like
candlesticks, mirrors, and frames,
which fetch low prices in France and
high ones here. Happily for him and
for clients like decorators Stephen
Sills and Victoria Hagan, the modest
size of his apartment forces him to go

to Paris to restock every six to eight
weeks. (212-734-9844)

Historical Design Collection
Daniel Morris and Denis Gallion are
best known for early twentieth cen-
tury decorative arts-Vienna Seces-

sion glass, arts and crafts pottery,
and the like-but their showroom in
a storage facility on the East Side also

houses furniture, paintings, and
sculpture from the 1860s to the
1960s. They have especially fine ex-
amples ofjaponisme in silver, metal-
work, and ceramics. Among my
favorite objects: a heroic sculpture of
David and Goliath by Franz Metzner
and an astonishingly luminous piece

of pottery by William De Morgan.
(212-593-4528)

Kelter-Malc6Jolie Kelter and Mi-
chael Malc6 have given up their shop
and moved their extraordinary col-
lection into an 1850 town house in
Greenwich Village. New Yorkers of
the truest, kindest, smartest, funni-
est breed, they have an encyclopedic

knowledge of their specialties:
American and western art, folk and
tramp art, biankets and quilts, found
objects ofevery description, and vin-
tage Christmas ornaments. Their
garden, tull ofgarden sculpture and
wrought-iron topiary forms, is the
perfect place to talk about their
pieces. Back inside, a climb to the top
floor reveals an extraordinary bass

fiddle with a clear glass front, which
holds the late West Coast folk art
dealer Larry Whitely's "pink stuff."
The remarkable
thing is how per-
fectly every ob-
ject, from a fine
Windsor chair to
a malted-milk-
shake glass from
the 1930s, fits
into the couple's
aesthetic. (212-
675-7380)

SHOPPIITIG

Latham-Kearns The rec-
tory of an old church near
Stuyvesant Square is Sarah
Kearns's home and gallery,
the perfect place to view
products ofthe aesthetic and
arts and crafts movements.
Metalwork, pottery, lamps,
and silver crowd the table-
tops and bureaus and the
Gillows sideboard "in its
original condition down to
the fringe," says Kearns. A

self-described "card-carrying pres-
ervationist" who teaches at the Fash-
ion Institute of Technology, Kearns
told me that the appealing glazes on
Burmantoft pottery were hideously
toxic to many of the workers at the
now-defunct English company. She
dispensed this information in a

charmingly matter-of-fact way as the
afternoon sunlight streamed
through the leaded-glass windows. It
felt like shopping in Bloomsbury.
(212-505-9127)

Grinding wheels and
a painted trunk, above
left, and a Philippine
table, above right, are
among the cultural
artifacts collected by
von Bennewitz, seated
and Robbins. Sarah
Kearns, left, takes a
preservationist's tack
with her aesthetic
movement hall chair,
below left, and
American and English
arts and crafts pottery
and fabrics, below.
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SOFTENINC.

ls it the suftptuous'

blend of skiri"silkening

oils? ls it the intoxicating

fragrance of rich floral

accords? Or is it simply

that the experience lingers?

The skin stays soft. Supple.

The calm endures.

Long after the bath is

f ina lly over.
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MS'ISTURE RICH BATH OIL

Toorder: csll 1-800-45MACYS. Ask tor nem #899279 THERAPY IN A BOTTLE



Works of art at Lubin's, above, from a 4th-
century Syrian mosaic to a I 7th-century Dutch
infant Hercules. Below: Vienna Secession
glass !y [r1u7 gerger, Josef Hoffmann,
and Koloman Moser at Historical Design.

Edward R. Lubin "I start in the
fourth century A.D. and die with Ca-

nova," says Lubin, whose gallery and
apartment in a house off Fifth Ave-
nue are filled with ivories, enamels,
mosaics, bronzes, glass, goldsmith's
work, and such. This is serious stuff,
not the odd trinket: an ivory box, cir-
ca 1600, depicting Adam and Eve on
one side and the Adoration on the
other; an early thirteenth century
north German bronze; the silver
head of a bishop's staff, circa 1500.

Lubin is a source for the Metro-
politan Museum's department of
medieval art and private clients like

Historical
Design
Collection

SHOPPIiIG

Ronald Lauder and maintains an
enormous art library with auction
catalogues back to 1850. This courtly
and engaging man is great fun to talk
to and learn from, but it is not wise to
waste his time. (212-288-4145)

Stuart Parr Parr, on the other
hand, seems to have plenty of time to
chat. A fan of 1920s and 1930s de-
sign who once worked the phones at
Drexel Burnham, one floor down
from Michael Milken, he went into
business in 1987 with $200. On day
one he drove to Newark and re-
turned empty-handed. On day two
he drove to Philadelphia and found
an ancient dry goods store with un-
touched linoleum from the 1930s in
the basement and a mother lode of
bicycles, chairs, toys, and advertising
display items upstairs. Within a week
he had a $3,500 stake. Today Parr's
top-floor loft is full of tubular-alumi-
num furniture designed and manu-
factured by Warren McArthur for
hotels, department stores, and of-
fices in the 1930s. (212-431-0732)

Tucker Robbins & Bruno Aste
von Bennewitz Eight years ago Rob-
bins showed Albert Hadley, a family
friend, some of the things he had
brought back from Guatemala. Had-
Iey's advice was succinct: "Go back
and get more." Now Robbins and
Chilean-born von Bennewitz have
assembled in an apartment in the
East Fifties a collection of seven-
teenth-, eighteenth-, and nine-
teenth-century furniture and objects
from Latin America and Southeast
Asia. Spanish colonial carvings, a

painted cupboard from Bahia, Pre-
columbian figures from
Peru, baskets woven by
mountain tribes in the
northern Philippines-

these pieces are not only beautiful
but also spiritual, a combination of
virtues that has attracted people like
Bill Blass, Carolina Herrera, and
Mario Buatta. (212 -832-3092)

Harie Von Wijnberg From his
apartment on lower Fifth Avenue,
Von Wijnberg trades his finds with

t

Among the antiques that Hepner, top, has
imported from Paris are an Empire clock and,
above, a porcelain chocolate service, gilt
frames, and a bronze dor6 candlestick.

other dealers. "Most of what I have is

not antique, but it's notjunk either,"
he told me quite candidly. "They're
mostly twentieth-century decorative
pieces." A bronze of a windblown
woman is a 1940s design for a figural
group for LaGuardia Airport. One
blond deco chair looks to a friend as

if it came from a Queens Boulevard
beauty parlor. "I sell so that I can buy
more," says Von Wijnberg. "I like
finding things, but I'm not too at-
tached to anything. If I wanted to
emulate any one dealer it would be

Madame Castaing in Paris, although
I'm not ready for a black pageboy wig
yett" (212-674-7365).
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Gity Roots
Urban nurseries stock the necessities for
Gotham's green thumb BY LrNDA Yauc

J seem to be the only one who notices that the jack-

I hammers pulverizing the street are louder than the

I honeybees buzzing boxes of Jackson & Perkins
-L. roses. Or that the traffic fumes are more intense
than the honeysuckle fragrance. It'sjust a normal day in
a New York City nursery. And to New York browsers
these are normal sounds and scents. It's not so easy grow-
ing flowers in a skyscraper's shadow or finding trees that
thrive in a pot. Space is tight and every leaf is cherished.
So city gardeners in city nurseries must concentrate on
choosing city plants. Florists and supermarkets may have
baskets of begonias and grape ivy to hang in a balcony's
shade. And at Greenmarkets (farmers'city fairs) there
are pots of rosemary and petunias. But the mainstay for
the really serious tiller is the handful of specialized stores
whose sole interest is making the urban scene green.

I am foraging on a triangular intersection three blocks
below Canal Street and just west of Chinatown's un-
marked boundary. This is

Manhattan's oldest garden source. Fate's twists have
turned this former gas station into the island's largest
purveyor of horticultural wares. Here are scaled-down-
to-city-size shovels, four-pound bags of cow manure, and
the automatic watering systems that are de rigueur for
rooftop gardeners with perennially dehydrated plants.
Here too are the annuals, herbs, shrubs, trees, and
houseplants for Park Avenue penthouses and Green-
wich Village backyards. Surely truckers roaring past
must wonder at the strangely bucolic view: huge tubs of
flowering crab apples and Bradford pear trees, and
tiered racks ofageratum and red-leaved basil.

"This is the best-
smelling corner in
town," says Bob
Berg, Farm & Gar-
den's owner. In 1939
his parents founded
the nursery several
subway stops south
on land that is now
the World Trade
Center. "It looks like
Dahlberg daisies and
gerberas are more

Perennials surround Dagny Du Val, top left, on Plant
Specialists' rooftop in Long lsland City. Top right:
Many of the tropicals in Du Val's greenhouse move
outdoors in summer to terraces and yards. Right: Bob
Berg surveys his fertile triangle at Farm & Garden in
Tribeca. His parents founded the nursery, Manhattan's
oldest, in I 939. Above: Stock ranges from herbs to
shrubs and small trees scaled to tight urban plots.
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What's new at
L.L.Bean?

Just open our latest catalog.

You ll see new apparel

with bold designs

and rich colors, as

well as exciting
products for both
home and

side by side with
the time-tested

L.L.Bean classics.

Fleece J
Polartec Sotids, Prints

Choose

Color,JacLet

What isn-'t?
Value, service, quality and an 8O-year commitment
to 100% customer satisfaction. These ideals have

never changed. For your free catalogs,

please use this coupon or call us at

l-800-543-9071.
Name

City

State

l- L.L.Bean'r r
J Please send me my free catalogs.
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popular than geraniums this year,"
he muses. "I wonder if people are
tired of them, or they're no longer
trendy. The past few years we've
also sold praying mantis egg cases

and ladybugs-$9.95 for a pack-
age of 1,500 bugs, although I don't
know who counted them. You
keep them in the fridge until you
see aphids." The Big Apple may be
an artificial environment, but his
customers consider themselves
"real gardeners" and they're con-
cerned about the planet, he says.
"They feel better using ladybugs
than chemical sprays."

Continuing on about two miles
uptown, I stop by Chelsea Garden
Center, which colors a corner
where Tenth Avenue and West
23rd Street cross. A London plane
tree-huge by street-tree stan-
dards-casts its shade on the flats
.of snapdragons and horseradish
that brighten the sidewalk all day.
A decade or so ago David Protell
and his wife, Ruth Lapin, started
this nursery "literally under a
beach umbrella" on a rubble-
strewn lot. The avenue's din fades
once I'm inside the chain-link secu-
rity fence where there's peaceful

David Protell, above, laid brick paths leading
to the specimen evergreens and weeping trees he

sells in Chelsea, lsp Below: Henry Keil,
cofounder of the family's firm, sits with his

clan at their nursery in Queens.

GARDETTIilG

a small backyard"-and espaliered euonymus-"an in-
stant live fence." Such espaliers also mean evergreen cur-
tains for the city's roofless outdoor rooms. "People are
drawn to spiral or pom-pom topiaryjunipers, too. They
want good year-round form. I'm fascinated by weeping
plants," he says, listing in quick succession his weeping
white pines, blue Atlas cedars, mulberries, and cherries.
"They have wonderful foliage, and that drooping out-
line softens the brick and concrete. Each plant's unique,
so even a tiny balcony can have a focal point or architec-
tural highlight." His customers also contend with city
shade. "Annuals like impatiens lead in terms of volume,"
he says. "Where there's limited space and time for gar-
dening, they give a full season of bloom. But shade-toler-
ant perennials-coralbells, astilbe, and bleeding

hs211s-31s now really in vogue."
As my taxi jostles over the 59th

Street Bridge to Long Island City, I
spy the converted foundry that is

now Plant Specialists. The driver
gets lost even though we take the
sharp right to the river suggested
by Dagny Du Val. Since 1982,
Dagny and Tim Du Val have
housed their indoor-outdoor city
landscaping service in this cluster
of medieval-looking brick struc-
tures. There's room too for their
loft apartment and tenants like
the Tom Cat Bakery-wind shifts
cafry a yeasty aroma through the
site. Plants are everywhere. But
this is not your classic garden shop.
The hardy shrubs and trees distri-
buted helter-skelter in the sunny
cloister sport tags identifying the
gardens Tim has chosen them for.
Visitors may place orders for spec-
imens they like.

But browsers are welcome to any
tropical plant they can tote, says

Dagny as we tour in the humid fil-
tered shade of her two green-
houses. Interior plantscaping, as

she calls her specialty, has been her
passion since the late 1960s. Her
potted tropicals-for indoor win-
ter rooms and outdoor summer
terraces-seem the ultimate in
movable landscape design. Shade-
tolerant dracaenas and lady palms

strolling on narrow brick paths. "I designed these paths
so no one gets muddy," David explains. Wild birds now
choose his corner for their home. "You wouldn't believe
how we've changed the ecology of this empty lot."

The neat rows of shrubs and trees include balled and
burlapped cutleafJapanese maples-"a fine texture for

light up patios where sun is in short supply. Slender
Ming aralias and bamboo palms serve as sentinels at
doorways. And euphorbias and cactuses are living sculp-
tures. Only one caution: the move from indoors to out
requires acclimatizing-a few days shelter from sun and
wind. "These plants have to be treated like redheads."
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paced world offine
your free, no-obligadon, informa-

tion kit todav. 800-7534337

GARDEN!NG

Walking beneath Dagny's tropical
trees is like taking a quick trip to Flor-
ida. Which, not coincidentally, is

where she's just been. "I love picking
plants for my clients," she says with a

proud glance at an outlandish six-
foot column of polypody ferns and a

weepy Ficus exoticawith bizarre aerial
roots. "There's always some great
unexpected find."

Plunging on, a half hour deeper
into Queens, I anive at Keil Bros.,
where the mood is more like country.
Here are a latticed outdoor sales
area, cavernous indoor sheds, four
greenhouses, and-most amazing of
all-parking space for some four
dozen cars. Since 1930, from this
corner perch overlooking the Long
Island Expressway, Keil Bros. has
watched the city around it grow. The
"Bros." then, Henry and Otto, are fa-
ther and uncle, respectively, to the
"Bros." now: Ronald, Richard, and
(brother-in-law) Herbert Ahrens.
"Our goal is to be a one-stop garden
shop," says Richard. "Everything's
here." He must know. He has
worked in this store since he was ten
years old. "In peak season we have
between eighty and a hundred work-
ers, but we never have enough
room." Space notwithstanding, this
is the city gardener's supermarket-
and encompassing three quarters of
a block, it may well be the largest such
store in town. Neatly.iammed shelves
hold the paraphernalia needed for
the generously proportioned city
gardens in Queens: small Rototillers,
lawn mowers, hedge trimmers, and
Weedwackers. And, of course, a
sampling of every plant any city gar-
dener could hanker for.

Somehow I find it consoling that
this lively jumble of tempting wares
is apparently appreciated too by
those with no interest in gardening.
"A lot ofjoggers and walkers use the
nursery as a destination," Richard
says without a hint of disapproval.
"It's a good marking point from
Flushing or Douglaston. And on
dreary days the greenhouse is cer-
tainly uplifting. We even have a wa-
ter fountain." I
(For nursery addresses see Resources.)

wld Btpds oFameprca
f he Scarlet lbisis one of many subjects available in the Wild Birds of America series by Basil Ede.
Signed, numbered and issued in highly-limited editions, these magnificent, life-sized collector
prints are a timeless touch for any decor. Complete color catalog, $5. Call 800/525-3280 or write:
THEWARNER COLLECTION of Culf States PaperCorporation o P.O. Box48999-lZ o Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
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Borough Hopping
The city beyond

Manhattan ffirs
l,esser-knoun

sights to see

BY PHILLTp LOperr

Y f that silded island Manhattan were ever swallowed

I by a tiial wave, we would quickly cliscover how rich-

I ly endowed the four ..*ui.,irrg boroughs are. For
I Jn. thing. they hold more intact pieces of the dis-

tant past than Manhattan, where pressure to develop
scarce real estate swept away most remnants of the seven-

teenth to early nineteenth centuries. For another, they
trave tucked away such magical pockets of serenity and
natural beauty that you cannot help exclaiming: "Who
would ever believe we are still in New York City!" To ex-
perience the charm of these oases you must cast aside

both the sordid and grandiose stereotypes of Gotham
and appreciate that the genius of New York remains its

diversity, its capacity to surprise.
Brooklyn Botanic Garden (1000 Washington Ave.,

Brooklyn, NY I 1225; 718-622-4433) Though it tends to
be overshadowed touristically by the New York Botani-
cai Garden in the Bronx, which has far more acreage and
research facilities, the Brooklyn Botanic Garden need
bow to no urban vista with respect to its green peaceful
powers. Begun in 1910, it has amassed a fifty-two-acre
suite of gardens, greenhouses, Iily ponds, promenades,
and cozy nooks that make it one of the prettiest, most re-
storative spots in all of New York.

lf you enter through the Washington Avenue gates,

you soon come across the curious Administration Build-
ing by McKim, Mead & White, a lighthearted (compared
with the same architects' nearby Brooklyn Museum)

At the Brooklyn
Botanic Garden, far
left, hedges border
beds of herbs. Left: A
freestanding staircase
winds through the
Bartow-Pell Mansion.

rambling stucco structure like an Italian Renaissance
garden casino. Farther along the path lie the green-
houses of the Steinhardt Conservatory: completed in
1988, they house various artificial environments, exhib-
its, and propagation facilities. The Botanic Garden is

justly proud of its bonsai collection, to which it has devot-
ed an entire greenhouse. There are also pavilions dedi-
cated to desert, warm temperate, and tropical vegetation
rvhere you are led through a tightly controlled space,
past a range of specimens, as in many zoo installations.

The most visually arresting place on the grounds is the
famous Japanese Garden. You sit in a wooden Viewing
Pavilion and look out at the lake and the red torii, watch
plentiful turtles paddling in the water and egrets poach-
ing above them, observe the green foliage cunningly
trimmed to suggest an ever so slightly miniaturized but
perfected landscape. Stone lanterns have been placed to
collect the snow. And indeed, it does not matter if the
rveather is balmy, rainy, or wintry: the Japanese Garden
invariably produces a sense of tranquillity. You cannot
hope to be alone, ofcourse; there are always lovers on the
bridges, tourists snapping pictures Buddhiststatues

from the Waiting House, sometimes linethealtar'above

rowdy schoolchildren. But one of the !t1"*:ljiJ'd::H""

glories of the Botanic Garden is that it of Tibetan Art.

brings together such a polyglot social Abeve:AnAlice

mix in so benevolent a settini. li;IljJil"t"t
In April and May, cherry blossom house,c. 1880.
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season draws thousands of devotees to the Cherry Espla-
nade. The openingof the Cranford Rose Garden inJune
is always spectacular; the roses come back in fall as well.
The lavender-edged Herb Garden may be visited year-
round. The Fragrance Garden has been designed with
the disabled and vision-impaired in mind: there are
plantings at wheelchair level and signs in braille.

On any given day wandering through the grounds you
may come across the Systematic Collection-an arrange-
ment of plants which reflects their family groupings and
relationships to one another. It is the method of the
Brooklyn Botanic Garden to teach visitors about the (en-
dangered) varieties ofthe natural world and the need for
conservation unobtrusively, almost subliminally. This
pedagogic tact brings the lesson home all the more force-
fully. You want this beauty to last.

Jacques Marchais Center of Tibetan Art (338 Light-
house Ave., Staten Island, NY 10306; 718-987-3500)
Staten Island's version of Shangri-la is nested in a hilly
residential neighborhood of modern villas, including a

long horizontal Frank Lloyd Wright prefab, overtopped
by a venerable functioning lighthouse. You may catch an
S74 bus at the ferry terminal, get off at Lighthouse Ave-
nue, and start climbing the hill-a taste of the cleansing
exertion demanded by Asian mountain temples. Or you
may drive right up. In either case, the discreet doorway
gives little hint of the garden lodged within like an eso-

teric teaching.
The Tibetan museum perches atop the hillside: one

level below is a lily pond, beneath that is steep woods.
'fhe peaceful, lushly tolerant garden, with its Burmese
Buddhas and clay baboons bobbing up amid flower beds,
maples, and a Tibetan orange tree. invites meditation,
though one is in no way compelled to react spiritually. It
is simply a delightful spot.

The center's two fieldstone buildings were erected in
the 1940s to house the permanent collections of its
founder, Jacques Marchais. As with many small insti-
tutes that started with one person's dream, the Jacques

TRAVEL

Marchais Center has a rather dotty, obsessional air.
'Jacques Marchais," it turns out, was the professional
name ofJacqueline Norman Klauber, an ex-actress who
acquired several husbands; the last, a chemical manufac-
turer named Harry Klauber, helped her realize her vi-
sion of creating a Tibetan art museum. Mrs. Klauber, or
.f ackie, as the present directors fbndly call her, had never
been to Tibet, but as a child she was given Tibetan figu-
rines to play with as dolls and conceived a lifelong inter-
est in that mystical culture. During the 1930s, when she
ran an oriental art gallery on Madison Avenue, upheav-
als in China led to many fibetan objects, ransacked from
Buddhist temples, appearing on the market. The best
she kept for herself.

In the last years of her life, afflicted by serious illness,

Jackie designed the center's buildings after photographs
in books about Tibet. She must have done a good job:
when the Dalai Lama came to bless the center in 199 1 , he
remarked with pleased surprise how Tibetan the build-
ings looked. The larger of the two structures displays as

much of the permanent collection as space will allow.
With its ornately painted columns and skylight, it has
been modeled on a traditional temple, which under-
scores a certain ambiguity: is the center an art museum
or a religious shrine? The directors try to walk a middle
path, fully aware that Tibetan art objects often have a re-
ligious function, as a meditational aid, along with an aes-

thetic one. In front is an altar crammed with statues of
Buddha and Chinese cloisonnd incense burners. Against
the walis are thangka paintings and glass cases displaying
ceremonial objects, statuary, and artifacts of Tibetan dai-
Iy lif'e. The collection is spotty, but there are some won-
derful pieces, like the wrathful red-faced six-armed
Mahakala, the Green Tara thangka, and a magnificently
carved Nepalese home shrine.

Alice Austen House Museum and Garden (2 Hylan
Blvd., Staten Island, NY I 0305; 7 I 8-816-4506) Partly to
protect his family from the insalubrious air of Manhat-
tan,.|ohn Austen, a well-to-do textile auctioneer, remod-
eled a farmhouse into a vine-covered Victorian cottage
on the northeastern shore of Staten Island. Called Clear
Comfort, his dream house was so evocatively romantic
that boat passengers would point it out, envying whoever
might live there.

For Austen's granddaughter, Alice, the house she
grew up in was a snug enchanted world, and she photo-
graphed every inch of it. A passionate camera hobbyist,
she caught the life of the smart set of her day: lawn ten-
nis, tea parties, costume antics, and what Thomas Mann
called the "disorder and early sorrow" of family life. In
her self-portraits one glimpses a wry young woman who,
for all her active enjoyment of sport, seems always a bit
detached. She never married, choosing to live instead
with her companion, Gertrude Tate, a dance instructor.
After the stock market crashed, Alice was forced to turn
Clear Comfort into a tearoom, though she gave short ser-
vice to the unmannerly riffraff who would never have

ln Socrates
Sculpture Park,
Mark di Suvero's
Rumi, 1991,
looms against the
Manhattan skyline.
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TRAVEL

gained entrance in the old days. The YOU Cannot ausrere; it speaks in dignified rones, ir
waterfront property remained intact, " does not dazzle. But grandly propor_
thankstoAlice'sfeistyspirit:whensur- helO eXClaiming. rionedinteriorsineverysensedeserve
veyorscametomarkoutacityroadthat -- --r ---^^^D' the name "mansion." On the ground
would have severed her lawn from the ttWhO 

WOUId eVef floor rhere is a majestic double parlor.
river's edge, she threw their marking The denticulated cornices and iarved
flagsintothewateruntiltheygaveup. belieVe We afe Still pediments(eaglesandcherubs)display

bit too spruced up; the removal of old in NeW YOf k ! " corner worth investigating. A free-
vines for structural reasons may have standing staircase spirals to the second
cost it some patina. Inside, the parlor gives the strongest story where floor-to-ceiling windows overlook formal
sense of what a charming cluttered nest the cottage must gardens, a perfect backdrop for Sunday concerts.
have been, filled with oriental gewgaws brought home by The house serves as a museum of the decorative arts.
a seafaring uncle. Other rooms are used as galleries, Pier tables with marble tops, massive carved sideboards,
which show exhibitions tied to the life of their heroine. a sumptuous canopied bed, lyre-back chairs attributed to
There are also organized bicycle trips and walking tours the workshop of Duncan Phyfe-all convey the taste and
of the neighborhood Alice Austen knew. The aim is to culture of the original owners. Most of the objects on ex-
turn a house museum-with its tendency toward the stat- hibit have no specific Bartow connection. There is, how-
ic and musty-into an active community resource. ever, an arrestingly lachrymose needlepoint by Susan

Bartow-Pell Mansion Museum (Shore Rd., Pelham Bartow,Robert'scousin,ofawomanrecliningonatomb
Bay Park, Bronx, NY 10464; 718-885-1461) Hidden in besideaweepingwillow.
the woods of Pelham Bay Park is a gem of a nineteenth- Socrates Sculpture Park (Broadway at Vernon Blvd.,
century mansion, the only remaining example of a style P.O. Box 6259, Long Island City, NY I I106; 718-956-
of gracious country living that once flourished in this l8l9) In 1980 sculptor Mark di Suvero had the brain-
neck of the Bronx. A dozen estates dotted the shore of storm of taking an abandoned dump on the East River
Long Island Sound; the owners could catch a boat and near his studio and transforming it into a sculpture park.
get to their Wall Street offices in an hour. Six years later, after epic bureaucratic struggles, clean-

Originally part of a 50,000-acre tract purchased by up, and landscaping, the park hosted its inaugural show.
Socrates Park has been going strong ever since, with a se-
ries of revolving exhibitions.

Though thousands of flowers are planted each year,
Socrates Park retains the pleasantly grungy soul of a
once-empty lot. An obvious reason for leaving it relative-
ly bare is that it must accommodate future sculptures of
unknown sizes. Whether due to the lingering influence
of di Suvero's aesthetic (heroic, massive, abstract) or the
practical requirements of outdoor public sculpture, the
artworks tend to be nonobjective, minimalist, and large-
scaled and to employ indusrial materials. They must be
able to withstand vandalism, weathering, and a certain
amount of touching, lounging, walking on, or wander-
ing through.

The park is leased for a nominal sum from the city,
which may someday let it go to high-rise development.
All the more reason to visit this vulnerable little miracle
of urban regeneration now.

Isamu Noguchi Garden Museum (32-37 Vernon
Blvd., Long Island City, NY I I106; 718-721-1932) No-
guchi was a protean genius: a consummate sculptor,
landscape and set designer, furniture maker, shaper of
gardens and environments. His Picasso-like fecundity
(which at times bordered on glibness) invites a certain
skepticism on the part of those who prefer their geniuses
to specialize. Nevertheless, even those who think Nogu-
chi's art is not for them are likely to find themselves con-
verted by seeing it in this uncanny setting, fbr the gar-
den museum he left us in Long Island City was one of his

Sculpture at the lsamu Noguchi Garden Museum was placed by the artist.

Thomas Pell, an English doctor, from the Siwanoy Indi-
ans in 1654, the site was taken over eventually by Robert
Bartow, a publisher and descendant of Pell, who erected
the present neoclassical house. The family sold it to New
York City in 1888, when, like its neighbor mansions, it
was pressed into institutional service. The others, howev-
er, perished through neglect or fire, whereas Bartow-
Pell had the good fortune to be rescued by a group of
volunteers calling themselves the International Garden
Club; in 1914 they restored the house and have kept it in
beautiful condition ever since.

The gray stone classical revival faEade is somewhat
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last and perhaps greatest works.
Noguchi had bought an aban-

doned photoengraving plant to use
as a warehouse for his pieces. Then
he conceived the idea of turning it
into a permanent museum to house
his work and added a wing and a

walled garden. In converting the old
plant, Noguchi and his architect-
partner, Shoji Sadao, preserved as

much of its industrial character as

possible: exposed beams, brick walls,
thirty-paned windows. The rusted
metal ceiling in one room seems to
comment on and balance the oxi-
dized surfaces of the stone pieces. As
befits a man who lived to eighty-four,
Noguchi was fascinated by the pro-
cesses ofweathering.

The concrete-block faEade of the
new wing blends into the primarily
industrial neighborhood like one

more workshop. But inside, there
are surprises: taking advantage of
the triangle-shaped lot, the walls
shoot off in oddly angled, secrerive
directions. High windows have been
cut into the walls and left unglazed.
When it snows, flakes collect on the
gallery floor. This blending of in-
door and outdoor is emphasized by
the inevitability with which these gal-
leries give out onto the garden.

It is in the garden sanctuary that
Noguchi's passion for creating envi-
ronments feels most concentrated.
There is a purity of stone, wood,
tree; the materials of man and na-
ture meet with exquisite rectitude.
The wooden benches seem like
relatives of the ailanthus, birches,
juniper, weeping cherry, Japanese
black pine, katsura, magnolias, bam-
boo. Westerners are inclined to think
of the garden as peculiarly Japanese,
perhaps because the rocks are ar-
ranged with ritual-like exactness or
because the whole possesses a time-
less harmony. But Japanese visitors
see it as representative of the best in
occidental gardens.

This reconciling of cultures goes
straight to the heart of Noguchi's
yearning. Born half-Japanese, half-
American, he grew up for the most
part in the United States and recov-
ered the Japanese side of his nature
only through painstaking effort.
Confessing to having felt an outsider
in both cultures, he was compelled to
live out this division, which is what
makes his work so rich and tense un-
derneath its apparent composure.

This is not a shrine to Noguchi:
there are no private objects, newspa-
per clippings, or letters, and like
many artists' collections of their own
work, it has distinct autobiographical
gaps. But there are tantalizing col-
lages, and his set designs for Martha
Graham, his dangling paper accor-
dion lamp, and his furniture proto-
types, like the biomorphic glass
coffee table from 1944. And of
course, the sculptures. Endless Cou-
plingisthetitle of one cast-iron sculp-
ture, and it typifies this artist's vision
of bringing together wounded frag-
ments to make a calmer whole. t
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Gheck-in Time

Some of Manhattan's hottest chefs

haue become permanent

residents in hotel dining rooms

FOOD

ne of the ways I survived a trek through four
states in four weeks last spring was by avoid-
ing any restaurant attached to any hotel. Eat-
ing is the better part of travel, and I'd walk a

mile to miss the usual $10 toast and steam-table eggs.
Safely back home in Manhattan, though, I soon realized
that the rule of the road no longer applies here. My first
choice for a great meal after all those trips was actually in
a hotel. So was my second.

In a revival of a trend that dates at least from the time
of Auguste Escoffier's reign at the Savoy and at the Carl-
ton in London, the last year has seen a new wave of taste
in New York hotel kitchens. Some of the best food in the
city is now accessible through the lobby, past the recep-
tion desk. And while it may be pricey, it's still cheaper
than flying to France.

Les C6l€brit€s (155 West 58th Street, 212-484-5113),
ajewel box hidden away in the beautifully restored Essex
House, is the epitome of a hotel restaurant that tran-
scends its home. Chef Christian Delouvrier immediately
won three stars from The Neu York Times with combina-
tions like his "burger" of buttery foie gras sandwiched
between tart apple slices with a cider sauce and fris6e and
his Japanese-inspired salad of crisply saut6ed sweet-
breads with asparagus and meaty morels.

Main courses are weighted toward game, as in quail
wrapped in prosciutto and garnished with more foie
gras, and desserts are beyond decadent, like candied or-
ange peel on a chocolate crust with bitter chocolate ice
cream. Les C€l6brit6s offers two degustation menus at

$82 and $65, but eating i la carte makes more sense be-
cause the food is so rich.

Just a few blocks away the equally refurbished St. Regis
Hotel is drawing adventurous eaters to Lespiriasse
(2 East 55th Street, 212-339-67 l9), a staid room, all
starched white linen and gold accents, with an outra-
geous menu. Chef Cray Kunz makes East and West meet
in copious dishes like his timbale of warm oxtail salad, a

mound of the rich meat set into a wreath of crunchy fen-

At Lespinasse in the St. Begis, Gray Kunz, top left, and,
above left, his superbly simple chilled double tomato soup. At zl4

in the Royalton, GeollreyZal<arian, below, gives salmon new
style with a cucumber, walnut, and date salad, bottom left.
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FOOD

nel in a nicely acidic dressing. Crispy
salmon with shrimp paste showcases

two unique ingredients, charoli nuts
and calamansi, yet Kunz can also
take items as elemental as really ripe
tomatoes and transform them into
heady soup. (This dish, a triumph of
ingredients over ingenuity, depends
entirely on the ripeness of the to-
matoes and the coldness of every-
thing that touches them.) Desserts,
though, seem more cerebral than
satisfying. Entr6es run from $22 to

Lespinasse takes its name from a
Parisian woman known for her liter-
ary salons in the seventeenth centu-
ry, while Les C6l6brit6s refers ro the
likes of Phyllis Diller and Billy Dee
Williams whose surprisingly credible
paintings cover the walls. But in both
rooms, the food's the thing.

At 44 (44 West 44th Street, 212-
944-8844) in the Royalton off 'fimes
Square, style is more vital, which may
be why it has survived the end of
1980s excess. A sleek publishing

$29; four- and six-
course degustations
are relative bargains at

$47 and $60.

Christian Delouvrier,
left, of Les Cr6l6brit6s in
the Essex House and his
foie gras burger, right.

A trend that dates back to Auguste
Escoffier's reign at the Savoy

and the Carlton is being revived
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crowd still fills the Starckly-designed
room daily to perch on too-soft
chairs around too-small tables and
order name-brand water and cre-
ative food. With wine the tab for two
people can easily hit $ 100.

As conceived by chef GeoffreY Za-

karian, polenta here is rich and
creamy, more a soup than a por-
ridge, with wild mushrooms and
fresh thyme to intensify the savory

sensations. Saut6ed skate is cooked

to a crisp and laid over barelY
crunchy lentils with spinach, all peas-

ant foods elevated to midtown chic.

Even something as roadworthY as

grilled salmon gets a lift from the ad-

dition of a cucumber-walnut salad

accented with sweetly chewy dates.

Innovations in hotel food are go-

ing beyond lunch and dinner as

more and more kitchens add Japa-
nese breakfasts as an alternative to
the usual bacon and eggs or stale con-
tinentals. Typical is the reverent ren-
dition in the Jockey Ctub (l l2
Central Park South, 212-664-7700)
at the Ritz-Carlton. Grilled Norwe-

gian sahnon is accompanied by a bed

o{' dricd searveed; steamed Japanese
stickv rice; pickled radishes and egg-

plant; miso soup, steamed snowpeas

and carrots; and sencha tea, brewed
fronr green leaves.

All ol rhis relit's ott Plesentati()rl
and texture as much as flavor, in tr-ue

Japanese tradition, and yet it's typi-
cal o[ a whole neu' approach. At its
best, hotel food can take Neu'York-
ers ol1 the roacl without lcaving torvn.

LES CELEBRIES'S
BURGER OF FOIE GRAS

"1 srnall Granny Srnith apples
4 teaspoons sugar

7-8 tablespoons uusaltecl butter
or duck fat

-l ll'esh shitake or' porcirri
mushroott'ts, stems trimmecl
and caps sliced

.l slices rarv fiesh foie sras,
about 3 ounces cach

% cup plus I tablespoon apple
cicler vincgar

% cup rich duck or clricken stock
2 tablespoons olive oil
2 teaspoons choppe<l fines herbes

(parslev, chives, tarrauon)
I bunch fris6e or chicorl'

FOOD

Heat oven to 400 degrees. Peel, core,
and halve the apples, then cut into
slices no thicker than the foie gras. Re-
serve the trimmings. Sprinkle the slices
with sugar and sautd in 3 tablespoons
of the butter until glazed and tender
but not soft. Set aside. Add the mush-
roorns to the pan, using a bit rnore but-
ter if needed, and saut6 until crisp.
Arrange a layer of apple slices in a bak-
ing clish. Lay the foie gras slices on the
apple slices and top with the mush-
roorns and then the remaining apple
slices. Bake 3 minutes.

Add the apple trimmings to the sau-
t6 pan along with the remaining butter
and cook until soft. Raise the heat; add

'/.: cup of the vinegar and boil until the
liquid is reduced to a glaze. Whisk in
the stock until emulsified, then strain.

'lo serve, blend the remaining vine-
gar with the olive oil and the herbs and
toss with the fris€e. Arrange a mound
of fris6e on each plate and place a bur-
ger alongside. Drizzle sauce over and
around the burgers. Serves 4.

LESPINASSE'S CHILLED DOUBLE
TOMATO SOUP

2 large, almost overripe
beefiteak tomatoes

2 large, almost overripe
yellorv tomatcles

\
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FOOD

Salt
Freshly ground pepper

2 pinches sugar
Basil leaves, fennel sprigs,
or chive stems

Everything that touches the tomatoes
must be very cold. To start, chill a
blender jar, two glass bowls, and four
serving bowls until icy. Several hours
before serving, place the red tomatoes
in the blender and pur6e until smooth.
Transfer to a fine sieve and strain into
one of the glass bowls to remove the
seeds. Repeat with the yellow toma-
toes. Season each pur6e with salt and
pepper to taste and a pinch of sugar.
Chill separately until ic1 .

Just before serving, separately run
each pur6e briefly through the blender
again. Then pour the red and yellow
pur6es simultaneously into the serving
bowls so the colors remain distinct.
Garnish with fresh herbs. Serves 4.

/T4'S SALMON LEAF
ONCUCUMBER. WALNUT,

ANDDATE SALAD
17+-2 pounds fresh salmon fillet

I seedless cucumber, peeled
z/+ cup walnut halves,

coarsely chopped
t/z cLrp Medjool dates, pitted

and thinly sliced
Vz cup chicken stock
Yz cup freshly squeezed

lemon juice
t/t cup extra-virgin olive oil, plus

small amount for the grill
2 shallots, peeled and minced
I tablespoon snipped chives
I teaspoon chopped herbs,

such as parsley, thyme,
or rosemary
Salt
Freshly ground pepper

Have the salmon cut on a 45-deqree
angle into 4 thin slices, each with a thin
strip of the skin still attached. Heat grill
while making the salad. Cut the cucum-
ber in half lengthwise and scrape out
the center. Place the 2 halves in a kitch-
en towel and press down to bruise the
flesh a bit, then cur into chunks. Place
in a bowl with the walnuts and dates.
Whisk together the chicken stock, lem-
onjuice, oil, shallots, and herbs; season
to taste with salt and pepper. Pour over
the cucumber mixture to coat lightly
and toss to blend; reserve the remain-
der to pass with the fish.

Lightly oil the hot grill. Season the
salmon fillets with salt and pepper and
lay on the grill. Cook 4-5 minutes,
turningonce. Divide the cucumber mix-
ture among 4 serving plates and top
each portion with a fillet. Serves 4. I
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One Man's Gourt

A society decorator gathered a charmed circle around him at Amster Yard

-f 
" a city whose architectural landmarks tend to be

I giants puffed with self-importance, New York's

I Amster Yard is a gentle, even retiring, monument.

-l- For nearly filiy years this pocket-size collection of
apartments, offices, and shops on East 49th Street has
helped to preserve Manhattan's dwindling supply of inti-
mate scale and calm civility. When Amster Yard was des-
iglated an official city landmark in 1966, some crirics

fbund its neo-f:ederal fagade less than
distinguished. But as architect Philip
Johnson, who championed the desig-
nation, has observed, "Architecture
isn't the point; urbanism is."

A folly in the best sense, the Yard
is the masterpiece of Manhattan
society decorator James Amster,
who died in 1986 at the age of sev-
enty-seven. Tall and bumbling,
he was, a former employee re-
members, "a charming, lovable
fellow" with the proverbial

heart of gold. A combination of extravagant body lan-
guage and sagging basset hound features gave the Mas-
sachusetts native a clownish demeanor that no amount of
sartorial spit-and-polish could conceal. A ceaseless
stream of chatter was his calling card, the half-hour
monologue a specialty. "I talk too much," he confided to
a reporter. "I get drunk with words, dear."

Though competitors regularly raided his shop filled
with fanciful baroque furniture and many of his clients
were celebrities of the first water (fessica Tandy and
Hume Cronyn, Corning Glass tycoon Arthur Houghton),
few people took Amster seriously as an innovator. He set
no great trends, unlike his mentor Elsie de Wolfe, and
imposed no new styles of living, unlike his pal Billy Bald-
win. Many Amster interiors now seem badly dated, but
three projects transcend time: an overbaked surrealist
showroom for the perfumer Prince Matchabelli (a pink
and black confection cooked up with Cecil Beaton); the
wacky baroque Terrace Club powder room fbr the 1939
New York World's Fair (complete wirh trompe I'oeil
chairs); and a series of colorful Scandinavian-inspired

By MrrcUELL OWENS
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Ross Wosd, William Pahlmann.
Dorothy Draper, and Nancy McClelland, 1947
LeIt: The urn and mirrored arch in Amster
Yard's walled garden. Below left: A Christmas
bard drawn for Amiter by Hilary Knight in 1948.
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interiors for a Swedish-American cruise liner.
The real reasons for Amster's success were unflappa-

ble optimism and an extraordinary knack for making
friends in high places, something he'd known how to do
since an early stint in his own antiques department at
Bergdorf Goodman. One of his chums was the grand
duchess Marie of Russia, who also worked at Bergdorls,
as a milliner. "The world is full of all sorts of people,"
Amster liked to say, "and if you take advanrage of your

. particular place in Macy's stocking de-
Amster had a ge nlu s

for spotting talent-
and potential tenants

partment or at Bergdorf Goodman's
cosmetics counter, let me tell you, you
can meet everybody. And everybody
can teach you everything."

Amster had a genius in another de-
partment, too: spotting youthful talent.

ot0a0t0ao
Ff--:-:_
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A few years after he
opened his decorat-
ing business in 1938,
he put an unknown
genteel artisan
named Isabel O'Neil
to work marbleizing
tabletops. When his
prot6g6 grew restive
churning out made-
to-order ornaments,
he cajoled her into
opening a school for
faux-finishing tech-
niques. "There are
people all over the
United States who
would love to have

you tell them what to do and how they should do it," he
said and briskly shoved her out the door. The Isabel
O'Neil school in New York is still going strong.

In the late forties Hilary Knight, an aspiring illustra-
tor, worked in Amster's of fice, too, turning his employ-
er's rather pedestrian design schemes into enticing
watercolor renderings. When Knight became a house-
hold name-thanks to his illustrations for Kay Thomp-
son's perversely comic best-seller E/oisa-Amster
jumped forjoy. His belief that good friends help one an-
other was entirely genuine. ln the conception of Amster
Yard, it was also a sound creative philosophy.

In 1944 Amster acquired four ramshackle Victorian
buildings in the Turtle Bay section of midtown Manhat-
tan. Two of the buildings faced East 49th Street, the oth-
ers were directly behind, reached via a narrow alleyway
and a rubbish-strewn courtyard. One was a boarding
house, another home to an elderly lady with thirty-five

Amster Yard, inside and out. Clockwise from top left: Amster's living
room in summer slipcovers. The decorator-landlord. Elsie de Wolfe,
third from left, holding court in his shop. Harold Sterner's crisp neo-
federal brick fagade, which replaced the worn brownstone fronts of two
Victorian houses. The orderly plan imposed on a warren of rooms. Billy
Baldwin's gardenia-leaf green living room in his Amster Yard apartment.
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cats, another a carpentry workshop.
With memories of his elegant child-
hood home dancing in his head, Am-
ster convinced two friends-art
director Ted Sandler and architect-
painter Harold Sterner-tohelp him
transform this vermin-infested war-
ren into a gracious experiment in
communal living, with apartments,
shops, offices, and showrooms. The
entire renovation was so successful

that national radio broadcast news of
its grand opening.

Slicing off soot-stained brown-
stone and lugubrious Victorian de-
tails, Sterner (an alumnus of both
McKim, Mead & White and Delano
& Aldrich) rusticated the ground
floor and refaced the remaining sto-
ries with red brick and white stone
trim. Above an angled bay on the
street front rose a classical parapet

pierced with oculi and ornamented
with a limestone urn. The filthy
courtyard became a garden criss-
crossed by flagstone walks. Built into
the east wall of the garden was a pedi-
ment-crowned arch filled with a vast
sheet of mirror, which reflected a

Japanese iron urn standing at the
center of a manicured lawn.

Cramped interiors were reconfig-
ured so that each of the six apart-
ments faced the garden, all but one
with its own terrace. Canvassing his
vast circle of friends for potential
tenants with publicity value, Amster
cannily promised to accommodate
individual taste and requirements in
the painstaking renovation. Billy
Baldwin had a weakness for fine
French furniture , so Amster in-
stalled Versailles parquet flooring in
the largest apartment. Entranced,
Baldwin moved in and stayed ten
years. Midwestern patron of the arts
and philanthropist Leonard Hanna,
who claimed a family history of weak
legs, moved in after Amster agreed
to the installation of a private eleva-
tor. Harold Sterner and his wife,
Broadway actress Paula Trueman,
took the duplex apartment at the far
end of the garden and Arnster
claimed the small apartment above
his street-front shop. The succession
of equally famous residents who
signed leases over the years included
fashion designer Norman Norell
and sculptor Isamu Noguchi.

Today Amster Yard is still a desir-
able address. Swid Powell, the table-
top-design firm, has offices in Billy
Baldwin's old lair. Downstairs is the
Glen Gery Corp.'s Brickwork Design
Center. Amster's former shop is now
an investment counselor's office, but
the genial spirit of the house-proud
decorator continues to preside over
the enclave that bears his name. Out-
side its walls his civic-minded gen-
erosity left a lasting mark on the
preservationist Turtle Bay Associa-
tion, on nearby Peter Detmold Park,
and on Prescott Neighborhood
House, a public welfare project for
needy children. It is Amster Yard,
however, that remains his most per-
sonal gift to the city. I
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Kitchen Interior Desigln
SieMotic hos bem ueating unigue
and innoaatiae hitchm design for more
than holf-a-cenfury.

Now the standard of excellence for kitchen interior
design worldwide, SieMatic combines the tradition of
fine European craftsmanship with the ingenuity of
German engineering. The selection of available finishes
includes traditional woods, contemporary laminates,
high gloss lacquer, and mirror-like polyester. Available

through your architect or interior designer. (Also

available in Canada).

The Siellatic
Kitchen Book

E Yes, please send me the SieMatic
Kitchen Book, 182 full-color pages illustrating

the finest in kitchen design. I have enclosed $14.50
($12.00 for catalog, plus $2.50 for postage and handling).
SieMatic Corporation, Dept. HGNl0
P.O. Box 936, Langhorne, PA 19047

Name

Address

City

Phone ( )
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PEOPLE

f-would hate ro ear dried
I shrimp. but I think it's

I .oo, rnar orner peopre

-I-do and I'm happv I

don't have to." Tibor Kal-
man, kingpin of the progres-
sive New York design firm
M&Co-all-purpose visual
consultants and dauntless advocates of what Kalman
calls "ideas, ideas, ideas, not empty decoration"-is giv-
ing a guided tour of one of his latest projects. As editor in
chief of Colors, a new multilingual magazine financed by
the Italian clothing manufacturer Benetton and geared
to teens the world over, Kalman has finally been
given a forum broad enough to encompass his
far-flung energies and imagination.

"We want to create a sense of a supercom-
munity among young people that isn't based

on national origins or where people
live but where people's heads and
," he explains, paging through arti-

cles, lng on a clgarette. "The main thing we're
to inform our audience about is tolerance for each

other's cultures." Toward that end the semian-
nual publication has run features on every-
thing from global snacking-Iranians like

watermelon seeds; the Japanese go for a

briny treat that both disgusts and delights

Producer Bella Broccoli, left, a
character from Maira Kalman's new

book, Max in Hollywood, Baby,
toasts Max with a brussels sprouts

and sauerkraut shake.

Kalman-to unsung humani-
tarians, ingenious uses of gar-
bage, and why some aphrodis-
iacs are better than others.

Not many college-dropout
self-taught graphic designers
wind up directing an award-
winning Talking Heads video

and two Subaru television ads and producing their own
line of humorously skewed timepieces. Nor do they keep
a bagel tacked to their bulletin board and profess an
abiding admiration for "really dumb and simple things."
Kalman isn't a one-man band, though. His wife, Maira

Kalman, writer and illustrator of arguably the
wittiest, most original children's books since

Ludwig Bemelmans, is the one who erased
all but the numbers one, four, and ten from
the M&Co watch that wound up in New
York's Museum of Modern Art. M&Co, in
turn, makes the typography in her books

jibe with her endearingly wigged-our charac-
ters. (Maxin Hollywood, Baby,the latest adventure

of her poet dog and his "dazzling Dalmatian bride," is
due this month from Viking.)

The Kalmans' joint history dares back to their NyU
days in the late sixties, when Tibor took off ro harvest
sugarcane in Cuba and Maira wrote "tormented poetry."
Now the parents of ten-year-old Lulu (whose middle

i ly ACt No d,esign role is out of character for the four Kalmans

Alex, Lulu, and
Tibor Kalman,
top, in Maira's
studio. Center:
M&Co's Askew
clock. Above and
left: The living
room is outfitted
with what Tibor
calls "generic
furniture." Maira's
studio is screened
by a steel-frame
window wall.
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"Dumb and simple things" are what grab the Kalmans

name is Bodoni, after a favorite typeface) and
Alex, seven, the couple also share newly enlarged
quarters in a 1930s Greenwich Village apartmenr
building with their cockatiel, Barney, and a lot of
books. So many books, in fact, that the Kalman
reference library became the backbone of archi-
tect Ross Anderson's plan when he joined their
snug one-bedroom apartment with the not-
much-bigger-one next door. What Anderson
dubbed the "wall of knowledge," a long angular
hall lined with Erector set-style shelves, now
serves as a tidy link between the two spaces. Off

the front door there's the living/dining room, which is
really the everything room because it includes Maira's
narrow studio, set off by a glass and steel window wall. At
the opposite end of the hall another window wall encloses

-and exposes-the master bedroom, and across the way
Alex builds wooden boats, practices flying, and sleeps in a
sliver ofa room arranged like a train couchette.

The design statement ends there. Walls are uninter-
rupted expanses of white; no collections are on display,
except for a kitchen lineup of soda bottles from recent
trips to India and the Caribbean. Most of the furniture
falls into Tibor's "so dumb and simple you don't even no-
tice it" category, and even pieces hammered together by
Lulu and Alex, the resident table makers, have the spare
serviceable look of Bauhaus prototypes. "Pretty much
everything we live with is useful either for making art or
for making meals," observes Maira, whose mother lives
nearby and keeps the family fed. Which means that when
friends, such as upstairs neighbor Isaac Mizrahi, drop in,
they are likely to find all four Kalmans at work-Tibor
on the phone discussing the documentary on world-wide
street music he's about to make, Maira sketching the man

she spotted in Miami
walking his black pig
after dinner, Lulu
dreaming up her next
carpentry project, and
Alex balanced on the
back of the sofa with
his arms flapping. ll

Parlor games,
above. Left:
The kitchen
features a
mustard linoleum
floor, a table
built into a

corner, and a
foreign soda
bottles display.

Alex in his narrow bedroom, right, which
architect Ross Anderson of the New York firm
Anderson/Schwadz modeled after a sleeping
car on a train. Details see Resources,
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Looks tired.

Thkes a jacuzzr.

Then a sauna

Feels like new.

blcomingdoles

True Wash' Washable, Dryable Leather.

thevFeel Ckrod.
O 1992 The kieds Corpomtion see hegBS for (re iremcdoB.
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ART

-f 
een from a distance of some seventy years, the

\. Russian constructivists seem to be one big hap-

. f py revolutionary family committed to primary
L-f iifo.s and interpenetrating circles, squares,
and triangles. But back in 1915, at the Saint Petersburg
openingof "0.10: The Last Futurist Exhibition," lead-
ing young artists Kasimir Malevich and Vladimir Tat-
lin fell into a fistfight. For them, as for many of their
peers, feelings were high and ideologies opposed. Ma-
levich had surprised everyone by hanging canvases of
composed, spatially mysterious geometric shapes set in
an infinity of white space, which made an ideological
case against Tatlin's sculptural constructions of scrap
metal and cardboard. The immaterial was confronting
the material, and ideology got physical.

These and other splendid disagreements pulse this
fall on the walls of the newly restored and expanded
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in New York in
a show called "The Great Utopia" (Sept. 25-Dec.
l5). With more than eight hundred objects, its

simple critical mass provides evidence that the
Russian avant-garde movement was among
the most innovative and vital of the century.
"The Great Utopia" discounts any single
party line of constructivist groupthink.
Some of the works are arranged to re-cre-
ate the original shows, and these sugges-
tivejuxtapositions conjure the positions
and conflicts that galvanized advanced

Russian artists from l9l5 to 1932.
By the last curve of the ramp in

New facets of the Russian

aaant-garde emerge at

the Guggenheim Museum

BYJoSEPH GrovexNrxr

Gonstructivism in the Round

No single party line
encompasses Vladimir
T allin's Counter- relief ,
I 9l 4-l 5, above, the
organic forms of Boris
Ender's Colorc of
Nature, 1924, right, the
stylization of Sara
Bunzis's The Forge,
1931 , below, and lvan
Kudriashev's Automobile,
1918, above right, and
the elemental quality
of suprematist lvan Puni's
Relief with Hammer,
1 9t 5-21 , below right.
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The Full Bonnet Secretary. Crafted in cherry by the hands of Harden. To last from generation to
generation. Send $2 for a 32 page illustrated catalogto Harden Furniture, McConnellsville. NY 13401

We almost hate to part with it.
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ABT

Alexander Deinelra's Demonstration, 1926, above, and Vladimir
and Georgi Stenberg's Springtime, 1929, opposite, represent

the reemergence of figuration within the avant-garde,

Frank Lloyd Wright's luminous rotunda, it is clear that
the avant-garde's experiments were not just abstract,
formalist, and nonobjective but also organic and figura-
tive. It is also clear in this survey of an era that the con-
structivists were moving, in Tatlin's phrase, "into
everyday life." But for Stalin, much of the exhibition
might have been available in the GUM department store
in the 1930s. Suprematist plates and saucers by Male-
vich, Kandinsky, and Nicholas Suetin swirl with richly
colored abstract shapes; textile designs by Sara Bunzis
incorporate mechanical patterns; a watercolor by Ivan
Kudriashev goes so far as to propose a suprematist truck.

The pieces-many of them new ro the Wesr and little
known even in Russia-shed light on an incompletely
understood period. Scholars of the avant-garde, official-
ly discouraged for decades by the USSR, are still sorring
out facts and interpretations as material emerges from
attics and archives. The show introduces several new fig-
ures-perceptual artist Boris Ender, for example, who
favored organic forms-and some brilliant new works:
Olga Rozanova's painting of large stunning red squares,
soured by a plane of violet, seems to anricipate Rothko by
decades. The exhibition also gives greater credit to peo-
ple who have seemed marginal, such as Ivan Puni, whose
sculptural wall reliefs resemble Tatlin's, dematerialized
with paint. There are surprises even for enthusiasts who
have soaked up all the Russian avant-garde shows since
glasnost. Among them: a stark and powerful group of

*rnrw, We want Stainmaster Luxura"



black paintings done by Alexander Rodchenko in the

late teens and early 1920s reunited for the first time.

The curators' pluralistic approach generates a num-

ber of insights. One is a clearer perspective on the peren-

nial tug-of-war between abstract and representational

art. Figurative art apparently reappeared earlier than

generally thought. In the mid 1920s, well in advance of
state-imposed socialist realism, the show suggests, some

artists were coming to believe that the language of non-

objective art-at first thought to be a universally under-
stood vocabulary of lines, planes, and color----could not
say what they wanted to say.

The many abstract works make this a spiritual home-

coming for the Guggenheim, which was founded as the

Museum of Non-Objective Painting. Solomon Guggen-

heim himself instructed Wright to design a museum to

embody the language of the paintings, and Wright's spi-

raling rotunda proves an inspired context for these kin-
dred works. Curators have brilliantly placed in the
center of the rotunda a model of Tatlin's Monument to the

Thirdlnternational-another model of the spiraling lean-

ing tower was once carted through revolutionary Mos-

cow. At the Guggenheim, Tatlin's material vortex,
emphatic in its use of steel, spins within Wright's immate-

rial one, its painted plaster-coated concrete somehow

abstract. Wright and Tatlin, who were nearly contempo-
raries, seem to be meeting here. We can only speculate

whether they would be shaking hands or shaking fists. t
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Reviving a Pioneer

ARCHITECTURE

Left: Gothic revival
library, 1838. Below:
Competition plan for
Brooklyn City Hall,
1835. Bottom center:
Scrollwork chair

A man of many

firsts, Alexander

J ackson Dauis

finally comes

into his own

BY EVE M. KAHN

a

a
I

lexander Jackson Davis single-
handedly set more architectural
precedents-and near prece-
dents-than just about any archi-

tect before or since. During his peak years
( 1830 to 1860), he was responsible for not only
the country's first Gothic revival villa and first
house-pattern book but also some of the first
broad expanses of glass, first attempts to adapt
romantic buildings to their sites and owners,
and first full-perspective full-color presenta-
tion drawings. When he died in 1892, however,
his work was so unfashionablethatThe NewYork
Times printed no obituary, and he remained
forgotten until the 1960s, when historic preser-
vationists and tradition-minded scholars dust-
ed off his memory. Now he is at last receiving
his full due: his first retrospective opens at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art on October 20,
accompanied by the first comprehensive cata-

logue of his achievements.
Viewing the show and the book can be down-

right eerie; every post-Civil War architectural
trend seems to have at least one root in Davis's

work. The shingle style draws on his ram-
bling turreted mansions; turn-of-the-century
mania for the Beaux-Arts was predicted by his
colonnade-ringed state capitols; modernism
echoed the generous windows he not-so-
humbly dubbed Davisean; and neo-Victorian
follies like Seaside, a planned community in
Florida, would have been far less thinkable

without his modest
but lavishly orna-
mented cottages.

"He was a mod-
ern architect who
worked in tradi-
tional styles in a

modern way; he

ATudor cottage in New Jersey,
c. 1848, above. Right: An 1830s study

of an Egyptian temple.
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Every post-Civil War architectural trend
seems to have at least one root in Davis

ARCHITEGTURE

New York City's Astor Hotel, c. t 830.

brought American architecture into
the modern era. And he's especially
significant to the development of the
American suburban house, which
has become such a way of thinking
people will be amazed to see that
someone actually invented it," raves
Robert A. M. Stern, a Davis devotee
since college. The exhibition's cura-
tor, Amelia Peck-who collaborated
with consultant curatorJane B. Da-
Vies, a Davis scholar for forty years-
even envisions Davis as a harbinger
of the future. "They're quirky and
wonderful, and I'll be amazed if they
don't spark someone's imagination,"
she says of the show's 100 drawings,
four chairs, and one table (Davis was
also one of the first American archi-
tects to design complete furnishings
for his own structures).

In person, apparently, he was a

terror: arrogant about his talents,
convinced of architecture's suprem-
acy over all other arts, and so driven
and self-absorbed that he preferred
to live in his New York City office
rather than with his wife and two
children. He had come to New York
in 1823, at age twenty, the self-edu-
cated and impoverished son of
an upstate New York publisher of
religious tracts. Sure that he had
"imbibed a portion of that high im-
aginative spirit so necessary to con-

Peck speculates. During the next
twentyyears, from Maine ro the Mid-
west and Deep South, Davis de-
signed colleges, villas, churches,
libraries, banks, hospitals, galleries,
and museums and experimented
with Romanesque, Elizabethan,
Swiss, and oriental modes in addition
to the classical and Gothic. American
exuberance abounded in everything
he touched: Corinthian capitals are
made of carved wheat and corn
bushels; Italianate roof brackets are
as delightfully outsize as an aviator
hat's earflaps; rough logs serve as

ready-made columns for frontier
buildings. Studying his clients thor-
oughly before designing (even de-
manding lists of their favorite
books), he let floor plans roam into
asymmetrical wings and polygonal
towers and thus maximized land-
scape picturesqueness, producing
what one critic of the time called a
"wilderness of loveliness. "

By the end of the Civil War, how-
ever, Davis's success had fizzled. His
southern client base was in tatters,
new millionaires craved more gran-
deur than he could bear, and the
eclecticism he so loved in restrained
balanced form had likewise, from his
standpoint, gone beyond the pale.
He spent the last two decades of his
life obsessively organizing his office
archive in anticipation of a grand
role in architectural history and fir-
ing off impassioned letters to news-
papers damning new structures for
being a "broken pile of costly vulgari-
ty" or a "hideous deformity."

Just before his death, American
architecture started its long swing
back to simplicity and harmony, and
"Davis mellowed a bit; he felt vindi-
cated, knowing that he'd been right
all along," says Davies. How pleased
he would be now to know that preser-
vationists have saved close to a hun-
dred of his more than two hundred
buildings; that new suburban com-
munities look as if he helped design
them; that Stern and Michael Graves
and Leon Krier and many others
have thrived on his legacy; that, a
hundred years after his death, he
seems more right than ever. I

stitute an artist," as he later wrote,
he studied drawing at the National
Academy of Design and then found
employment and a modicum of
fame by rendering existing build-
ings as illustrations for guidebooks.

By 1829 he had convinced Ithiel
Town, an established architect in the
Greek revival style, to make him a

partner. Town must have seen a gold
mine in the young man's watercol-
ors; architectural drawing at the time
was limited to flat black and white
outlines, and Davis's "brilliant pro-
paganda," says Peck, "was a fabulous
sales tool." Bringing Roman, Tus-
can, Egyptian, and Gothic motifs
into the firm's repertoire, Davis
adapted each to his futuristic visions.
"America was defining itself then,
and everyone was really open to any-
thing," Peck says. A boxy Manhattan
hotel with glass walls caged in by
square columns brings to mind the

John F. Kennedy Center in Wash-
ington, D.C.; the interior of a tem-
ple-shaped patent office soars as

dramatically as any late nineteenth
century train station; rows of town
houses facing a broad plaza could pass

for recent condos; whimsical Greek
scrollwork on skylights seems a direct
ancestor of the postmodernjoke.

The partners split up in 1835,
probably because Davis "was such an
independent spirit, a real loner,"

HG OCTOBER 1992aa
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WRITER IN RESIDENCE

Tl;x'J,ffiT:J:il'i,r;H
I r peering into curio cabinets.

-I- At my erandparents'when I
was young I could spend a lons time
studying the contents of their cabi-
net. It didn't matter that I knew what
was inside: a pair of tiny green
ceramic frogs, small cordial glass-
es (these dated from some dis-
tant time when people still drank
cordial), silver saltcellars, and a
wooden couple, dressed in lg20s
fashion, that had once topped their
wedding cake.

I don't know why anything
inside a cabinet is so fascinat-
ing to me. Maybe it's the doll-
house quality oIrhe objecrs-
as if the cabinet were the
apartment of someone or
something strange-or the
fact that anything behind
glass takes on the importance
of an exhibit at a museurrr.

In the 1940s rnaple cabinet
that my husband,'I'im Hunt,
and I keep in our Upper
West Side apartment, there
are a number of rare and im-
portant finds from our trav-
els as well as various gifts, all
of which seem to belong ro-
gether. The group includes
five glow-in-the-dark black
plastic Madonnas purchased
at the gift shop at the mon-
astery of Montserrat; a

desiccatcd parasitic
plant that resembles an
alien life-form, found

Secrets
Behind
Glass

A nouelist unlocks

the hidden past inside her

curio cabinet

BY TAMAJANowt'rz

on a path in a Florida nature pre-
serve; a small brass gear, my first
(and only) discovery with my metal
detector; a genuine gold nugget, dat-
ed 1880, complete with ancient tooth
marks; a carved nut of sandalwood,
which, when opened, reveals a wrig-

gling cockroach, also
made of sandalwood; a

bottle of perfume from

the Sudan guaranteed by the sales-
man in Cairo to be at least two hun-
dred years old; a pair of driving
goggles; a montage of 1940s British
movie stars' eyes; and a spun-sugar
couple, made for the top of a wed-
ding cake, sent to us by my publisher.
Both members of the pair are the
same sex, dressed in ballerina tutus. I
like to think that, like my grandpar-
ents, we have our wedding-cake cou-
ple in our cabinet.

True, these treasures aren't as
valuable as Fabergd eggs, ormolu
clo<ks. or illuminared manuscripts.
but the satisfaction I get from staring
at the incongruous assortment is just
as great. All objects, however ran-
dom, diverse, or lacking in value,
automatically acquire significance
when arranged in a cabinet.

Some of my favorite books grow-
ing up were part of a series called Tiz
Borrowcrs. The borrowers were mi-
nuscule homunculi who lived in the
walls and floors of an old house. Only
a few remained of their kind, and ev-
erything they owned was "bor-
rowed" from normal-size human
beings. Even lare at night it was im-

mensely difficult for them to
steal a thimble without being
caught by a person or a cat.
Once painstakingly lugged
back to their secret home, the
thimble might become a srool
or a table or a bucket.

Tim once worked in the tri-
bal art department at Chris-
tie's; now he collects things
that resemble African art but
are actually something else.
For example. an iron pipe
fiom a gas stove looks like a

standing fieure, and a dis-
carded metal slab from the
street that once covered a wa-
ter main looks like a mask. I

Tama Janowitz,
above left,

looking through
the glass of

her curio cabinet,
left, which is

surrounded by
found objects
that resemble

tribal art.
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suppose these pieces are found art.
An old step from a horse-drawn car-
riage, tilted on end and mounted on
a stand, appears to have a head, a
scrawny body, and two pitifully out-
stretched arms. There may be some-
thing a bit deranged in visualizing
formal tribal sculpture in bootjacks
and obscure parts of broken tractor
engines. Life in New York is-to

All objects, however
random, diverse,

or lacking in value,
automatically acquire

significance when
arranged in a cabinet

me-already overwhelming enough
without discovering the secret lives
of inanimate objects.

And yet, I feel this ability is some-
thing all of us possess. I certainly un-
derstood the life of inanimate objects
when I was a child. Now, once in a

while-when I'm hit with the flu, for
example, and am lying in bed like
Madeline from the children's stories
by Ludwig Bemelmans-I notice
that the cracks in the ceiling resem-
ble rabbits and that the cast-iron
chair at the end of the bed has a dis-
tinctly human personality.

In my new novel. The Male Cross-

Dresser Support Group, the main char-
acter, Pamela, lives in a vengeful
apartment with mysterious firm
mushrooms that keep springing up
in the damp area around the toilet. It
seems the apartment is deliberately
out to get her, and even though this is
just her own paranoia, I, too, feel
that some apartments or houses are
good and others malevolent. Per-
haps over the years they've absorbed
the happiness or unhappiness of
the occupants.

I used to live in a house that was
the equivalent of a mixed-breed dog.
It had been built by a man deter-
mined to save money in any way he
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could. He bought the end rolls of
wallpaper and there was only
enough ofeach pattern to cover one
wall, so every room had four pat-
terns. He had done the wiring and
plumbing himself, too. It wasn't that
the house had a bad aura, it was
friendly and goofy like a mutt but de-
cidedly hyperactive. Typically, when
I attempted to make toast, the toaster
would catch fire and fling flaming
missiles of burnt bread everywhere.
Or when I put the key in the front
doorknob, the entire knob would
break off spewing springs and spin-
dles into the air.

My mother lives in avery old house
that has had so many additions and
structural changes over the years
that there are a number of Peculiar
closets, one two inches deep (so

things can only be arranged to hang
face front) and three closets with
windows (as if clothing might like or
need a view). There are odd porches
that have no enrance to the house,
and a chimney with no fireplace.

As soon as she moved in, my moth-
er feltobliged to decorate with a vari-
ety of Victorian furniture which, she

announced, "was not at all my taste."
Then, she said, the house told her to
buy a large leafy plant, which she
placed in the stairwell. This plant be-

gan to grow like something from the
Little Shop of Horrors, even sending
out shoots that started to work their
way into the floorboards.

Some time later one of the neigh-
bors dropped by and began to tell
her about the former elderly occu-
pant of the place. "And the weirdest
thing was," the neighbor said, "he
had a horrible strange plant right
under the stairwell that took over
and grew up and up until it was about
fifteen or twenty feet tall and very
spindly." As the neighbor talked, he
walked around the living room and
down the hall to the stairs. There was

the plant purchased by my mother-
apparently almost the exact replica
of the ghastly plant the neighbor
couldn't stop talking about. He said
nothing, but grinning nervously,
backed up to the front door and let
himselfout. ll
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Ufban Renewal Fro* the Ziegfeld, Fotlies to the New School,

architect Joseph Urban transformed the image of metropolitan glamour

By MenrTN FTLLnR Aontrarv [o current belief,

I the idea of using innova-
I l tive architects to design
\-f ranrasrlc ser.ngs ror popu-
lar entertainment did not begin with
the Walt Disney Co. In fact, during
the early decades ofthis century, one
architect-now all but forgotten-
reigned supreme as the visual impre-
sario of New York high life. Now that
wonderful Viennese wizard, Joseph
Urban, is finally given his due in an
informative and beguiling new biog-
raphy, .loseph Urban: Architecture, The-
ater, Opera, Film (Abbeville, $55) by
Randolph Carter and Robert Reed
Cole, which celebrates his ephemeral
but life-enhancing artistry. This
stunningly illustrated monograph
re-creates a vanished Gotham, a

dream city that survives only in song,

Joseph Urban, standing at left, on his set
tor When Knighthood Was in Flower, 1922.

legend, and the fading memories of
a few octogenarian Ziegfeld Girls.

When he settled in New York in
l9l4,Joseph Urban found ir an aes-
thetically provincial metropolis; less
than twenty years later, his embel-
lishments had helped make it a so-
phisticated international capital. He
put his stamp on the city in hundreds
of ways, giving it a glittering urbanity
that made the naive pretensions of
the Gilded Age seem quaintly anti-
quated within a generation. Slave to
no single style, Urban moved with
perfect ease between the historical
and the contemporary as the occa-
sion demanded. His eagerness to
please the public-who wanted in-
dulgence, not instruction-won him
a wide and appreciative following.

In I93 l, for example, one could
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BOOKS

of Urban's smart luggage for Hart-
man. It soon would be time to change
for dinner beneath Urban's lush ceil-
ing murals at the St. Regis Hotel roof
garden, then on to his Ziegfeld The-
ater for the latest (and last) Ziedeld
Follies, with sets by Urban. Finally, it
was off to the Central Park Casino,
remodeled by Urban, for supper and
dancing until dawn.

As the authors recount, he was a
big, gregarious, fun-loving bear of a

man whose limitless appetite for the
good life took precedence over the

burning sense of mission that con-
sumed his more purposeful co-
professionals. While Urban was
expanding and decorating Marjorie
Merriweather Post's stupendous
Palm Beach mansion Mar-a-Lago in
I926, Ludwig Mies van der Rohe was
in Stuttgart organizing the boldest
exhibition of modern housing. Yet
the escapist Urban mastered many of
the grace notes--color, ornament, il-
lusion, surprise, and delight-that
played too small a role in much or-
thodox modern architecture.

Urban's neglect of his chosen field
in its purest form preyed on his mind
at the peak of his acclaim, and he
spent the last years of his life trying to
rescue his reputation from that of a
smoke-and-mirrors sorcerer. The
bitterest disappointment of his
American career was losing the
chance to build a projected Merro-
politan Opera House on West 57th
Street. But as shown by the many
previously unpublished schemes in
this sumptuous volume, Urban had
no need to shore up his secure place

Early design for the New School fagade, right,
c. 1 928. Above: New School auditorium, I 930.

have spent a very full twenty-four
hours in New York among the works
of this protean pleasure giver. Wak-
ing up in an apartment decorated
with Urban's designs for Baker Fur-
niture, a stylish woman might have
gone to a morning class at his sleek
New School for Social Research on
West l2th Street. Abitof shoppingat
the Bedell store, his art deco wom-
en's fashion emporium on West 34th
Street, could be followed by a bite at
the architect's mirror-faceted Park
Avenue Restaurant, and next a stop
at Saks Fifth Avenue to order some

:I
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in history as a genius of enjoyment.
Although he attained his greatest

triumphs in New York, Urban was

the inimitable product of fin de sidcle

Vienna, where he was born in 1872

and received his architectural train-
ing. There even the most eminent ar-
chitects did not disdain designing
things their sobersided American
counterparts considered beneath
the dignity of their calling. But to the

Jugendstil architects and designers
of Urban's generation-which in-
cluded the better-remembered Josef
Hoffmann, Koloman Moser, andJo-
seph Maria Olbrich-everything was

worthy of their attention. That open-
minded attitude always remained
with Urban. And though it left his di-
verse output without the sharp focus
of the leaders of the modern move-
ment, it nevertheless fostered his
breadth of visual culture and com-
mand of several mediums, making
many of his fellow architects seem

two-dimensional by contrast.
Urban's career got off to a charac-

teristically exotic start when at the

age of nineteen he was asked bY the
khedive of Egypt to do an addition to

the royal palace in Cairo. But the real
impact of that heady trip, Urban lat-
er recalled, was the vibrant color he

experienced, opening his eyes to
possibilities he had never dreamed
of in Vienna. Back home, he sup-
ported himself by illustrating deluxe
calendars and children's books (with
his brother-in-law Heinrich Lefler),
dreaming up lavish ball themes, dec-

orating public and private interiors,
and even designing handsome bank-
notes and postage stamps for the
Austro-Hungarian Empire.

His crowning moment came in
1908, when Urban was given the un-
surpassably prestigious job of de-
signing the festivities for the Dia-
mondJubilee of the reign of Emperor
Franz Josef. The jealousy that honor
stirred in his rivals led to a scandal in
which Urban was accused of favor-
ing cronies and accepting kickbacks.
He was exonerated, but the sour
taste that episode left encouraged
him to seek his fortune not in his in-

BOOKS

trigue-ridden hometown but in
America. Offered the post of artistic
director at the Boston Opera Co. in
l9l l, Urban gladly accepted.

He never regretted his decision to
emigrate, especially after World War
I, which ended forever the way of life
and patronage he had known in Vi-

A set for Urban's first Fol/res, .l915.

enna. But neither did he forget his
old friends there. He brought a

number of them over to the United
States and invested heavily to open a

New York branch of the Wiener
Werkstiitte on Fifth Avenue in 1922.
There he showcased the highly styl-
ized art, decorative objects, and fur-
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BOOKS

niture of his former colleagues.
Urban lost $ 150,000 on rhar rarefied
enterprise, and many of the shop's
luxurious wares wound up in his spa-
cious house in Yonkers.

His oth.er New York ventures
fared much better, however. Urban's
opera mountings for Boston caused
an immediate sensation and his first
Broadway show caught the attention
of Florenz Ziegfeld Jr., the legend-
ary producer. Ziegfeld hired him in
1915 to design his fabled revues and
musicals featuring stars such as Fred
and Adele Astaire, Will Rogers, Ed-
die Cantor, and W. C. Fields; lyrics
by Oscar Hammerstein II and P. G.
Wodehouse; music by Victor Her-
bert, Jerome Kern, Irving Berlin,
and George Gershwin.

The Metropolitan Opera soon fol-
lowed suit, commissioning fi fty-four
productions by Urban over sixt-een
years, including such historic events
as the U.S. premiere of Giacomo
Puccini's Turandot in 1926. Synthe-
sizing the most progressive ideas of
European stagecraft, he introduced

Urban's dream
city is a vanished

Gotham that
survives only in
legend and song

to America new concepts of scenog-
raphy, lighting, and deploymenr of
players. So familiar became rhe satu-
rated azure he favored for nighttime
skies, which often moved audiences
to applause, that the color became
known as Urban blue.

The ease with which he could shift
between the demands of high arr and
the allure of pop culture was clear in
1921, when, during the same season,
New Yorkers thrilled to Fanny Brice
singing her ultimate torch song, "My
Man," on an Urban set at the Follies,
while his Parsiful andTristan und Isol-
de enrapttred Wagnerites at the
Met. And though the Follies were
conceived to be as transient as the

seasons, Urban's opera productions
enjoyed very long lives: his Tristan
continued to be given until 1958, and
his monumental Elehtra of 1932 was
kept in the repertoire unril 1962.

The third major client of Urban's
mature career was William Ran-
dolph Hearst, rhe publishing mag-
nate who used Urban to build his
magazine headquarters on West
57th Street. The architect also
helped to glorify the delightful (if
slender) talents of Hearst's prot6g6
and mistress, Marion Davies, whom
the tycoon first eyed in the chorus of
Urban's second Follies, in lgl6. The
twenty-five films Urban designed for
Hearst's Cosmopolitan Productions
included the most elaborate indoor
set ever built up to that time, for the
1922 costume epic When Knighthood
Was in Flouer, starring Davies.

But such pastiche extravaganzas
could never earn the respect of the
avant-garde, and Urban's later at-
tempts to rejoin his architectural
confreres met with skepticism. The
young PhilipJohnson dismissed Ur-
ban's streamlined New School of
1928-30 as the "illusion of a building
in the International Style rather than
a building resulting from a genuine
application of the new principles."
And the literary critic Edmund Wil-
son cruelly called Urban's most seri-
ous structure a "set of fancy Ziegfeld
settings which charmingly mimic of-
fices and factories."

The Great Depression spelled the
end of Urban's merry harlequinade,
although he continued to receive
substantial commissions to the very
end. Shortly after completing his
work as color designer for the 1933
Century of Progress exposition in
Chicago, Urban died of cancer at the
age of sixty-one.

At his best, Joseph Urban accom-
plished what few other architects
ever manage: he intensified the ex-
perience of life for a vast public and
hinted at the infinite variety of plea-
sures that lie beyond the routine of
daily existence. More than any other
creator of his time, he was able-in
the words of a song of the period-to
turn Manhattan into an isle ofjoy. f
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Fanny Brennan captures an enchanted

her tiny paintingsunlverse ln

BY WENDY GOO DMAN

FANNY BRENNAN'S SURREAL STILL
lifes never measure more than a few
inches, but she is as tall and soign6 as

they come. Born in Paris, she had a
glamorous childhood in the expatri-
ate circle of F. Scott Fitzgerald confi-
dantes Sara and Gerald Murphy.
Tucked away in Brennan's black and
white bedroom studio in Queens is
the Poiret dress she wore when her
portrait was painted at the age of
four. Fine-tipped brushes and mini
drawers packed with supplies top a
Parsons table where with a little paint
and a lot of precision she turns min-
iature gessoed panels into master-
pieces. Her work is the subject of a
recent pocket-size book, Skyshades,

and from October 20 to November
14 her newest paintings will be on
view at.New York's Coe Kerr Gallery.
For those not quick enough to snap
up the originals, Chalk & Vermil-
ion has limited editions of signed
lithographs. "I paint ideas," says
Brennan, who juxtaposes everyday
objects with vistas of land, sea, and

sky. Scale and func-
tion are treated with
such lighthearted
wit-a giant feather
duster sweeps Mount
Fuji, a whisk beats cot-
tony clouds-that
even Dali might have
cracked a smile. I

Fanny Brennan at home, far
left, and obiects of importance,
clockwise from top left, a Poiret
dress in which she had her
portrait painted as a child next
to a photo taken at the time;
a bedroom bookshelf stocked
with the sublects of her work;
and two paintings, Big Hom
and Cloud Reparr, both actual
size. Details see Resources.
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Editor's Page

IT,S OCTOBER AGAIN, and

time for HG's fourth annual New York issue.

The Manhattan that Berenice Abbott captured

in the 1930s photograph Nightuiew is a bird's-

eye view of the city's glittering public face. Our

view is more intimate: the varied spaces in wnich

interesting people manage to make themselves at home in New York. For media magnate

Chris Whittle, his wife, Priscilla Fiattazzi, and their family, the secret is a grand Edwardian-

style apartment designed by Peter Marino; it provides formal rooms for entertaining, an eat-

in kitchen, and cozy rooms for the children, Maxi and Andrea. For fashion designer

Christian Francis Roth, life at home in the city focuses around a clap-

board house-inside-the-loft where his daughter, Emma, slee.ps. After

twenty-four years in Los Angeles, writersJoan Didion andJohn Greg-

ory Dunne imported what they call "California casual" to their Man-

hattan apartment, which they set up entirely "for comfort and for

work." Painter Julian Schnabel also works at home, in a vast studio

fronted by a series of richly evocative rooms f'ull of velvet curtains and

old paintings. Advertising prodigy Peter Arnell has transformed aTri-
beca loft into a duplex apartment full <lf neoclassical treasures, with

fragments of plaster statuary embedded in the walls of the entry hall-

way, while Tommy Boy Music's Monica Lynch has given her studio
Berenice Abbott's metropolis, c. 1932,
top right, and three personal New York
worlds in 1992: young designer Sara
Purcell's living room, abovej Julian
Schnabel's painting studio, left; and
Peter and Sara Arnell's nearly minimal
bedroom with a gilded mirror, below.

apartment an errergetic strectrvise chic that is

right in sync with the hip-hop world of rap music.

We also visit five young designers who, like their

colleagues everywhere, experiment where they

live. Together w'e hope these glimpses of New

Yorkers at home create a picture as f ascinating as

Berenice Abbott's, but close up.
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OU ALWAYS START
with the rug," says

Chris Whittle. "That's
one of the first things my

mom said to me, and it's not
a bad rule-although we

have violated it frequent-
ly." That's not a royal "we," but it
does refer to a powerful triumvirate:
Whittle, the enigmatic media tycoon;
his wife, photographer Priscilla Rat-
tazzi,the luminous beauty of the Ag-
nelli clan; and Peter Marino, the
architect who has described his busi-
ness as "a couture house" and whose
clients tend to exalted lineage, taste,
and fortune.

The trio's most recent collabora-
tion is an apartment in the Dakota,
the second residence Marino has de-
signed for Whittle in the landmark
building. The first, decorated in the
spirit of 1885, was too small for the
growing Whittle household, which
now includes Maxi, Rattazzi's six-
year-old son by her marriage to
Klaus Moehlmann, and Andrea,
Whittle and Rattazzi's baby daugh-
ter. "I loved that apartment," says
Whittle. "It was a perfect single guy's
house. I like this far better, and that's
attributable to Priscilla." Rattazzi al-
lows that while she too loved the first
apartment, "it was incredibly mascu-
line and incredibly dark."
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"It had to be grand and formal for entertaining, but cozy for me

and child-friendly for the kids," says Priscilla Rattazzi
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This time the feeling is Edwardi-
an-"about 1905," says Marino. "We
skipped a decade." The palette is

lighter and the tone more welcom-
ing. "This apartment is about paint-
ings and carpets," he explains, "and
then what I call comfy furniture,"
like the living room piece uphol-
stered in what he blithely describes as

"that wacky-color silk velour." Some

of the Whittles' favorite rooms and
details from the earlier apartment
were duplicated, among them the
stenciling in the hallway, but every-
thing except the front door is new.

In the massive renovation that
transformed two large apartments
into a single magnificent one, the
masonry bearing walls could not be

touched. The result is a long central
hallway. "When I first saw it, I
thought,'What are we going to do?'
It was intimidating," recalls Rattazzi.
"Then I realized a hall is a wonderful
place to hang your pictures. Now we

call it the train. I stick my head out of
my compartment when the kids
come home to see what's going on."

The kitchen is the "heart of the house," says Rattazzi, belou,with Andrea and Maxi,
Ahoue: Rattazzi displays her own photographs and pictures from her collection

near the kitchen table where the family often eats. Oppositt aboae: ln Maxi's room a

built-in unit designed by Marino provides a bed, storage, and child-size play space.

Opposite belou left: Whittle, Rattazzi, and Andrea at the keyboard in Whittle's study.
Oppositt below right: Proofs from Rattazzi's book are tacked up on a mahogany-

framed linen-covered corkboard over the mahogany campaign-style desk in her office.r
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The challenge of taming the vast-

ness of the space boiled down to de-
vising a way to make the apartment
satisfy multiple needs. "It had to be
grand and formal for entertaining,
but cozy for me and child-friendly
for the kids," Rattazzi explains. The
key proved to be the once-distressing
hall, with separate entrances at each

end. Along its course the formal
rooms give way to the couple's stud-
ies-in Rattazzi's, proofs of her book
Chil.dren are scattered about and a

needlepoint pillow reads, "Dull
women have immaculate homes"-
an eat-in kitchen, and, finally, the
children's rooms. "It's like two apart-
ments tied together by the kitchen,
the heart of the house," she says.

The couple split responsibilities:
she focused on the decorating while
he supervised the architecture. "I
used to build rather extensive log
forts when I was six years old," Whit-
tle explains. "I would really get in
there and organize the neighbor-
hood, building elaborate playhouses
with windows on hinges and trap-
doors. But any skill I have is intuitive.
Peter brings the real knowledge."

Whittle also credits Marino with
educating him about decorative arts
and painting while they were work-
ing on his first apartment. One day,
Whittle recalls, after Marino told
him to visit some galleries, "I came
back and said, 'This man Chase, Pe-

ter, I really like this man Chase."'
Today Whittle focuses on American
paintings from 1875 to 1910. "The
collection represents a breaking
point in American painting as the ef-
fects of French impressionism were
taking hold," he says. "There's a
quality somewhere between the tra-
ditionalist and the revolutionary,
which is what (Continued on page 18))

Andrea, right, practices standing on
her own two feet under the gaze ofJohn
White Alexander's Onbora, Across the
hall, double doors open onto Whittle's
strtdy, oppositt tap, w}aerc Saint-Gaudens's
Willint E. Beaman in His Fourth Yea,r

hangs above a French cabinet, c. 1810,
and a nude, Thc Torso, by Alfred Stieglitz
and Clarence White, Wosite belnw lzft,
rests on his desk. Oppositt bel.ou right:
Mother and daughter in the living room.
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Centered behind the

northern Italian bed
painting by

Elizabeth Nourse, an American
artist who worked in France. The
bedside lamps were made from
lGth-century Persian pots.
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WE MOVED BACK TO NEW YORK

onawhim. We had lived in Los
Angeles for twenty-four years,
but neither of us was working
on a book, we felt stale, settled,
restless. It was time for a
change. We put our house on
the market thinking it would
take months to sell, a period of
flirting with an idea we could
always abandon. The house
sold the first day, for more than we asked, and as the
buyer wanted a thirty-day escrow, we had to move.
New York, where we had both lived before we were
married, was the only place we considered.

We have always done things on the spur of the mo-
ment (we once drove over to Earl McGrath's gallery in
Los Angeles and traded him our ten-year-oldJaguar for
a Peter Alexander pastel, and more recently we set out to
buy a winter coat and instead bought a Cy Twombly
lithograph), and buying this apartment was no excep-
tion. We had a few prerequisites:
since we both work at home, it had to
be large, with rooms for two offices,
space for files, and a spot for a secre-
tary; it also had to be large because
we dislike the logistics of running a
weekend or summer house and are
happiest when the city empties out.
The apartment had to have light, an
essential after so many years in Cali-
fornia, and it had to have a fire-
place-we once lived for seven years
in Malibu in a house heated only by a
fireplace. We would also have liked
an English garden and a swimming
pool, but alas, they do not come with
New York apartments.

This was the first apartment we
looked at after our house was sold:
the owner had moved to Europe, the stock market had
crashed, and the price was right. It had a working fire-
place and was across from a Iandmark church, which
meant unimpeded light. On the floor plan, the apart-
ment had twelve rooms, but the prior owner had im-
proved the already good dimensions by collapsing these
twelve into ten; what attracted
us, as soon as we entered, was
the sense of light and air in the
foyer, which in the redesign
had been so enlarged as to be-
come what many people call
"waste space." (A lesson: be-
ware the absence of "wast.e
space," since it usually turns
out to be the very space that
makes you feel good.)

The spaciousness of all the
rooms, and the fact that the
previous owner had rewired
and replumbed but never
lived in the apartment, meant
that it was not necessary to do
any elaborate construction.
We replaced a few hardwood
floors and laid ceramic tile in
the service area to correspond
with the hexagonal kitchen

tiles. Beyond that, for our purposes, the apartment
needed only moldings-the twelve-foot ceilings in the
front of the apartment had been lowered somewhat to
accommodate central air conditioning-a few built-in
spaces for computers and laser printers, and many many
bookcases. With the help of architect Peter Sachs we built
floor-to-ceiling bookcases in the living room, the dining
room, both our offices, the guest room, and, when these
still proved inadequate, on two walls of our bedroom.

A friend from London walked into this apartment and
said, "I've been in all your houses,
and they all look alike." One reason
they all look alike is that we have nev-
er used 2 ds6e12161-more acerbic
friends have described this as all too
apparent----€xcept to get swatches or
to find upholsterers and slipcov-
erers. The only decorating instruc-
tions we had came from our
daughter, Quintana, who when she
first saw it said, "I hope you Califor-
nia it up." By that she meant not only
the familiar white walls and bare
floors and pale slipcovers that had
characterized the houses in which
she grew up but also the familiar ob-
jects and flowers: the orchids still in
their plastic pots from the Zrma
Canyon greenhouses in Malibu, the

several dozen hurricane lamps because southern Cali-
fornia winds so often knocked out the power, the en-
larged photograph of a "Welcome to California" sign on
a road from Nevada to Death Valley Junction, the lac-
quer box of sequins saved from a party somewhere.

Working with Peter Sachs and his painters-all of
whom were artists who had
shown around the country
and were willing to spend
hours debating shades of
white-we finally settled on an
"underwater white," a white
that at times resembles the pal-
est of greens. On the moldings
we asked for a thin stripe, in
some rooms coral and in oth-
ers a watery blue or yellow, an
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A friend from London walked into this apartment and said,

"I've been in all your houses, and they all look alike." One reason

they all look alike is that we have never used a decorator-
more acerbic friends have described this as all too apparent
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effect remembered from a room at the Plaza
Ath6nie in Paris. As far as furniture went, we
just moved in what we had: save for appli-
ances and beds and the occasional lamp, we
have in all our years together bought no fur-
niture beyond a few tables (one, a marble dis-
play table in the entrance hall, off the floor at
the kitchen supplier Williams-Sonoma) and a
couple of chairs (one because it was half price
and could pass without recovering). The rest
of the furniture is essentially hand-me-
down-from our two families-recovered
every time we move and mixed in with a few
battered pieces left behind in the former Ma-
libu crash pad that was the first house we ever
owned. Chintz can mask the most insignifi-
cant table, and the absence of living room

curtains can be turned to advantage: maximum daylight,
an interesting panorama at night, and, because of the
church across the street, no one can look in.

Our dining room is an example of the California casu-
al we decided to export to New York-rather a studied
example, since it is decidedly unlike the more traditional
room we left behind. When Quintana moved into an
apartment of her own, we gave her the "real" dining ta-
ble we had been given byJohn's mother; in its place we
use a round glass and wrought-iron garden table from
when we had a garderi and originally the lunch table our
sister-in-law used at her swimming pool in Beverly Hills.
There are in this dining room many pillows. a writing
desk, a chaise longue, a sofa, the obligatory bookcases,
and two scratched Lucite boxes, one containing the red
and scarlet birettas worn in a picture we wrote, True Con-

fessions, the other containing a wreath of dried santolina
from our garden in Brentwood.

This room works perfectly for what it is: a comfortable
room in which to entertain infbrmally and, if we need to
spread out beyond the offices and lay out research, a
comfortable room in which to work. The entire apart-
ment is set up for comfort and for work, and its artifacts

have meaning only for us. 'fhe paintines and
lithographs are largely by friends, the photo-
graphs by Quintana or from stories one or
the other of us has done. In John's office
there is a wall-sized police map of Los Angc-
les, circa 1950, from the set of True Confe*
.rioru given him by its producers at the end of
production. Our favorite piece is the part-
ners' desk in the foyer that Joan's father
bought at auction in I 934 for $30; it had been
in the California state capitol in Sacramento
but was burned almost beyond repair in a

fire. He had it refinished, gave it to us afier
we were married, and we had it refinished
again when we moved to New York. It has

history and it has attitude, and we like to
think the same of the apartment. a



The entire
apartment is set up

for comfort
and for work, and

its artifacts have

meaning only for us

ln the master bedroom, aboae, pillows are
piled high aga.inst a brass headboard.

Top bft: Dunne's bedside table. Top right:
Didion's bedside table. Left: A

photograph of Quintana as a child. Rigftf;
An upholstered chair by the window,

with a photograph on the sill of Didion
taken by Quintana. Oppositu, frmn top:
West Coast patio furniture in the East

Coast dining room; a triptych of Quintana
in the kitchen; family silver and an

FBI flier for Patricia Campbell Hearst.
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Three works or,
red velvet, ;rainted
in Montauk during
the summer of
1991, stand in Julian
Srchnabel's main
studio in downtown
Manhattan. It is

here, says thr: artist,
oppositz, that his
paintings "congral."
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lian Schnabel enjoys this notion of displaced
time. "Velvet and cobwebs-I'm of the Miss Ha-
visham school of interior decorating," he says.
"And I see all the objects around me as utilitari-
an: they are transformers that get me to another
place. Anyway, I feel better in here."

"Here" is a downtown loft building that evokes
a secret corner of Venice a couple of centuries
ago, or perhaps asetfor Citizen Kane. On my first
visit I see Schnabel sitting at the piano with Gary
Oldman; they are combining Tom Waits's ver-
sion of "Waltzing Matilda" with the Eagles's
"Desperado," singing both lyrics at once. As the
night goes on, I notice traces ofa dozen Europe-
an cities and past epochs-all far away, yet all at
home-and after a few hours I reenter the world
refreshed, as if I had returned from travels over
land and sea and time.

In the main studio the echoes are of Madrid.
"Summer 1978," Schnabel recalls, paraphrasing
one ofthe "excerpts from life" he related in his
1987 book, CVJ. "l was staying in the flamenco
bardistrict. I walked to the Prado, saw some great
Bosch paintings, left the Prado, walked outside,
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dizzy. Thought I'd go rowing on the lake of the
Parque del Buen Retiro, beside the Palacio Ve-
l6zquez. As I stepped into the boat, it slid out
from under me. I watched the opaque green of
the lake come between me and my sunglasses. To
return to my hotel, I had to walk through down-
town Madrid, accompanied only by the sound of
water squishing in my shoes."

"Twelve years later," he continues, "back in
Madrid and a little drunk, I was sitting in the ce-
ment courtyard of a friendly bar, surrounded by
young painters from the Taller of the Circulo de
Bellas Artes. I thought of the ducks in the lake a
few blocks away and toasted them in my best
Spanish: 'Por los patos del Buen Retiro! To the
ducks of the Buen Retiro!' " Now five large red-
velvet paintings with references to the ducks of
Buen Retiro are leaning against the studio walls.

Dislocations seem to have a special resonance
for Schnabel and his art. Besides the convention-
al spots-the Centre Pompidou in Paris, the Tate
in London, the Whitney and the Guggenheim in
New York-his paintings and sculpture are often
found in peculiar overseas locations. Four white
paintings inthe Los Palos series are in the perma-
nent collection at Madrid's Reina Sofia, Spain's
leading museum of modern art, which is housed
in a converted hospital building. The Recognitions
paintings were installed in 1988 at the Cuartel del
Carmen, an abandoned fourteenth-century
monastery and military barracks in Seville. From
1990 to 1995 three twenty-two-foot-square
paintings are hanging in the Maison Carr6e, a

first- or second-century Roman temple in Nimes.
Decades before Schnabel put paintbrush (or

hand) to canvas (or velvet or plates), the studio I
survey from the balcony was a perfume factory.
The looming nineteen-foot pillars and massive
patched walls might dwarf another artist's work.
Not Schnabel's. Behind his paintings the irregu-
lar patina of gray plaster opens up a visual field
that suggests the outdoors. "I like to paint out-
side," he says, in Montauk in summer and Florida
in winter. Then he brings paintings into this
room "where they congeal." The view from the
balcony reminds me of Schnabel's words in a

1985 catalogue: "There exists a tradition of loss

and sadness that is epitomized in the perfection
ofthesurvivingstatues (Continuedonpage 182)

ln the music room a mythological scene by Jacopo
Vignali, 1695, and Schnabel's Sublimc Viian dc

Merde,1989, look down on an l8th-century French
daybed standing on an antique Aubusson carpet.
Adding to the theatrical aura are a bear skeleton on
the piano and a hippopotamus skull on a Biedermeier
table. The folding table by Antonin Raymond, at
right, serves as a dining table, accompanied by hand-
hammered silver Regency-style chairs from India.
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Taking the
windows in

t

bedroom, ahoue, are
works of art, including
Man Ray's Feminiru
Painting, 1954, Diirey's
Four Horsemnt of tlw
Apocalypse, a Piranesi
etching, and, apposite,
Picatria's Suzy Solidor,
1933, and a late Picasso.
Carpet, c. 1930, from
Secondhand Rose.
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ALEX WTTCHEL: The most
important things to me in
an apartment have always
been the closets.
FRAIIK RICH: Before we
got married, I think your
apartment actually was a

closet.
ALEXr How kind of you to
point that out.
FRAltlK: The most impor-
tant thing to me was always

the bookshelves
ALEX: When it comes

to books, you're like Pigpen: dust collects around
him, and books collect around you.
FRANK: Well, you have to admit that we've con-

fined the books to one room. Now we can't figure out
what to put in the other six rooms.
ALEX: At least we agree that in the kitchen the focal point
is the refrigerator.
FBAiIK: It's the second most important piece of furniture
we have collected, after the bed.
ALEX: Ssshhh!
FBANK: A close third, of course, would be the wine racks.
ALEX: When Moishe's movers came to your old apart-
ment, they looked at all the wine and all the books and
one of them said, "What do you two spend your time do-
ing? Get drunk, read books, and go to bed?"
FRAilK: Not necessarily in that order. I'm glad we gave
him a big tip.
ALEX: We had to give everyone a big tip.
FRAIIIKT That's New York. And remember, mybooks and
wine weren't all they had to contend with. There was the
little matter of your shoes-not so little a matter, actually.
ALEX: I can't help it. I have bad feet. So I've managed to
furnish the closets here without any problem. It's the rest
of the apartment I don't understand.
FRAI\IK: The greatest thing about this apartment is that
we don't need much in the way of furniture or decora-
tion. Anything too busy would distract from the views.
ALEX! It's a good thing, toechintz gives me hives.
FRAlrlK: The one consultation we had with a decorator-I
don't know what possessed us-resulted in the instal-
Iation of a light fixture that looked like a spaceship. We
removed it from orbit roughly an hour after it was
launched.
ALEXr I know what I don't like, but it's harder to pick what
I do like. Which is why you're so much better at this.
FRAIIIK: I must say your old place gave me a fright.
ALEX: Why? That was my country motif.
FBANK: But the country was one where the visual scheme
seemed to be dictated by Holiday Inn.
ALEX: I liked that wooden painting.
FRAIIK: You mean the one that had a farm scene painted
in different primary colors on blocks of wood? It looked
like a family heirloom that Rob and Laura Petrie would
try to get rid of onThe DichVan Dyke Show.

ALEX: It did not. It went perfectly with the rag rugs.
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FFAilK: It certainly did. But I think you'll agree that it
was a good idea to start from scratch here. It's not as if I
hid so much furniture to bring into this marriage either.
ALEX: No, just air conditioners. It's a good thing I have
enough closet space to store the sweaters I need to brave
the arctic winds inJuly.
FRAIIK: I believe in the principle that there is no such
thing as too much air conditioning.
ALEX: I believe in the principle that blue is not my best
color. But at least you knew where to get furniture to
match the air conditioners. I thought SoHo was just a

place to buy shoes.

FRANK: As I recall, we bought some of those there, too.
ALEX: I needed some reward. Though I did like Portico,
where we got our dining room table and the rocking
chair in our bedroom and the buffet. It was Shabby Chic
that made m6 ins2ns-terminal chic was more like it.
FBAIIIK: We don't like chic, even when it's shabby. What is

nice about the handmade American furniture we got is

that it looks old, homey, and lived-in without having any
of the pretense of antiques,
ALEXr Anyone who describes anything in this apartment
as cunning is automatically invited to leave.
FRANK: The bookshelves are cunning.
ALEX: Don't start with me.
FBAiIK: You must admit that the lighting of the book-
shelves is incredible.
ALEX: That's John Petrocelli.
FRAilK: We were lucky enough to find one of the only con-
tractors around who was honest, tasteful, and a nice guy.
ALEX: I liked it whenJohn took down the spaceship light
and put it on his head and said he was Captain Kirk.
FRAilKT Yeah, it was ajoke that cut across all the language
barriers of the people working on our apartment.
ALEX: Whenever anything went too wrong, we could al-
ways look at our view.
FBANK: And contemplatejumping out into it.
ALEX: Seriously, we do have one of the greatest views of
the Hudson in the city. Especially from our bedroom.
FRAltlKr It's a lot like being on the prow of a ship except
that you don't have to get dressed and you never have to
play shuffleboard.
ALEX: We're a major atraction on the Circle Line tour.
Which is where the blackout shades come in. I think
that's my favorite thing in the apartment, because I love
to sleep-until I see my favorite vision, my wonderful
husband advancing toward the bed with a cup of his ex-
traordinary coffee as a peace offering for waking me up.
FRAiIK: We're so well stocked with coffee beans nothing
else fits in the freezer. What I still don't understand is

how someone who sleeps so much needs so many shoes.
ALEX: It's a long walk to the bathroom. Which, I might
add, is directly across from my walk-in cedar closet. I
have accomplished both of my goals in life. Living with
ample closet space and the man I love. What else is there?
FRATK: An espresso machine?

Frank

Alex
Two

aracters

search of
gh closet

space

Frank Rich is the chief drama critic o/ The New York Times.
Abx Witchel is a reporter al The New York Times.
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HEN FELLOW

New Yorkers
announce

they're off to En-
gland to see great

estate gardens, I
ask, why not go off

to the Bronx? "No thonx," they re-
ply, cribbing from Ogden Nash, un-
aware that world-class English
gardeners-the likes of Rosemary
Verey and Christopher Lloyd-hie
themselves to the Bronx to pay their
respects to a world-class American
gardener, Marco Polo Stufano, and
the great American estate garden he
cultivates at Wave Hill.

Among New York City's munici
pal cultural institutions, this twenty-
eight-acre urban country seat in
Riverdale, the west Bronx, is one of
the most exquisitely horticthural.
Why more New Yorkers don't take
their ease on the Adirondack Iawn
chairs at Wave Hill is a mystery, for
here is the city at its bucolic best. Nat-
uralists can hike through a ten-acre
managed forest, and landscape
hackers can explore a computer ar-
chive, the Catalogue of Landscape
Records in the United States.

The environmentally enlightened
paricians who owned Wave Hill in
the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries joined forces with Freder-
ick Law Olmsted to preserve the nat-
ural landscape on both sides of the
Hudson River. They were the east-
ern urban.f ohn Muirs of their time.
In 1960 the last private owners, the
Perkins-Freeman family, gave Wave
Hill to New York City as a public gar-
den. After five years in limbo as a
ward of the Parks Department, the
property moved to the Department

Marco Polo Stufano, aboae left, Wave
Hill's director of horticulture, arranges
changing displays in the consewatory
year-round, left. Opposite, clockwise from
nF bft, Turn-of-the-century photo-
graphs show prim beds edging a terrace;
Glyndor, a l9th-century villa, over-
looking a sundial and lawn atop the
underground bowling alley; the walk
between upper and lower terracesl
a rustic arbor. Today weeping blue atlas
cedar curtains the border between the
Aquatic Garden and the Wild Garden.

"The art of a garden is in doing it," says

Marco Stufano. "It should never be 'done' "
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of Cultural Affairs and its manage-
ment to a nonprofit corporation,
which in 1967 created the Wave Hill
horticulture program under Stu-
fano's direction.

Since then, by the strength of his
plant associations and character, Stu-
fano, with a staff of seven, has made a

series of intimate, thoroughly idio-
syncratic small-scale gardens amid a

nineteenth-century gardenesque
landscape that extends across the
Hudson to the Palisades. Today, al-
most any visitor to Wave Hill will eas-
ily recognize the gardener-a
tonsured silver-haired man of fifty-
four, deadheading or weeding in
apron and sabots, looking like Saint
Francis of the Bronx. Under ques-
tioning, Stufano admits that when
Teddy Roosevelt lived at Wave Hill,
and Mark Twain and Arturo Tosca-
nini, the gardens were not what they
are now. In 1967, when Stufano, a
recent graduate of the New York
Botanical Garden School of Horti-
culture (also in the Bronx), was
recommended by his teacher, the
polymath plantsman T. H. Everett,
for the post at Wave Hill, he found

the extant gardens to be "ofthe peri-
od"-but "awful." The formal rose
garden that hid the estate's bowling
alley "was the silliest thing. It com-
peted with the view of the Hudson,"
says Stufano. "Why perpetuate the
mistakes of the past?"

With his longtime collaborator,
the late John Nally, Stufano soon
brought his first Wave Hill garden
out of a 25O-foot-high outcrop of
Fordham gneiss bound and gagged
in bindweed. The Wild Garden, as

Stufano saw it, "had to be done natu-
ralistically." It also had to be done
with "wild plants that would make
good garden plants, species from all
over the world, used as if they could
have occurred together naturally." A
hike up the Wild Garden paths feels
remarkably like a condensed alpine
walk. Over two decades the plants
have moved about, growing up be-
tween stones or throwing themselves
into crevices.

Stufano's hortocratic method re-
lies largely on self-sowns-re-
strained only by "artful, selective
thinning." Plantings are allowed to
evolve, to surprise, delight, offend.

Ask to see the garden plan, and Stu-
fano explodes. "There is no plan! I
hate the idea of a plan, the exact
same things in the exact same places
year after year. Gardens by plan are
totally boring and reduce the gar-
dener to some sort of dodo."

Wave Hill is renowned for auda-
cious plant combinations. The hell-
fire-and-brimstone Red Garden, for
instance, is a standout among the
eight beds in the 70-by-90-foot cot-
tage-style Flower Garden, where
pastels predominate against silver
foliage foils. In the Red Garden,
danger-sign oranges and Nancy Rea-
gan reds such as Crocosmia'Lucifer'
and Hemerocallis'Sparks' shout for
attention. But ( C ontinue d, on page I I 4 )

Waterlilies bloom in the Aquatic
Garden, aboue, against a backdrop of
elephant's-ear, Miscanlhus sinensis, and
other grasses in the Monocot Garden.
Opposite aboae: The Flower Garden
combines Crambe cordifolia, bearded
iris, white lilac, Cotintu cogggria'RLoyal
Purple', Rosa moyesii'Geranium', and
tepee-trained clematis. Opposite below:
A path in the Wild Garden climbs past
Polygmwn bislarta'Superbum', poppies,
yucca, and cut-leaved staghorn sumac.
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Wave Hill's intimate gardens are famed for audacious plantsmanship
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Fashion designer

Christian Francis Roth

finds room for
ra house and yard in

a downtown loft
By Wendy Goodman

Photographs by Oberto Gili
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HRISTIAN FRAN-
cis Roth used to
hate going home.
"We lived so far

away from work, in a third-floor
walk-up, and you had to pass un-
speakable things in the halls! We felt
like the complete Cinderella couple
when we moved here," he says.

The fashion designer is referring
to the Tribeca loft that he and his
wife, Hannah, settled into two years
ago, before the birth of their daugh-
ter, Emma. They first saw the loft
without electricity. "It was as dark as

a moonless night," recalls Hannah.
"You couldjust see the outline of the

large beams in the middle
of the room, and you

sensed the texture of
the walls. Everything
was larger than life."

Even in the light of
day the loft is large

enough for a house
within the house: "Em-
ma's house," complete
with a white clapboard
wall, windows, a hun-
dred-year-old door, and a
window box planted with
cyclamen. Hannah was

inspired by visiting a
@ €' friend in Palm Beach

whose office, in an airplane hangar,
had a front porch with rocking
chairs. "We needed to do some-
thing," she says. "It was too loftlike
for a baby." Hannah's father, an ar-
chitect "who builds with his eye," in
Christian's phrase, constructed the
fairy-tale house in a weekend.

Outside this real-life dollhouse the
living room "yard" is furnished with
a wicker rocker and a sofa and arm-
chairs upholstered in cotton patch-
work. Christian proposed blocks of
wool flannel in bright colors, but
Hannah exercised her veto-too un-
comfortable and too unsympathetic
to paw prints and baby mishaps. "All
the decorative elements in this apart-
ment are based on being functional,"
explains Christian.

The loft reflects not only the com-
plementary characters of Hannah
and Christian but also the combina-
tion of innocence and sophistication
that marks Christian's clothes. Since
launching his business in 1988, he
has had amazing success with crayon
sleeve jackets one season, dollar bill
print dresses the next, followed by
quilt skirts and hobo-inspired suits-
apparently simple young clothes
done with a master's technique and
craftsmanship.

"Living here is an enormous luxu-
ry for me," he says. "It's better than a

town house on Fifth Avenue. It's ex-
actly my speed." I
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The sharp green silk of
two chair backs is the
"right wrong thing" for
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HEN I FINISH
an apartment
for a client,"

confides Gene-
vidve Faure, "I al-

ways feel that it is

not finished. Some-

times I think I should go and live in
the apartments of my clients for a

year, to give them that feeling of be-
ing inhabited." Genevidve Faure's
own apartment does not feel lived-in
in the euphemistic English sense of
that word: there are no rings on the
wooden surfaces, no snags in the up-
holstery, no month-old stacks of un-
read newspapers. It feels lived-in in
the sense of being balanced; all the
Iittle errors and discomforts have
been identified and most of them
have been dealt with. The chairs are

set at the right distance for easy con-
versation; the curtains are pulled
back in what seems a natural way; ev-

erything is at a comfortable height.
The apartment feels inhabited in
that it feels fine-tuned and organic.

"There are no new ideas here,"
Faure says. "Perhaps there are some

new contrasts. but I am starting
nothing radical." The apartment is
full of period furniture and has doz- 

"
ens of Upper East Side conventions:
a big entrance hall with a black and
white marble floor, a paneled library
with built-in bookcases and a mir-
rored bar, and a rather formal living
room. But the effect is not tradition-
al. Faure has a no-nonsense unsenti-
mental quality about her. "Nostal-
gic?" she repeats when I ask her a
question. "But no, of course I'm not

nostalgic. I am a working woman,
and all in all I am very glad to be liv-
ing at this precise moment in time."

While her apartment takes ac-
count of the past, it does feel very
much part of this moment in time. It
is not self-indulgently exuberant; it is
also not sober. It is a very grand cozy

apartment, bright and pleasant and
impressive. Everything in it is clearly
arranged according to an order-

Fatre, opposite below left, had the library,
oppositc aboue, paneled in mahogany
from Costa Rica, then added upholstery
in brilliant colors and a pair of yellow
snakeskin coffee tables, opposite belou
right. Owr the fireplace is a painting by
Henri Matisse. Carpet of Prince Noir
Tapestry from Brunschwig & Fils. Aloae:
An Indian embroidery is draped over the
hall table under a l9th-century French
chandelier from Reymer-Jourdan, NYC.
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but it is an order that includes a mea-
sure of chaos. So, too, Faure's con-
versation: she is careful and tactful in
what she says, but not too careful and
tactful. When she finishes articulat-
ing a definite view-and she has
many definite views-she smiles not
so much to soften her opinion as to
invite you to share it.

Faure is extremely modest and ex-
tremely confide"rt. Her interiors
share her character: they are unob-
trusive, but they have terrific pres-
ence. She is matter-of-fact, almost
earthy, but she is also one of those
French women who make you feel
that whatever she is doing is rather
chic. She was, for example, a few
minutes late for our meeting in a way
that made you feel it was rather chic
to be a few minutes late. And she had
rolled the sleeves of her dress in a

way that made you feel how tiresome
it was that most people with similar
dresses did not roll their sleeves.

"I did the apartment in four
months," she says. "I can't bear for
these things to go on forever. And it's
not necessary." Indeed the apart-
ment is quite straightforward: din-
ing room, living room, library,
entrance hall, and master bedroom.
The kitchen and a few bedrooms are
still unfinished. Because the main
rooms are on the ground floor, shut-
ters and shades cover the windows.
"One wants only so much intimacy
with the people passing on the
streets," says Faure. "I myself am a
voyeur, and I like to be able to look at
them when I choose."

She sustains her offhand tone:
"When I am doing someone else's
house, I make sure that each room
picks up the colors of the other
rooms, that they flow into one anoth-
er. Here I didjust what I felt like do-

A chandelier of Faure's design hangs
over a late l9th century English table,
which is set with 1930s Baccarat crystal
and ringed with chairs slipcovered
in cotton duck from Decorators Walk.
A collection of antique elephans is
disposed on a mid l9th century English
console table from Christopher Hodsoll,
London, and an l8th-century Italian
gilded side table. The bronze floor lamp
is English. Carpet from Reymer-Jourdan.
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ing in each room; it's as if each one
comes from a different house." So it
is: the rooms are like the various
moods of a single intelligence. The li-
brary, the most charming one of all,
has tropical mahogany bookcases
that glisten in the sunshine. Worn
Penguin paperbacks and rare edi-
tions are lined up on the shelves. A
small Matisse painting hangs over
the fireplace, a wonderful Matisse
drawing of a nude with a mirror on
another wall. 'fhe furniture is uphol-
stered in brighter versions of the col-
ors of the rug: two big chairs are a
glowing deep violet, and the sofa is

bright green with red trim. Pillows of
Afghan silk are dotted around, as are
bunches of flowers loosely arranged
in small vases. The light is like the
first day of spring, pure and bright
and surprising and inexplicable.

The living room, by contrast, feels
more determined. "Look! Two col-
umns! Every decorator has two free-
standingcolumns in his home. These
are mine. This room is as much for-
mality as I can stand." In the corner is

an embroidered screen-"nine-
teenth-centuryjunk, but I'm fond of
it. Half of what I have is junk. The
other half is not. I enjoy finding the

.junk just as much as the rest of it."
As we walk through the entrance

hall-which is disconcertingly con-
ventional, a solid core to the pin-
wheel variety of the 61hsr 166rns-
Faure explains, "In every room, if
you want it to seem like you live
there, if you don't want it to seem
overdecorated, you must have some-
thing that is wrong. It's easiest to do it
with color, to have one thing that
clashes"-like the yellow snakeskin
tables in the (Continued on page 182)

The bed.oorn walls and sofa, made for
Faure by Trade France, are covered
with a custom fabric by Fernanda
Niven. The Bennison stripe on the
pillows, the vintage needlepoint on the
ottoman from Valley House Antiques,
Locust Valley, and the upholstery
on the late l9th century armchair
maintain the same subtle tonal range,
which sets off the dark woods of the
late l9th century English mahogany
desk, French Empire desk chair,
and l9th-century American rocker.

't4f,
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NEW ORK'S

UNG

Whether living
in basement hovels

or modernist
high rises, five

d eco rati ng

experts discover
there's no place

like home
By Ghristine Pittel

Photographs by

Scott Frances

TAKE FIVE FRESH YOUNG DESIGNERS

and settle them into five Manhattan
apartments with the proportions of a
shoebox. Add a few antiques and
swathes of fabric, sprinkle with flea
market finds, and pour in color to
taste. Blend everything with wit, and
you have the basic recipe for contem-
porary New York style.

Low ceilings didn't stop Fr6d6ric
Jochem, an impeccably polite aristo-
cratic Frenchman, from creating his
own elegant atelier in a standard slice
of a Central Park South high rise. Yet
this is tradition with a twist-there's a
leopard-spotted wing chair from the
East Village shopJerrystyle next ro a
Louis XVI slipper chair by the faux
stone fireplace. "I like to combine el-
ements and periods into a dynamic
mix," he explains with imperturb-
able charm and a sly sense of humor.
Whimsical fifties-inspired sconces light
up a painting by Hubert Robert, cir-
ca 1780, in the dining room rrimmed
with art deco gold braid. And bright
panels of suede stretched over dia-
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Cxenles RruY "I wanted to
walk into a nineteenth-century
fantasy -a totally different
world from the street outside"

Riley's living room, oboue,looks as if it were assembled by a
Victorian pack rat. There's a Turkish-style settee, an Italian
Iandscape, slipper chain in oversize paisley, and faux masonry
walls painted by Gail Leddy, who also created the mural i
la Fragonard. Below, frorn bfi: A chlb chair in tapestry fabric
and a screen in a Clarence House cotton. Riley standing
out against the scenery. His canopy bed, made from a patch-
work of fabrics. Opposite , clockuise from n? lafi: Purcell
reflected in her mantel mirror. A Georgian window tops the
loft bedroom. To keep the living room open and airy,
chairs are stored overhead and the TV is in the fireplace.
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mond-shaped frames adorn the bed-
room, which doubles as Jochem's
office where he orchestrates plans
for clients who include Nicholas Ro-
hatyn and Olaf and Olga Guerrand-
Hermds. "Every time I look at a
building, I think of a different piece
of music," says Jochem. "Why not
play a little opera in here?"

There's no hint outside the shabby
East Village tenement building of
the opulent eccentricity within
Charles Riley's tiny basement apart-
ment. The living room is a hodge-
podge of pattern and texture with a
kilim on the floor, wallpaper on the
ceiling. and paisley sheets covering
two walls. "The place completely en-
velops you like a strong perfume,"
comments Riley, who is fixated on
the Napoleon III era. Since there are
no windows in the living room, he
commissioned muralist Gail Leddy
to copy a Fragonard painting, which
covers one wall-"a view I can take
with me." More sheets stapled to a

wood frame on the bedroom ceiling
form a luxurious canopy bed, usually
cluttered with papers and a Rolodex
since Riley makes business calls
propped against the pillows. "I have a

lot of dreams here, without sleeping."
Architect Sara Purcell, part of the

team that recently designed Ralph
and Ricky Lauren's Westchester,
New York, house, was lucky enough
to find a prime apartment for her-
self-the front parlor floor of a West
Side brownstone, complete with
original moldings and oak paneling
under layers of paint. "It was a

wreck, but it also had twelve-foot
ceilings," she says glancing up. "I
think if you tipped this apartment on
its side, it would have more square
footage." To consolidate the bed-
room into a loft above the bathroom,
she constructed an airy building
within the building and put the stair
risers to use as a set of graduated
drawers. For dinner parties, Thonet
chairs come down from their perch
atop an armoire. An architect's T
square and a selection of her shoes

hang on the wall above her desk.
Subtle textures and finishes-un-
bleached muslin curtains knotted at

l!

Sam PuBcELL "To salvage

space I had to perform a
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JOHN GHRISTENSEN

"Start with the

architecture, it's
the foundation

of all good

interior design"

the bottom, plain painter's linen up-
holstering a minimalist wrought-
iron daybed, stippled woodwork-
establish the simplicity and accenru-
ate the serenity of the space.

John Christensen has been study-
ing floor plans since he was a teen-
ager. Now an associate designer with
David Anthony Easton, he has mas-
tered the classical approach to
decorating. Miraculously, he trans-
formed a characterless box in a
brand-new Upper East Side tower
into a stately home some thirty
flights up. Crown moldings and
baseboards create a sense of scale.
Matching columns-"David taught
me the importance of symmetry"-
push the eight-foot ceilings higher.
Regency-style swag curtains disguise
strip windows. Blue and white porce-
lain, Empire bronzes, and eigh-
teenth-century French bergdres
contribute a sense of grandeur. The
bedroom walls are covered in a black
and white chinoiserie toile accented
with yellow-striped curtains and a

bell-trimmed valance. Lamps give a
soft glow. "l'm crazy about lamps,"
says Christensen. "I once had eleven
of them and a chandelier in a one-
room apartment."

Craig Logan Jackson is catching a
plane to Paris (Continued on page 182)

Ghri.t"rr"rr, center right, supplied his
high-rise apartment with columns and
striped cerise wallpaper from Clarence
House. ?op.' Swagged curtains of silk
taffeta mask the living room's strip
windows. Bessarabian from Stark. Cmter
lcft: Chinese panels adorn a living room
nic};,e. Left: The Manhattan skyline meets
the English country house look in the
bedroom, lined with Old World Weavers
toile and valanced Scalamandr6 silk
curtains. Bed linens from Palais Royal.
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Cnatc LocAN Jecxsoru "Decorating,
like life, is an editing process.

This apartment is a distillation
of all I've experienced"

Ifl

Jackon, right, with
a wire sculpture by Jo
Shane. ADoze.' The
living room's muted
palette extends from
the pale celadon
walls to the striped
upholstery and the
Stark sea grass carpet.
Far ri,ght, cmter:
Regency chairs, a

1940s screen, and a

Sunnex industrial
lamp. Far right,
bottun: Ameican
night tables, c. 1825,
flank the bed, which
has a striped head-
board and a long skirt
of Donghia cotton.
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WHEN LOUISE BOURGEOIS WAS AWAKENED

around midnight in her third-floor bedroom,
she found herself blinking into the flashlights of
two New York City police officers. The
turbable sculptor, who has outlived
was told that neighbors had a

breaking into her Chelsea house and had

now been captured on the first floor. Th
apologized for the disturbance, but
come downstairs and see if she could I

intruder? She gave a world-weary sigh, a musical
French sigh of amused tolerance, and mur-
mured, "Let me think about it."

Bourgeois has lived in the h where she

raised three sons, for thirty
have been afraid?" she
coolly asked me follow-
ing the inconvenience.
She shrugged her shoul-
ders. "I've always lived
in city houses where you
depend on your neigh-
bors." She then glanced
around the room she
calls her salon, which is

crammed with photo-
graphic archives, stacks

of books, a daybed with
precarious springs, and
a leatherette barstool
where she likes to perch.
"Besides, there's no
money or art here," she

added with a wave of
her hand. "There's noth-

ing valuable." Except, of
course, Bourgeois her-
self, a fiercely indepen-
dent woman who waited
almost a lifetime for rec-
ognition before she finally emerged as a solid "art
star" in the eighties. Today she is acclaimed as a

major artist-she recently had an installation at
Documenta IX in Germany and will nt
the United States at the Venice
year-and museums seek out her
paintings, drawings, and prints, wor
calls to mind the haunting wit of I

When I first visited Bourgeois's
years ago, I was struck by the uilt

shehe

q
D

Louise Bourgeois, left, in a

photograph by Penn for HG.
Aboue right: The versions of
houses that appear in many
of the artist's sculptures
often contain autobiographical
references. Th.e Cmted House,

a 1983 marble in the Bern
Kunstmuseum, possesses

the formal purity of an icon.

A lifetime of symbolism
dwells in artist Louise
Bourgeois's domestic
imagery. By Paul Gardner
Produced by Susan Goldberger
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of headless women, dismembered limbs, and
other body parts-in bronze, wood, latex, and
marble--casually clumped together or huddled
near walls. Hers is not a glamorous or cuddly art.
It's deliberately aggressive. The work I saw on
my early visit has since been sold or moved to her
studio in Brooklyn. But the house remains much
as it was, both a hub of sociability and a sanctum
for meditation. Then as now, I might find Bour-
geois at the center of a m6lange of students and
strippers, movie directors and scholars. Or I
might find her serenely alone.

Bourgeois, whose sophistication is tempered
by discreet curiosity, presides over her habitat
like a grave little Alice-polite, indulgent, and
sometimes dismissive-in a private world of
her own making. "I use

the house," she has o[-
ten said. "It does not
use me." A recurring
image in her work,
much of which is auto-
biographical, is of
houses-houses with
wings, with arms,
houses that are part
women and house inte-
riors that she calls lairs
to hide in or cells where
emotional and physical
pain can be locked up.

"I've lived in twenty
houses," Bourgeois
told me, recalling
places on the Left Bank
in Paris where she grew
up and in Deauville where she vacationed with
her parents, a sister, a brother-and her father's
mistress. "My memories of houses are not always
pleasant. There is anxiety and fear and a need
for privacy." I once followed her as she wandered
in and out of rooms, each with doors leading to
three staircases. I peered down a spiral stairway,
and when I looked up, she had vanished. Sud-
denly she reappeared, tapping on the outside of
a glass-paned salon door. "I know how to keep

A,rchitecture and the human body fuse mysteriously
in Fumu Maism, india ink and oil on canvas, 1945-47,
lcft, and in a portraic of Bourgeois's son.fean-Louis,
painted wood, 1947-49, aboue. Opposite aboue: ln the
bedroom, where she files her prints and drawings, a
l9th-century mantel holds an untitled work in painted
wood made in the 1970s. Opposite below, from lcft: The
steel house and its plaster inhabitants open to view in
Fun Piece, 1986, symbolize a harmonious community.
The Quartereil One, plaster, 1964-S5, suggests flesh as

well as a cavelike lair. The attenuated Maison Fragi,le,
1978, hints at precarious balances in everyday life.
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out of sight," she remarked enigmatically. "But
you see, I could watch you."

Because it is where she has conjured up artful
stories with pencil, paint, charcoal, wood, and
marble, the house in Chelsea is a fabled place in
her eyes. It's also been a reality in much of Bour-
geois's life in New York. She arrived in the city in
1938, a woman in her mid twenties with three
roles to fill: artist, wife (of the American arr his-
torian Robert Goldwater), and mother. Quite a
juggling act, but she carried it off, and the
breadth ofthe work she has produced continues
to amaze. It ranges from dramatic totemlike
pieces, representing friends she left behind in
Europe, to a series of giant marble eyes-"Eyes
never lie," she says-and the vivid nature studies,
often breastlike or phallic, which she calls diver-
tissements of the body.

Some of her most evocative house imagery,
created in the 1940s before she devoted herself
mainly to sculpture, is the Femme Maison series.
The "woman house" in these paintings and
drawings has no face: she's simply a house from
the waist up. "Poor thing doesn't realize she's na-
ked," Bourgeois told me, edging tentatively onto
the barstool. "She's inside that house. She's total-
ly passive. I am a house too, so the figures are self-
portraits." Her Maison Fragile of the late
seventies, merely a "roof" supported by four
steel legs, "symbolizes the fragility within the
house." A long reflective pause. "My relation to
others, not just to my family, is fragile. I'm not
very good at relationships." She caressed a long
plait of hair, explaining, "Houses represent secu-
rity. My studio in Brooklyn is not exactly a house,
it is a refuge. Women must own something. A
woman cannot rent. It's"-she halted, searching
for le mot juste-"obscene to rent. So, despite
tragedies within a house, or my own fragilities,
for me the house is a storage place for memories.
You have to acknowledge your memories in or-
der to understand yourself."

She Ied me down to the cellar, which happens
to be her favorite part of the house-the ultimate
hideout, dark and primitive. Then she switched
on bare light bulbs that illuminated pipes, fuse
box, and hot water tank (Continued on page 185)

The yor.ng Bourgeois poses outside her parents' house
in Choisy, aboue lefi. Top left: Pragmatism prevails in
the artist's New York kitchen. Left: The basement,
her favorite part of the house, appeals to the love of
hideaways that inspires much of her work. Opposite,
clockwise from aboue: A youthful impulse toward self-
expression emerges in Roof Song, an early painting in
oil on linen, 1947. ln Cell V, a painted wood, marble,
and metal installation, 1991, Bourgeois plays on
themes of confinement and refuge. Marble Femmt
Maison, 1983, is an emblematic self-portrait late in life.
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She presides over her world like a grave little Alice in Wonderland
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Light and airy but nnt stuffy'' was the
Norville and her Iturl
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On or of f the air,rthe'
talk show host. f indsr
the perfect backdrop

for family life
By lUlichelle'Green

Pholographs by 0berto Gili

Produced by Anne Foxley
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THERS MIGHT ADMIRE THE PLUMP
love seat or the raspberry silk cur-
tains; for Deborah Norville, the best
thing about the study in her East Side
duplex is that it'sjust steps away from
the bear-stocked nursery where her
son, Niki, sleeps. Unlike many moth-

ers with high-profile jobs, Norville doesn't have to part
from her child at the beginning ofeach workday: host of
an ABC radio talk show that airs for three hours every
weekday evening she uses her cleverly designed study-
which is equipped with three televisions, a compurer,
and all of her radio gear, as well as her Emmy-as a

broadcast studio. While Norville does research, nine-
teen-month-old Niki bangs pots in the baby-friendly
kitchen. While she interviews guests like Russell Baker,
husband Karl Wellner, a Swedish-born businessman, su-
pervises Niki's evening bath. Says Norville, "Being down
the hall helps take the edge off the guilt."

Polished butcomfortable and,like its owners, decided-
ly upbeat, the Wellner apartment not only accommo-
dates work and family life but also serves as a convivial
setting for cocktail parties and sit-down dinners. "We
wanted something light and airy but not stuffy," says
Norville. "We want-
edittobethekindof "I'm nOt MUfphy
place where guests
aren'tafraidtoputa BfOWnr" She tOld
glass down."

Married in 1987, the paintef , "and
the couple bought
the duptix in Maich yOu're nOt Eldin"
1989. "We were get-
ting on a flight to Europe when we finally made the deci-
sion," Norville recalls. "At the very last second Karl ran to
call the broker, and I was physically preventing the atten-
dant from closing the door."

Only a pair of optimists would have gotten so excited.
Neglected for decades, the apartment had gone to seed;
the woodwork was rotting, and the rain-stained carpets
had begun to disintegrate. "The plaster had decayed to
the point where you could see the wire mesh beneath,"
Wellner says. With architect Annabelle Selldorf they
mapped out a plan that included a new kitchen where a
pair of dank maids'rooms had been, two renovated bath-
rooms, and a thoroughgoing restoration of the original
woodwork and the living room fireplace. They then
called in New Zealand-born interior designer Sandra
Nunnerley. "We probably weren't the easiest people to

A gitaea and painted trumeau, c. 1805, opposite, from Karl
Kemp, NYC, hangs against faux marble tiles painted by
Michael Battaglia. Chair fabric from Christopher Hyland.
Patinated bronze and gilt chandelier from Nesle, NYC. Aboae
luf; Norville, in a Calvin Klein Collection pantsuit, and
Wellner with their son, Niki. laTt; Norville broadcasts her radio
show from her study, where guests relax in a tapestry-covered
love seat. Regency armchair from Trevor Potts, NYC.
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!n the master bedroom,
right, tarp curtains in
an Ian Crawford satin
and a cashmere throw

from Ralph Lauren
Home Collection

acoent the creamy tones
of the walls and the

Manuel Canovas fabric
on the window seat

cushion. Doors over the
closet open up additional

storage space, Itft:
In the kitchen, photos

of Norville with
George Bush, Richard

Nixon, and Jane
Pauley overlook a

custom table,

work with," Norville confesses. "We had definite ideas
about what we did and didn't want."

They also had definite ideas about the amount of time
they wanted to live in medias res. "Six months of con-
struction seemed like six years," says Norville. "There's
something that happens when you undergo a renova-
tion," she adds. "Husbands have business out of town,
and really clever husbands have business out ofthe coun-
try." Wellner, it seems, was in Tokyo as moving day, De-
cember 19, 1989, approached, "at a point when I was
doing the Tod,ay show and at the same time filling in for
Brokaw on Nightly Neuts," says Norville, groaning good-
naturedly. "Our painter, Michael Battaglia, was finish-
ing up just before Christmas when he came to me and
said, 'I'll be back onJanuary 3.' I said, 'Michael, you're a

very nice guy. But I'm not Murphy Brown, and you're
not Eldin.' He realized that he was dealing with a woman
on the edge of insanity."

Today the apartment has the feeling of a space whose
noble character has been restored. "The whole thing was
to make it look as if it had always been like this," says

Nunnerley, who designed most of the upholstered
pieces downstairs. Painted by Battaglia, a Colorado-
based artist, the walls in the entrance hall are glazed in
soft yellow and gunmetal; in the dining room, a wash of
pale blue and gold; and in the master bedroom, a dap-
pled taupe and cream. Battaglia's friezes lend a sophisti-
cated air to the refurbished bathrooms, and granite
countertops give the black and white kitchen-which is
hungwith photos of Norville with George Bush, Richard
Nixon, andJane Pauley-an unexpected elegance.

Family heirlooms appear in every corner. Like
Wellner, the Georgia-born Norville has Swedish roots;
her mother's grandparents emigrated from Sweden to
Illinois in the 1880s. Handsome wooden bookshelves in
the living room hold her family Bible, in Swedish, along
with striking icons inherited from Karl's Russian Ortho-
dox grandmother. The eighteenth-century clock in the
same room was passed down (Continued on page 186)
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The
For music mogul

Monica Lynch,

the sound is 1990s

ap

on

on
but the look is 1950s

By I{illiam Norwich

Photographs by Todd Eberle Goldberger
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ONICA LYNCH,
the president of
TommyBoyMu-
sic, one of rap's
top labels with
acts including

Queen Latifah
and Naughty by Nature, lives in the
Yorkville section of Manhattan. But
for anyone who knows her (or who
has seen the Gap ad), it's hard to pic-
ture this one-woman band of thirty-
something cutting-edge glamour
and style living on the Upper East
Side----even if, and with all due re-
spect, Yorkville is the tony Upper
East Side's poor cousin, it's the Up-
per East Side nonetheless.

Lynch's world, after all, is hip-hop,
something she defines as "a kind of
urban music, an attitude, and a cul-
ture that emanates from the rap
community and is definitely now and
tomorrow." She arrived at Tommy
Boy ten years ago when she respond-
ed to an ad inTheVillageVoice andbe-
came the company's first, and only,
employee. Before that she was an
Oak Park, Illinois, immigrant to the
city, the oldest of six children whose
father owned a chain of laundro-
mats. New to New
York in 1978, Lynch
worked for something
called the Go-Go
Agency. They man-

aged her career as a topless dancer-
and, yes, her past, dancing by day,
clubbing by night, amuses her.

"You might say I've lived around
the block. This is probably my thir-
teenth place since I moved here, but
I consider this my first real place,"
she explains. (Her,first,New York
apartment was a roach-infested post-
punk era walk-up above a restaurant
on down and dirty Saint Mark's
Place.) "Sure the Upper East Side
isn't my social milieu, but you don't
have to De here to live here," she adds.
The Tommy Boy offices, it should be
noted, arejust a half block away.

The apartmentis alarge L-shaped
studio filled to sariery with high-trash
treasures that Lynch has rescued
from Manhattan's flea markets, dis-
count houses, and the Salvation
Army. It has a certain 1950s-career-
girl-comes-to-New-York-chic look
but with a campy twist. Consider, for
instance, a 3-D picture of flowers
pinned to a brick wall. "It reminds
me of those 3-D pictures we had

"I begged a florist to sell me that pic-
ture; it's as much wildlife as you'll
find here." Same sentiment for the
ceramic Fu dogs holding courr at
north and south ends of the loft.
"These are my pets," she says. "You
don't have to feed them."

We sit on the bed-not just any
bed, but a busy bed with a chevron-
shaped blue and gold headboard
that lights up with neon and was
bought for $50 at the Salvation
Army, although they wanted $ 100 at
first. The matching chandeliers
came not through Liberace's will but
from a cut-rate source on the Bow-
ery. Dazzling blue floor lights electri-
fy the gold-flecked curtains behind
the bed, and a George Michael music
video, due to debut on MTV, is
slipped into (Continued on page I 8 5 )
Lynch, aboae lef, surrounded by Tommy
Boy artists and staff. Aboae cmter: Tlte
kitchen counter stacked with has. A6oue
right: The laughing Buddha display.
Below: Lynch's "unpedigreed green glass
collection." Opposite aboue: A sectional
sofa, disco records, and a rug after a
Kurt Schwitters collage from ABC Carpet
& Home, NYC. Oppositz belnw: Lyra.ch

goes Las Vegas in her
bedroom with a neon-
lit headboard, crushed
velvet spread, twin
chandeliers, and a
gold-flecked curtain.
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when I was growing
up of Jesus winking," she says.



"I wouldn't call this a bedrooffi," says Lynch. "I'd call it a boudoir"
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of armchairs from Yves
Paris, in Old World
toile, frame the Arnells'

vlew,
and'1920s

bench are from Niall
NYC. Safely out

Arnell's
a of neo-

bibelots is displayed
rusticated limestone

Details see Resources.



Owing to a trio of new
windows, the north wall
of the Arnell living
room, opposite aboue, is
bright and loftlike.
Below: Owing to a book-
and bust-lined arcade,
the south wall is the
aesthetic antithesis. The
mahogany 6tagtre with
bronze mounls is from
Niall Smith. Wosite
below: Sara and Peter
Arnell with one-month-
old Thomas and Lucy.
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S A CHILD GROWING UP WITH HIS
grandparents in a Brooklyn apart-
ment, Peter Arnell shared a makeshift
bedroom off the kitchen with his sister,
Susan. He attended PS 225, then IS
43, then Brooklyn Technical High
School (where he dropped out late in

his senior year), then Columbia University (where he
dropped out early in his freshman year). Now thirty-
three, Arnell recounts the inauspicious details of his in-
auspicious beginnings with the haven't-I-come-a-long-
way-style pride that tends to accrue with distance and
success. (Think Woody Allen. Think Neil Simon.) In Ar-
nell's case, that distance and success might best be mea-
sured by the 2,750-square-foot Tribeca penthouse,
upstairs from Isabella Rossellini, that he shares with writ-
er Sara Nolan, their three-year-old daughter, Lucy, and,
as of May 31, Lucy's new brother, Tom. As you might
have suspected, Lucy and Tom, unlike Peter and Susan,
each have their own room.

"Advertising has been very good to me," re-
ports Arnell with an ironic smile that
acknowledges his and partner Ted
Bickford's rise to phenomenon sta-
tus in their accidental career. After Ar-
nell and Bickford met working as

assistants in Michael Graves's Princeton
office, they took a detour and snared a con-
tract with Rizzoli to edit a series of mono-
graphs on contemporary architects. Bolstered
by that success, they pitched a promotional
book idea to Bergdorf Goodman, which didn't fly
but led to a modest commission for graphics

the upscale retailer. Which led to Neiman Marcus, to
Christian Lacroix, to Fendi, to Ray-Ban, to Hanes Ho-
siery, to a host ofother coveted clients.

Since 1985, when Arnell/Bickford Associates Market-
ing first hung out its shingle on a SoHo storefront reno-
vated by architect Steven Holl, Arnell has shown himself
to be a savvy and determined salesman: "I'm in a very
commercial business, which is to help people make mon-
ey. I'm very clear on that; everyone in the company is

very clear on that." To that end Nolan contributes her co-
pywriting talents and Arnell contributes his photogra-
phy talents. (Bickford is in charge of the business end of
the business, the money.) It's a classic mom-and-pop-
style approach, as Arnell tells it, although Arnell's pen-
chant for sensual imagery-most notably demonstrated
by his erotic black and white pictures for innumerable
Donna Karan and DKNY campaigns-suggests a mom

and pop who are more urbane than home-
town, more modern than traditional.

"Peter is like a living camera, nothing
gets past his eye-nothing," says Karan,

whose standing as valued friend and cli-
ent is confirmed by the DKNY license

plate on the 1959 Mercedes Arnell's
driver squires him around in. In-

deed, Arnell's visual prowess has

propelled Arnell/Bickford Asso-
ciates beyond the $50 million

mark reached in 1990, be-
sides ensuring that his fam-

ily's new penthouse defies
the lean and slightly

mean aesthetic of the tradi-
tional downtown loft. Whether at-Which led to a full-fledged advertising campaign for
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huminated by a barrel-
vaulted skylight, two
parallel corridors lead, on
the left, to the front
door and, on the right, to
the bedrocms. The obelisk-
shaped dtaglre is from
Yves Halard. Opposite:
Inspired by SirJohn
Soane's legendary lxmdon
house, Arnell embedded
the walls of the entry with
neoclassical fragments.
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tributable to the years Arnell spent planning to be an
architect-the plan was abandoned when he decided he
"couldn't do better than Palladio"-or to his eighteen-
month stint with Graves, Arnell's craving for historically
resonant imagery appears insatiable. As does his appe-
tite for the Biedermeier furniture and neoclassical bibe-
Iots, the first editions, photographs of famous friends,
nineteenth-century lithographs, and l0l other collec-
tions that threaten to overwhelm the overscale rooms of
the oversize loft. Alongside Arnell's architectural emen-
dations, these collections lend character and dimen-
sion-two things conspicuously absent from the neutral
space Nolan found when Lucy arrived and the family's
1,000-square-foot SoHo loftette proved inadequate.

The first emphatic sign that Arnell is up to something
quite different from the typical loft dweller is in the nar-
row but high entry corridor where unfinished plaster
casts of architectural fragments, busts, and body parts
are embedded in the walls in a surreal dual homage to Si1

John Soane andJean Cocteau. Terminating the ghostly
entry is a massive fireplace built from "exactly the same
limestone I. M.
Pei used at the
Louvre," accord-
ing to Arnell,
who adds that he
always wanted a
fireplace taller
than himself.

"Nothing gets past

his eye-nothing, "
says friend and

client Donna Karan
The third ele-
ment in Arnell's renovation is a library arcade that runs
the length of the living area. Crowned with busts and
drawings, the book-lined wall (complete with rolling lad-
der) provides density and richness to the unwieldy space.
The arcade also supplies a much-needed anchor for the
adjoining basketball court-size living/dining/kitchen
area that Arnell left essentially open.

"I know of no one so driven in business, in collecting,
in instant decision making, as Mr. Arnell," says Niall
Smith, the Greenwich Village antiques dealer without
whom Arnell's loft, if we are to believe Arnell, would be
almost empty. "It's an intense collection, and it's worth a

fortune," says Arnell. "If I ever go out of business, I can
open a store." Until that day arrives, however, the collect-
ing, the amassing, the assembling will undoubtedly con-
tinue. Especially now that Arnell and Nolan have bought
the 2,000-square-foot floor below, which they plan to
turn over to Lucy and Tom and, according to Arnell and
Nolan, Lucy and Tom's future siblings. rl

ln the television room, left, Raggedy Ann takes it easy on
a black leather sofa flanked by Achille Castiglioni floor
lamps from Flos. The Bonetti and Garouste carpet is from
En Attendant les Barbares, Paris. The chick rocking
chair is from the frfties. Aboue: Lucy on the library ladder.
Opposi,te: In the almost-minimalist master bedroom, a
gilded mirror from Niall Smith reflects a l9th-century
English mahogany dinner trolley that holds a pair of l9th-
century French ceramic lamps adorned with oriental faces.
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URaeN Dluttuc Pavrlroru Cicio, top right, with his two-year-old son,
transformed a "flat barren terrace with no privacy" into a garden
aerie for alfresco entertaining, aboue. Hrundreds of flowering plants
and herbs in terra-cotta pots create an ever-changing backdrop for a
table partially enclosed by a Chippendale-style trellis, stained gray so
as not to detract from the garden. All-weather curtains of gray cotton
duck block the wind and introduce what Cicio calls a "residential
feeling." Steel shellback chairs, a Cicio design available at Macy's
Herald Square, NYC, are both fanciful and unobtrusive. Just-picked
geraniums and an English astrolabe serve as centerpieces for a
lunch of tomato pie and green salad, right. Details see Resources.
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CENTI.JRY
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The Massachusetts State House Chair reproduced from Henry Ford Museum & Greenfield Village. For information

and the Centlrrv resource nearesr you. please telephone l-8oo-BS2-5552. Hickory/, North Carolina. Showrooms in

Chicago: New York Ci(y; Houston: San Francisco; Los Angeles; Laguna Niguel, CA; High poinr, NC. Available

through Interior designers.
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Gre at ideas
Bngaxrasr GaRoen RooM Cicio salvaged a corner of the
former master bedroom for use as a breakfast room, left,
located near the kitchen but not adjoining it. The addition of
gray shutters to the windows, weathered antique mirror panels
to the walls, and greenery all around lend the space a tranquil
tropical feel that reminds Cicio of winter garden rooms in
Italy. (During the cold months the room becomes a haven for
terrace plants.) On the table formal antique china-Limoges
pieces bearing the Austrian royal crest, a Meissen swan-is
playfully mixed with children's ironstone ware from Tiffany &
Co., a Mexican toy horse, and dish towels posing as napkins.

"Whether I'm entertaining
formally or informally,

I always rely on a few well-placed

antiques to set the mood"

GouRmer CouecroR's
Ceatruef To create a dining
area with a sense of history,
right, Cicio lined a room with
Regency-style shelves and
paneling and then followed
advice given years ago by his
friend Slim Keith and painted
the walls a warrn red for vitality.
Framed intaglios and an
English portrait hang in front
of the table on which Cicio
arranges bronze and silver
objects, including cockerels and
a beehive-shaped sewing box
that belonged to Keith. Aboae:
Baccarat glasses and Buccellati
flatware surround Chinese
export plates in blue and green,
the only bright colors in the
vicinity other than red.
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otton Brings Beauty And Comfort To Life.
Discover All That Cotton Has ln Store For You At

Your Cotton Headquarters.

Shop for cotton products, like I 00% cotton Elizqbeth Groy" hond-sewn quilt ond triple woven throw, os well os
these l0O% cotton Clossic Troditions* 200 Threod Count Sheets ond JCPenney Towels...oll ovoiloble otJCPenney

@The Seal of Cotton is a Registered Sewice Mark/Trademark of Cotton lncorporated.
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Fine Tuning

(C ontinue d from page 1 I 5 ) library-"but
it is best to have a piece of furniture
that absolutely doesn't belong. It's the
hardest thing to convince clients that
they should get this one wrong thing.
And to find the right wrong thing, the
thing that is not so wrong as to be ridic-
ulous, that's the greatest task of all."

At the dining room windows are
shutters of a moody blue green with
traces of gold, reminiscent of shutters
in an old villa in the Italian lake region.
"The table opens up to seat twelve-
about three times a year."

As we enter the bedroom, she
shrugs. "You see? Four main rooms,
some old things, some bright colors. I
can't imagine what you can write an ar-
ticle about." But a minute later she

adds, "Every time I come home, I re-
member how much I like it here." The
bedroom has a touch more chaos than
the rooms downstairs. There are boxes
half unpacked, and shopping bags
dropped on a chair. By the bedside are
Proust, Edith Wharton, and. The Satan-
ic Verses. Genevidve Faure apologizes
politely fbr the mess. But in fact it isn't a

mess and she isn't sorry about it-and
neither are you. I

Julian Schnabel

(Continued from page 124) around rhe
pool at Hadrian's Villa.. . .They are
joined together in the fraternity of
something missed."

The balcony leads me to the music
room where aJacopo Vignali painting
from 1695 hangs near a Steinway
grand piano from 1930. Nearby, an
eighteenth-century French daybed
bears tattered upholstery of silk velvet
in brilliant pink. A French Empire
sleigh bed is neighbor to a painted met-
al field marshal's chaise with its original
Napoleonic bees upholstery. An Au-
busson carpet contrasts with the bare
concrete floor, and Schnabel's Sublime

Vision de Merde, 1989, fills a side wall.
In a corner two matador's trajes de
luces from Seville in the 1950s glitter
on T-shapecl steel crosses made by
Schnabel, while tables by Frank t-loyd
Wright and Antonin Raymond are
ready for everyday use. "Thesejuxta-
positions are about creating an illusion
of memory," says Schnabel.

A bear skeleton strides across the pi-
ano top; a perfect swan skeleton and
massive hippopotamus skull are placed
on furniture like vases of flowers.
'Iheir source, says Schnabel, is the
"mysterious London attic" of Alistair
McAlpine, a man of "amazing enthusi-

asm" who runs a West End shop, Eras-
mus & Co., and has a zoo in Australia.
"He has all these rare objects-neolith-
ic stone axes, Celtic and Byzantine
rings, feathers from the Amazon."

Disparate objects conspire to create a

sense of ludic luxury. As a first-time
visitor, I am gifted with the birthright
of kings: I am at utter ease amid time-
less treasures. The disarray reminds
me of the Egyptian Museum in Cairo.
Thomas McEvilley wrote of Schnabel's
paintings, "In their layering of differ-
ent ages they present human history
also as a kind of long communal walk
down the streets of everyday life where
clumsily scrawled names and phrases
on stained swatches of cloth are like bits
of paper flying by in the wind." He
might as well have been talking about
Schnabel's house.

A labyrinth of smaller spaces are
clustered on the upper floors. The
nursery is furnished with 1920s pieces
from upstate New York, an Alvar Aalto
sideboard, a table made by Schnabel,
and a large 1985 canvas by Don Van
Vliet, also known as Captain Beef-
heart, as well as work by George Condo
and James Nares and paintings by
Schnabel's children. A seventeenth-
century Belgian tapestry hangs, non-
chalant, behind a bathroom door. In
the kitchen, drawings by Jean-Michel
Basquiat andJoseph Beuys rest against

a shimmering orange and yellow silk
brocade appliqud on silk velvet, a panel
from a Moroccan tent.

The artist's own bedroom used to be
a bathroom; it still has a sink. "I feel
here as if I am in a tent," he says, "on a
faraway campaign." The windows are
covered. "It's all about having your
eyes open. You can look into a corner
ofa room and see the world. Instead of
a window there is a great painting."
Here are Dtirer and Picasso, Piranesi
and Picabia and Man Ray. "The artist's
humanity and the decisions he took-
that's my river view."

In a catalogue, Schnabel is quoted as

saying, "All paintings, in fact, are meta-
phoric. . . .It reminds you of some-
thing that you might have seen, a key to
your imagination. . . .A painting can't
help but allude to a world of associa-
tions that may have a completely other
face than that of the image you are
looking at." Perhaps that is why the de-
fiantly diverse mosaic of the artist's
house is harmonious, even soothing.
Objects are not merely their distinct
selves but are poignant, carefully cho-
sen clues-keys to the imagination.
Crossing the threshold, the visitor en-
ters a unifled landscape of references,
inspirations, recognitions. To these we
add our own and are welcomed into
that warm conspiracy of metaphoric
association called home. I

Young Designers

(Continued from page I 52) in an hour-
after an all-night birthday party-but
you'd never know it. He's as cool, calm,
and collected as his apartment in a

1925 Greenwich Village building.
Hard to believe this once looked "as if a
Winnebago had parked here." The

previous owners sheathed everything
in ersatz pecan paneling. "Itjust spoke
and said, 'Rip me out,'" says Jackson,
who painted the walls pale celadon and
stained the floors warm black "so
things could float on an ebony
ground." Sea grass matting, charcoal
drawings, and Regency chairs are all
part of the monochromatic effect. Tall
adjustable industrial lamps curve over

an 1820 American desk and a Formica-
topped Noguchi table, their long thin
necks animating the space. "Things
used to be more rigid, with furniture
perpendicular to the walls, but people
don't live on grids." Jackson deliber-
ately kept a low horizon line, which he
finds restful. "I like the apartment best
in the late a{ternoon. I love watching
the dance of shadow and light." I
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Prime Time MANY HOTELS CATER TO YOUR EVERY NEED

ONE HOTEL CATERS TO YOUR EVERY WHIM.

ANS OUCI
HOTE!

See your travel professional or call toll free (8oo) 6S+-tSg7.

(Continuedfrom page 1l l) I think about
a lot of what I do. It isn't really too far
out on the edge, but it's not the Old
World either."

What rs old-world is the extraordi-
nary craftsmanship that Marino and
his team lavished upon this apartrnent.
"The touch of the human hand," to use

the designer's phrase, is everywhere,
from the undercurt.ains in the master
bedroom which took artisans in Italy a

year to make to the mahogany wood-
work that was installed unfinished,
then hand-waxed and polished.

No two sections of wallpaper are ex-
actly the same; each is hand-printed
from woodblocks. "Metal rollers pro-
duce very hard-edged patterns," Mari-
no says. "And the things in the closets

are as fine as the things outside." Like
the lining of a great couture dress?
"Right! That literally is true if you look
at the textiles we used to line all the
cupboards and the hand-blockecl pa-
pers to line the drarvers."

All this makes Marino's next state-
ment all the more remarkable: "I don't
find this a formal apartment. There is

too much comlortable seating, too
many squishy banquettes. Formality to
me is six Louis XVI chairs in a big sa-

lon. And I find that certain modern
work is horribly formal." Indeed, it's
clear that the rnore casual parts of the
house appeal to him as much as the ma-
jestic dining and living rooms. "There
was the fun of designing the kids'
rooms." he reminisces. "And Priscilla's
study is divine."

ln the end, the three distinct person-
alities collaborated in harmor-rv. Which
is not to say that the three years it took
to plan and finish the apartment were
without stress. "I rvas going nuts-l
have no patience for the process," con-
fesses Rattazzi. "I want to move right
in, put my roots down, and never move
out again." Her husband, on the other
hand, was patient. "l understand you

have to take time," he explains. "You
don't get a place that you're really go-
ing to love in six months."

The reward is in the living. "l love it
that you float through this building,"
Whittle says. "lt's fun nalking around
the place. Getting up and going to the
kitchen is fun. It's uplifting." I

Society *hispc.cJ ato.t ke* li"i..,n" .-J flo"L.J
cxtravagiant parties. Dccorators to this Juy {"llo* h..

revolutionary innovations: .hi.rtr, trellises, rnirrors; "sirnplicity,
suitaLility, proportion." Now rneet the wornan *h., prop"ll.J
interior Jesig. f.orn Victorian clutter into tke 20th century, in

this e.thr.lli.,g rr.* .,,olrrrr".
L""ishly illustrateJ with 150
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View from Wave Hill

(Continued from page 114) asking Stu-
fano for successful plant combinations
elicits a short sermon. "I'm sick and
tired of everybody talking about plant
combinations, copying everyone else,

making gardens that are too thought
out. We do much more gardening by
informed guesses than by formula."
Stufano seems to live by the maxim
"Show, don't tell." All the same, he did
divulge to the Waue Hill Members' News

last spring that one novel combo, an or-
ange dahlia with a pink aster, pro-
duced the "Barbra Streisand effect-a
jarring combination of plants that ini-
tially sets your teeth on edge, but that
you learn to appreciate...for its
strength of character, its gutsiness."

Stufano has no plans to commit his

changeful gardens to paper. "The art
of a garden is indoingrt.lt should never
be 'done.' There's a great tendency in
the U.S., fostered by the media, to raise
everything to a level of great art, and
that doesn't make sense for a garden,
because it becomes precious and static.

It won't happen here," vows Stufano,
who has a degree in art history from
Brown. The Flower Garden, which has

a homey heirloom charm, dates from
the mid 1980s when Stufano ("I'm not
a rose person") and Nally ousted the
old chemically dependent, high-main-
tenance rose garden. "No matter what
we did we'd end up with those funny
little hybrid teas that have to be in those
ugly beds." The Cinderellas Stufano
chose to transform "those ugly beds"
were herbaceous perennials, especially
turn-of-the-century clematis, iris, and
peonies. But because "too many good
plants have come along since the origi-
nal gardens were designed," he ex-
plains, "we're not tied to that period."
Any more than he feels tied to a public
garden mentality. "Public gardeners
can't always plant with the public in
mind. That leads to very safe, predict-
able gardening."

Stufano also believes Wave Hill's
mission is to educate the public, "to
raise people's consciousness of plants
they can grow. Public gardens that are

largely for display will grow the usual,
often to perfection, in vast numbers-
the Rockettes type of thing, and that's
cheating the public." Wave Hill's visi-

tors actually take notes on the clematis
tepees, the border "brush-up" sticks
(rough twigs used as natural stakes),
the mix of perennials, biennials, and
annuals with an occasional potted
greenhouse habitu6.

If not every Wave Hill plant is la-
beled yet, the one hundred varieties in
the Herb Garden are-and entertain-
ingly. Take costmary: "In colonial
America...known as 'Bible Leal be-
cause churchgoers used its long fra-
grant leaves as bookmarks. If one
became bored or drowsy during a ser-
mon, the leaf might be nibbled or the
nose would be treated to its minty
scent." The herbal folklore shows a
wide-angle view of plants that ranges
beyond the standard institutional fo-
cus. When Stufano began gardening in
the Bronx-after growing up in
Queens, the son of ltalian immigrants
who farmed the railroad tracks that
bordered their yard-he began travel-
ing abroad in search of perennials then
unavailable in this country. "That has
changed entirely in the past several
years," he remarks. "We now have
many nurseries here producing terrif-
ic plants that before you could only get
in England." If he remains an egalitari-
an plantsman, it is thanks to T. H. Ev-
erett's emphasis on "not being a plant
snob. Petunias and sunflowers are
wonderful. And rare is not necessarily
wonderful." Stufano is partial to succu-
lents ("all structure"), half-hardy Med-
iterranean plants, salvias, all things
gray, and species roses. Egalitarianism
has its limits, though. Rhododendrons
and azaleas are "formless blobs."

His generalism stood him in good
stead during the metamorphosis of the
rose garden. Stufano grew "temp"
flowers: his "$ 16.30 Garden," all annu-
als whose seed packet price came to
$16.30. These borders allowed him to
"play with the soft and undulating style
of planting" that has become a Stufirno
signature-but not a formula. After a

quarter-century of cultivating the
Bronx. he is nowhere close to running
out of ideas for Wave Hill. "If you're
curious there's always something new,"
he says. "There's all the old stuff to
grow in new combinations. And those
curve balls that nature throws you." I

For information: Waue Hill, 575 West 252
St., Bronx, NY 1047 I ; (7 I 8) 549-3200.
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Houses Louise Built Rup on Monica about 1,000 more albums in a nearby
closet, and there are chests of drawers
filled with vintage Kenneth .fay Lane
jewelry, shelf displays of "unpedigreed
green glass," and a kitchen counter
sagging with floppy reggae-inspired
bonnets and baseball caps, including
examples from the Tommy Boy cloth-
ing line Lynch oversees. And there's
more, much more.

"Every few months I f igure out
something new I want to collect, then I
start collecting it with a vengeance," ex-
plains Lynch. "l don't think a person
'should allor.r' their possessions ro pos-
sess them but every Sunday morning
there I am, off at eight to the flea mar-
ket on 26th Street. I'm committed to
clutter in a major way. It's hard for me
to focus on the big things, the furniture
and getting the paint job done, but the
goof y accessories-they procreate. "

"I could accessorize until the day I
die," says Monica Lynch, "chillin"' in
her "hip-hop hacienda," or, to trans-
late, kicking back with a Diet Coke
in her Day-Glo neeDoris Day bache-
lorette castle. I

(Continued frorn page 158) with surgical
brilliance. "Everything that makes the
house function starts here," she an-
nounced. "Ifthere is a water shortage,
if the electricity goes wrong, it takes
place here. The basement is the foun-
dation ofeverything,just as the uncon-
scious is the foundation of your
personality." The light was turned off
as she sought another staircase up.

Ducking beneath a low arch, we ar-
rived in the kitchen, which is the most
idiosyncratic room in the house. Bour-
geois scorns the concept of an enor-
mous American kitchen. Her galley is

no larger than an apartment foyer:just
as her art tools are kept close at hand,
so are her culinary ones. Something
seems to be missing, though, and is.

There's no stove,.iust a two-burner hot
plate and a toaster oven. "Now, the sto-
ry of the stove," Bourgeois began sol-
emnly, like Alice addressing the March
Hare. "When my husband passed away
in the seventies, I did away with the
stove. It was a symbolic action. For if
the master of the house isn't here, what
is the need of a stove? So I only use a
pressure cooker. I once had a big din-
ing table. I chopped it up, and it's part
desk, part table." Her reasoning is per-
fectly rational, very Louise Bourgeois.

One morning I visited her studio,
two floors of a former warehouse in
Brooklyn where she was working on
large marble pieces. When it was time
for me to leave, she realized we were
locked in. Her assistant, who had the
keys, would not arrive until that after-
noon. The question was how to get me
out from behind the looking glass of
Bourgeois's world before then. The
windows in the street-level cavern
where she carves metaphors for isola-
tion, violence, and sexual fantasy all
had bars. We trudged up and down
corridors to a forbidding metal door,
which she deftly unbolted. It creaked
open a few inches onto a debris-strewn
lot and wouldn't budge any farther. In
the gloom of the hallway we looked at
each other in silent understanding. "I
knew we'd find a way," she assured me
as I wedged myself through the open-
ing. Outside I turned to say good-bye.
The door was bolted. Louise Bour-
geois had disappeared. ll

(Continued from page 158) the VCR for
review. "Great sound," I say. "Oh,
yeah, well, you've got to have good au-
dio on the TV for the work thing," says

Lynch as she continues to explain hef
studio. "l really wouldn't call this a bed-
room, I'd call it a boudoir. There's a
sort of Las Vegas thing going. It's
meant to be a mantrap," she laughs,
"designed like a Chevy. I never got to
make out in the backseats of cars, so

l'm making up for it now."
Across the way in the living room

area, there's a table laden rvith Bud-
dhas-not the sober Tibetan type but
the fat jolly ones that symbolize pros-
perity. There are also bowls of beaded
fruit, popular in the 1940s. "They're
gaudy and they pick up light, which is
why I'm attracted to them," says Lynch.
Against the walls there are stacks of old
albums with a heavy emphasis on disco.
Vinyl, says Lynch, is "going the way o[
the dodo, which is sad-album covers
are miniature pieces of art." There are
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Norville's Own Show

(Continued from page 154) lrorn Nor-
ville's maternal grandmother, as was a
pastoral landscape by an American
painter named Hunter Thompson. A
sterling christening cup sits near a sil-

ver box engraved with a picture o1'the
chocolate factory in Estonia that be-
longed to Wellner's grandfather; both
were packed hastily when the flamily
fled during World War II, "one step
ahead of the Soviets."

Aesthetics aside, all of this hominess
provides a distinct advantage for a

working journalist. Norville confesses
that interview subjects are often thor-
oughly disarmed by the time they climb
the stairs and settle into the tapestry-
covered love seat in her raspberry-col-
ored study. "'I'hey're so relaxed," she
says sweetly, "that they sometimes talk
as though we're by ourselves." I

Resources

GARDENING
Pages 46, 48, 50 Farm & Garden Nursery, 2 Ave. of
the Americas, New York, NY 10013; (212) 431-
3577. Chelsea Garden Center, 501 West 23 St.,
NewYork, NY 10011; (212)925-2477. PlantSpe-
cialists, 42 25 Vernon Blvd., Long lsland City, NY
'1 

1 101 ; (718) 392-9404. Keil Bros.,220 1 5 Horace
Harding Blvd., Bayside, NY 1 1364; (718) 224-
2020
PEOPLE
Pages 78,80 Architecture, by Ross Anderson of
Anderson/Schwartz Architects, NYC (212) 608-
0185; San Francisco (415) 495-5878. Aluminum
chairs (#1006), by Emeco, Ior dealers (800) 366-
5951. 78 Askew wall clock, by M&Co, $120, for
stores (212) 243-0082.
STYLE
Page 100 Coe Kerr Gallery, 49 East 82 St., New
York, NY 10028: (212) 628-.1340 Limited-edition
signed and numbered lithographs of selected
Brennan work, Irom Chalk & Vermilion, 200 Green-
wich Ave., Greenwich, CT 06830; (203) 869-9500,
fax (203) 869-9520. Skyshades, by Fanny Bren-
nan, $17.50, to order from Panache Press/Clark-
son N. Potter (800) 733-3000.
PRIME TIME FOR THE WHITTLES
Pages 104-13 Architecture, design, by Peter Ma-
rino Architect, 150 East 58 St., New York, NY
1 0022; (21 2) 7 52-5444, l ax (21 2) 7 59-37 27
JULIAN SCHNABEL'S VELVET TOUCH
Page 122 Plum Velour cotton for curtain, at Rose
Brand Theatrical Fabrics, NYC (800) 223-1624.
Skeleton, similar at Erasmus & Co., London (7.1)

437-4760 by appt. Napoleon I chaise, similar at
Christopher Gibbs, London (71) 439-4557.123
1929 linoleum, arts and crafts maple chair and
sofa, similar at Secondhand Rose, NYC (212) 431-
7673. 124-25 Skeleton, skull, similar at Erasmus
(see above). 126-27 W ool carpet, c. 1 930, similar
at Secondhand Rose (see above).
TRIBECA'S COUNTRY AIR
Page 138 Christian Francis Roth, 336 West 37 St.,
New York, NY 1 001 8; (212) 239-0130. Upholstery,
by Marc Tash lnleriors, NYC (21 2) 385-2243.

. FINETUNINGTRADITION
Pages 140-47 Decoration, by Genevidve Faure,
880 Lexington Ave., #3A, New York, NY 10021;
(21 2\ 7 34-7 7 42. 1 40-41 Belvoi r cotton/viscose on
sola at left, Anatole cotton on lar sofa, Caravan cot-
ton on armchairs at right, to the trade at Quadrille,
for showrooms (212) 753-2955. Versailles wallpa-
per, to the trade at Christopher Hyland, for show-
rooms (212) 688-6121 . English giltwood convex
mirror, c. 1815, similar at Philippe Farley, NYC
(212) 472-1622. Late 1gth century embroidered
screen, similar at Juan Portella Antiques, NYC
(212) 650-0085. Custom pillow fabrication, to the
trade to order at Le Decor FranQais, NYC (212)
734-0032. Custom curtain fabrication, giltwood f in-
ials, to order at Design for Creative Living, NYC
(212) 563-0597. Decorative painting, to the trade
by David Robertson, Livingston (518) 537-5116
142 Custom cabinetry, designed by Genevieve
Faure, Iabricated by Laszlo Sallay, NYC (21 2) 866-
01 1 2. Custom upholstered sofa, to the trade to or-
der at Furniture Masters, Brooklyn (71 8) 599-0771 .

Prince Noir Tapestry cotton/wool (color shown not
available) Ior carpet, to the trade at Brunschwig &
Fils, for showrooms (21 2) 838-7878. 143 Late 1 gth
century French chandelier, French Empire sofa,
similar at Reymer-Jourdan Antiques, NYC (212)
674-4470. Green Damask Barbizon 02 cotton/silk
for table skirt, to the trade at Trade France, NYC
(21 2) 758-8330. 144-45 [/ac Donald Duck cotton
for slipcovers, to the trade at Decorators Walk, for
showrooms (516) 249-3100. English mahogany
console table, c. 1850, similar at Christopher Hod-
soll, London (71)730-3370. Late 1gth century car-
pet, similar at Reymer-Jourdan (see above).
Custom curlain and slipcover labrication, to the
trade to order at Trade France (see above). Deco-
rative painting, by Pierre Finkelstein, NYC (212)
285-0542. 146-47 Custom mahogany uphol-
stered sola, to the trade to order at Trade France
(see above). Plain Stripe linen/cotton on pillows
and bench, at Bennison Fabrics, NYC (212) 941-
1212. Needlepoint-covered ottoman, similar at
Valley House Antiques, Locust Valley (516) 671-
2847. Lale 1gth century English mahogany desk,
similar at Lubin Galleries, NYC (212) 924-3777.
French Empire mahogany desk chair with bronze
mounts, similar at Hubert des Forges, NYC (212)
744-1857 . Bed linens, similar at Schweitzer Linen,
NYC (212) 249-8361, ourside NY (800) 554-6367,
catalogue available. Cotton Duck Bisque
(#R11481-8) Ior curtains, to the trade at Decora-
tors Walk (see above). Custom curtain fabrication,
to order at Design for Creative Living (see above).
.NEW YORK'S YOUNG DESIGNERS
Pages 148-49 Decoration, by Frederic Jochem
Architectural Design, 240 Central Park South, New
York, NY 10019; (212) 956-1840. Contracting, by
Sibony Contracting Corp., NYC (212) 744-5510.
Painting, by Silverlining lnteriors, NYC (212) 243-
6133. Furniture upholstery and curtain, tablecloth,
and bedspread labrication, by Upholstery Unlimit-
ed, NYC (212) 924-1230.148 Whorled patinated-
brass halogen table lamp with sandblasted acrylic
shade in portrait, $375, to order from Jeff Brown of
Amtkoviak, NYC (212) 580-8253 by appt. Faux
stone painted lire surround, by Arthur Fowler and
Pascale Patris, Brooklyn (718) 935-0822. One-ol-
a-kind wing chair, by Jerry Van Deelen, similar at
Jerrystyle, NYC (212) 353-9480. Custom Fauve
cotton on wing chair, to the trade al Tressard, for
showrooms (201) 365-2001. LouisXVl painted
beechwood slipper chair, 17th-century bronze
dor6 candlesticks, similar at Revillon D'Apreval,
Paris (1) 42-61-27-36, Iax (1 ) 42-61 -43-70. Velours
Gascogne cotton/linen on side chair, Arabesque f i-
branne/silk for undercurtains, Ottoman cotton/vis-
cose for walls, Pullman Cloth linen/cotton/
polyester on sofa, to the trade at Clarence House,
for showrooms (2 1 2) 7 52-2890. Dimorphic patinat-
ed-brass halogen table lamp with sandblasted
acrylic shade in living room, $450, to order from
Jelf Brown of Amtkoviak (see above). 1 49 Coconut
Weave sisal/coir {or walls, Chinese sea grass for
carpet and headboard, to the trade at Stark Car-
pet, for showrooms (21 2) 752-9000. Antique metal-
lic gold trim for wall, ceiling, and pillow on bed,
similar at M&J Trimming, NYC (212) 391-8731 .

Bellini silk damask for tablecloth, to the trade at
Christopher Hyland, Ior showrooms (212) 688-
6121. Renna Suede on dining room chairs and
bedroom walls, Moire Ombria cotton/linen Ior bed-
spread, Shantung Marinella silk on dining room

ceiling, to the trade at Clarence House (see
above). Dining room wall upholstery, by Custom ln-
teriors, NYC (212) 737-8824. One-or-a-kind iron/
bronze sconce in bedroom, similar {rom.Doug
Mayhew, NYC (212) 769-9436 by appt. 150 Deco-
ration, by Charles Riley, 323 East 8 St., New York,
NY 10009, (212) 473-4173;402 South Alexandria
Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90020, (213) 383-5838.
Custom murals, by Gail Leddy, NYC (212) 247-
0915. Turkish-influenced settee, c. 1890, in Art
Nouveau velvet, similar at lvlartin Cohen Antiques,
water [/ill (516) 726-6501 by appt. Edwardian slip-
per chairs, similar at the Business in the Barn, Had-
lyme (203) 526-3770. Paisley Park coltonilinen/
rayon damask on slipper chairs, to the trade at
Hawver, for showrooms (212) 477-4217. Anlique
kilim, similar at ABC Carpet & Home, NYC (212)
473-3000. Antique giltwood f loor lamps and 1gth-
century camel tabouret, similar at P. A. Burke An-
tiques, Salem (508) 745-9478. Gunmetal lolding
campaign table, at Heart of the Lion, San Francisco
(41 5) 567 -1 7 1 2. 1 7th-centu ry Portugese giltwood
mirrors, similar at Cobweb, NYC (212) 505-1558.
American Victorian carved walnut brackets, similar
at John Koch Antiques, NYC (212) 243-8625.
1920s Egyptian Revival fabric panel on wall, similar
at Maison Gerard, NYC (212) 674-7611 . Mondrian
cotton boucle on screen, to the trade at Clarence
House (see above). Augusta chintz on club chair
pillow, to the trade at Ouadrille, for showrooms
(212) 753-2955. Custom-color Willow hand-
blocked wallpaper in bedroom, to the trade to or-
der at Sanderson, for showrooms (212) 319-722O.
151 Architecture, by Sara Purcell, Architect, NYC
(212) 787-3185. Custom bleached mahogany ar-
moire and cast-iron arrow stand. similar to order
from Sara Purcell (see above). Stairs, armoire, exe-
cuted by cabinetmakers Amberg & Hinzman,
Brooklyn (71 8) 858-1 500 . 142-inch wide un-
bleached muslin for curtain, at Rose Brand, NYC
(8OO) 223-1 624. 1 52 Decoration, by John Christen-
sen of David Anthony Easton, 323 East 58 St., New
York, NY 10022, (212) 486-6704. Three-Over-
Stripe wallpaper, to the trade at Clarence House
(see above). Faille Lamballe silk taffeta for cur-
tains, Frange Moulin6e with Jasmins fringe on cur-
tains, to the trade at Tassels & Trims, NYC (212)
754-6000 by appt. One-of-a-kind handmade Bes-
sarabian, c. 1950, similaratStark(seeabove). Em-
pire bronze on center table, similar to the trade at
John Rosselli, NYC (212) 772-2137 . Damas Orion
cotton/silk (used on reverse side) on R69ence arm-
chair, to the trade at Clarence House (see above).
English Regency papier-mAche tray-on-stand
cocktail table, similar at Kentshire Galleries, NYC
(21 2) 673-6644. Claudene Chinoiserie Toile cotton
for walls, to the trade at Old World Weavers. for
showrooms (21 2) 355-7 1 86. Decatu r Stripe Taf{eta
silk for curtains and dust rutfle, to the trade at Sca-
lamandr6, for showrooms (212) 980-3888. Egyp-
tian cotton 200{hread count sheets and pillow
shams, from Palais Royal, for stores (800) 322-
3911. Leopard wool carpet, to the lrade at Stark
(see above). 153 Decoration, by Craig Logan
Jackson, 50 East 1 0 St., New York, NY 1 0003; (21 2)
477-5652. Chinese sea grass carpet, to the trade
at Stark (see above). Noguchi Formica{opped ta-
ble with wireiiron base, c. 1955, 1950s Robsjohn-
Gibbings brass lamp, simllar at 280 Modern, NYC
(212) 941-5825. English regency fruitwood arm-
chair, similar at Kensington Place Antiques, NYC
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(212)533-7652. Bertoia steel ottoman, at KnollStu-
dio, division ol the Knoll Group, for dealers (800)
445-5045. Fidelio chintz (#4301-08) on sofa pillow,
to the trade at Manuel Canovas, for showrooms
(212\ 752-9588. Enameled-metal wall sconce, to
order from Craig Logan Jackson (see above). En-
glish regency mahogany chairs, similar at Freder-
ick P. Victoria & Son, NYC (21 2) 755-2549. Sunnex
metal halogen goosenecklloor lamp (#708-55), by
Sunnex, for inlormation (800) 445-7869. Flasher
patinated-lead sculpture on table, by Hosemarie
Castoro, similar at Hal Bromm Gallery, NYC (212)
732-6196. Jo Shane wrought-iron sculpture, simi-
lar from Jo Shane, NYC (21 2) 679-0925. Borghese
cotton for bed and curtains, to the trade at Donghia
Textiles, for showrooms (800) 366-4442.
DEBORAH NORVILLE'S OWN SHOW
Pages 160-65 Archileclure, by Annabelle Selldorf
of Selldorf & Van Campen, 25 Mercer St., New
York, NY 1 001 3; (21 2) 219-9571 . Design, by San-
dra Nunnerley of Sandra Nunnerley lnterior De-
sign, 1 1 2 East 71 St., New York, NY 1 0021 ; (21 2)
472-9341 . Decorative painting, by Michael Paul
Battaglia, Littleton (303) 979-3009. Curtain and
bedspread fabrication, by Garance Aufaure, NYC
(212) 517-7273.160-61 Taffeta Stripe silk on
chaise pillow and ottoman, to the trade at Clarence
House, for showrooms (212) 752-2850. Silk stripe
(#WTTSTPI )on armchair and ottoman, Bellini siik
damask for chair pillow, to the trade at Christopher
Hyland, for showrooms (212) 688-6181 . Empire
giltwood sconces, similar at Malmaison Antiques,
NYC (212) 288-7569. Babylon Solid chenille throw,
at Jefirey Aronoff, NYC (212) 645-3155. 162 En-
glish mahogany armchair, c. 1815, similar at Tre-
vor Potts, NYC (21 2) 980-7830. 1 63 French gilded/
paintedtrumeau, c. 1805, similarat Karl KempAn-
tiques, NYC (212],254-1877 . Mid 1gth century pati-
nated-bronze/grlt chandelier, similar at Nesle, NYC
(212) 755-0515 Cotton/silk stripe (#BLRRIGASC)
on chairs, to the trade at Christopher Hyland (see
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above). 1il-65 Olympic Satin trevira 10r curtains,
bedspread, and pillows, to the lrade at lan Craw-
ford, Ior showrooms (212) 243-6250. Cashmere
cable throw (color shown not available), from
Ralph Lauren Home Collection, for stores (212)
642-8700. Merindol viscose/cotton on window seat
cushion, to the trade at Manuel Canovas, Ior show-
rooms (212) 752-9588. Silk organza (#8H132) for
Roman shades, to the trade at Christopher Hyland
(see above). French painted chest of drawers, to
the trade at Julia Gray, NYC (212) 223-4454. En-
glish silver plate candlestick lamps, at Karen War-
shaw, NYC (212) 439-787O.
THE RAP ON MONICA
Page 166 Archimede Seguso crystal candelabra,
at Tilfany & Co., for information (800) 526-0649.
167 Leopard Float silk blouse, by Todd Oldham, at
Carol RolloiRiding High, NYC; Martha Internation-
al, NYC; Nan Duskin, Baltimore, Philadelphia;
Stanley Korshak, Dallas; Madeleine Gallay, West
Hollywood. 169 Farbige Ouadrate wool rug, repli-
caof aKurtSchwitters 1921 collage, atABCCarpet
& Home, NYC (21 2) 473-3000.
DOWNTOWN LOOKING UP
Page 170 Rafiles armchair with removable cotton
slipcovers, by Vico Magistretti for De Padova, Mi-
lan (2) 7600-841 3. Assorted 1 gth-century neoclas-
sical vases, Creil pottery plates, c. 1830, '1gth-

century neoclassical marble statue, 1 7th-century
lerra-cotta bust, 1gth-century bronze models be-
hind bust, similar at Niall Smith Antaques & Decora-
tions, NYC (212) 255-0660. 171 Anals armchairs,
by Michele Halard, at Yves Halard, Paris (1) 42-22-
60-50; Bergdorf Goodman, NYC (212) 753-7300.
Dame du Lac cotlon toile on armchairs, to the trade
at Old World Weavers, for showrooms (212) 355-
7186. Biedermeier table, neoclassical vase, 1 920s
iron stool, similar at Niall Smith (see above). 172
Mahogany etagdre with bronze mounts, 1 9th-cen-
tury bronze obelisks, columns, and globe, English
amboyna adjustable reading table, c. 1860, simi-

lar at Niall Smith (see above). Ladder # 1 , to order
al Putnam Rolling Ladder Co., NYC (212) 226-
5147. 173 Guy sofa, by Michele Halard, at Yves Ha-
lard (see above); Bergdorf Goodman (see above).
Luci Fair glass sconces, by Philippe Starck for
Flos, lor dealers (51 6) 549-2745. Elvire glass/metal
table, by Michdle Halard, at Yves Halard (see
above). 1gth-century bronze statues, similar at
Niall Smith (see above). 175 Anna wrought-iron
6tagere, by Michdle Halard, at Yves Halard (see
above); Bergdorf Goodman (see above). 1gth-
century German burlwood beer flasks, neoclassi-
cal iron/wire chair, similar at Niall Smith (see
above). 176 Manhattan Sleeper leather sofa, at
See, NYC (212) 228-3600. Toio nickel-plated/
brass/enameled-steel Iloor lamps, by Achille and
Piergiacomo Castiglioni, from Flos (see above).
Jalousie wool carpet, by Bonetti & Garouste, at En
Attendant les. Barbares, Paris (1) 42-33-37-87.
Wrought-iron chair with cowhide upholstery, by
Paul Mathieu and Michael Ray, to special order at
Neolu, NYC (212) 982-O21O: Modern Ljving, Los
Angeles (213) 655-3898. 177 Mtro(, English ma-
hogany trolley, French ceramic lamps, bronze
bedside table, all 1gth century, bronze urn, marble
bust, similar at Niall Smith (see above).
GREATIDEAS
Page 178 Cotton duck (#51 264) for curtain, to the
trade at Dazian, lor showrooms (212) 307-7800.
English polished steel shell-back chairs, at N/acy's
Herald Square, NYC. Nancy crystal tumblers, by
Baccarat, for stores (212) 826-4100. ltalian hand-
wrought sterling cruet, at Buccellati, NYC (212)
308-2900. 180 Tiifany Toys English ironstone chil-
dren's set, at Ti{Jany & Co., lor stores (800) 526-
0649. Nancy crystal water and wine glasses, by
Baccarat (see above). Villa d'Este sterling {latware,
at Buccellati (see above). lron Iloor lamps with
scalloped brass shades, at Macy's Herald Square,
NYC; Macy's West, San Francisco.
ALL PBICES APPROXIl,v1ATE

GET WEIGHT OFF ANID KEEP IT OFF
FOR GOOD WITH NORDICTRACK...

America's most fficient, total-body uorkout.
Diets Alone Don't Work

\W'hen you eat less, your body automatically
adjusts its metabolism to a lower level and
attempts to maintain a set point between your
food intake and activity level. You lose some
weight, but feel tired, grumpy and hungry.
Inevitably you give in, splurge, and gain the
weight back again.

The Secret To Iastiog Weight Loss.
For best results, eat sensible meals and get

regular aerobic exercise on NordicTrack@.
NordicTrack's highly efficient total-body
workout will raise your metabolism, so you
can get weight off and keep it off for good.

NordicTraclc "The wodd's
Best Aerobic Exerciser.""

Fitness expefts agree that cross-country
skiing is the world's best aerobic exercise.

By duplicating the motion of cross-country
skiing, NordicTrack lets you work more
muscle groups and burn more calories than
with a treadmill, exercise bike, or
stairclimber - up to 1,100 calories per hour,
according to fitness experts.

It also helps you reduce body fat and gain
muscle tissue. Which means you'll burn more
calories even at rest.

Easy To Use: Just 2O Minutes A Day.
NordicTrack is as easy as walking. And

it's time-efficient - 20 minutes a day is all
it takes.
@1992 \ordicTmck, Inc., A C\rL Conrp2n!

Call todav for a 30 dav
in-b-oine trial

Models priced from $299 to $1,299.

f\lordrdrack'

1-800-328-5888
EXT. 196J2

Or ririte: \ordicTrack. l)cpt. 196J2,
1+l -fonathan Bhcl. \.. Chaskr. \,1N, 55118

ill rishr re{fled

Call or write for a

FREE \rIDEO
A]\D BROCHURE!
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Gandee
of' realtor-to-the-ricl-r-
or-f errnous (or, ideally,

both) Alice Mason mzrtters a lot. It matters because, if we
are to accept the accepted wisclom, it acknowleclges that
the recipient has arrived at a certain state ofsocioprofes-
sional grace: that the recipient is somehow deemed wor-
thy to rub shoulders with Alice's loyal coterie-a group
that tends to include Diane Sawyer, Norman Mailer,
Barbara Walters, Torn Brokaw, Helen Gurley Brown,
Walter Cronkite, Gloria Steinem, and whoever clse might
be circlin{. in the firmament of political ancl media stars.

Dutifully chronicled in the pages of W :rnd the Nezr

York Post by Alice's absolutely-rnost-frequent guest, l-
was-there-and-it-was-fabulous society columnist Aileen
Mehle (a.k.a. "Suzy"), these always-black-tie, always-

science. And as with any science, there are rules.
"'lhe main responsibility of the hostess is not to bore

your guests," claimed Alice recently. "The most boring
thing is those big round tables where you talk to your
rieht and you talk to your left and a half hour later you
think,'Why can't I go home?' "'Io preclude such a possi-
bility, Alice deploys through three rooms of her apart-
ment forty-two-inch and thirty-six-inch round tables
around which she crowds eight and six people, respec-
tively. Being cramped is key, said Alice, who has plate
service from the kitchen, as opposed to waiter service at
the table, because "if a waiter can come between guests to
serve, the table is too big." Besides, she continued, wait-
ers are a distraction to conversation, and according to Al-
ice, conversation is everything.

To keep conversation lively, Alice designates a host at
each table, as well as a "monitor" charged with making
sure that there is but one conversation per table. "l am
very strict about only one person talking at a time. No
one talks to their right or left here." I asked Alice i{'she

was also very strict ab()ut
the traditional boy-girl
seating rule. "Always,"
she replied. "I think if a

woman is seated next to
a woman, she f'eels she
didn't get the best seat."

More tricky are hus-
bands and wives. "You
know," said Alice, wh<r

has been married three
times but who has been
single for a long time,
"there are not a lot of
couples in which both
husband and wife are
interesting." That being
the case, at least to Al-

ice's mind, she limits the number of cou-
ples to fifteen, and those she separates

not merely by table but by room. No wives, no husbands
complain? "I wouldn't have people like that," said Alice,
who used to be even more unforgiving on the subject.
Back in the seventies, when she was "really naughty," Al-
ice would routinely invite a husband without his wife.
"Tell her it's a working dinner," Alice recalled telling
lvor Richard, then British ambassador to the UN. When
he protested, Alice begrudgingly acquiesced: the wife
could come-"but she can't have a good seat because who
is she except n.rarried to you?"'fhough she laughed as

she told the story-which meant, I suppose, it wouldn't
happen quite the same way today-I had the sense that in
this hostess's rnind, now as then, New York dinner par-
ties are no place lbr sissies. Charles Gandee

Littre round rabres *,Til?.J,lj';;,:;:
are the secret to :]'.l,:t::l*::l'J,lil;
Atice Mason's success Manhatt;rn al)artment

tirr-precisely-sixty clinnels-n'hich
Alice dcducts Irorn hcr taxcs-havc
achieved s()rnet.hing ;rpproar:hing r:ult
stiltus ()ver thc ycars and garne rerl Al-
ice a prornincr-rt nichc in ttre hall ol'
farnc o1' h()stesses. And in terrns of
nctworking, iI'one carr applv the par-
lance of'rnicl-level nran:rgenlent to up-
scale Alice, thev are the sine clua
r)()n-as Donrinick Dunnc maclc clcar'
wl'ren trc inrnrortalizccl Alicc and hcr
clinncl parties h Peoplc l-ilte U.r.

No a<:ciclcnt.

Alice, rvho r:elebrates trer sixtieth
birthday this rnonth, has been giving
dinncr parties since the late f'ifties

"The main responsibility
of the hostess is not to bore your guests"
when as a young real estate agent about town she thought
it might be worthwhile to introduce her "society type"
friends to her "movie type" clients at eat-on-your-lap-
style clinners in lrer one-bedroom apartment. Though
Alice had not yet ntade her narne "integrating," as she
says, those limestone fbrtresses akrng Park and Fifth that
once separated "them" from "us," she nonetheless man-
aged to choreograph the kind of coups that every l.rostess

drearns about: "Marilyn, I'd like you to meer Alfied Van-
derbilt; Alfred, I'cl like you to meet Marilyn Mr>nroe."

Alice upped the social ante in 1962 when she moved
into her current apartment, a pleasant enotrgh place
on-where else?-the Upper East Side. Here Alice has
transfcrrmed the gentle art of entertaining at honre into a
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